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Abstract

Robots are leaving the friendly, well-structured world of automation and are facing the

challenges of a dynamic world. The uncertain conditions in the dynamic world call for

a high degree of robustness and adaptivity for individual robots as well as interactions

between multiple robots and other system entities. The uncertainty makes it difficult for

designers and engineers to anticipate all conditions, interactions, and side effects a system

will have to deal with while the system is specified and developed. Furthermore, implicit

and explicit coordination is required to perform a joint goal with multiple entities in a

multi-robot system. Enabling scalability for multi-robot applications can be especially

supported by means of implicit and decentralised coordination approaches. Nevertheless,

robots that adapt to the dynamic environment and coordinate themselves still have to

pursue their given tasks or goals.

This thesis researches how multi-purpose, mobile, multi-robot systems can be en-

hanced to operate more adaptively in dynamic environments. This is done by analysing

and exploring the combination of so far separated research directions of goal-driven

decision-making and planning as well as self-adaptation and self-organisation.

The presented hybrid decision-making and planning framework is integrated into the

popular robotic middleware Robot Operating System (ROS). The solution combines

symbolic planning with reactive behaviour networks, automated task delegation, rein-

forcement learning, and pattern-based selection of suitable self-organisation mechanisms.

On that account, it brings together the advantages of bottom-up and top-down oriented

architectures for task-level control of multi-robot systems. The developed framework

enables a coherent and integrated design and implementation of decision-making and

planning as well as coordination application logic within one software ecosystem that

features a common domain model and a modular architecture. This results in a simpli-

fication of the development of adaptive multi-purpose multi-robot systems by avoiding

system discontinuities and enabling a holistic view on the actual implementation.

The presented approach has been successfully evaluated in various research projects

and international competitions in the field of robotics and multi-agent systems.
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Zusammenfassung

Roboter verlassen ihre etablierte, strukturierte Welt der Automatisierung und stellen sich

den Herausforderungen der dynamischen Umwelt. Die zum Teil unbekannten Bedingun-

gen in der dynamischen Umwelt erfordern ein hohes Maß an Robustheit und Adaptivität

für den einzelnen Roboter, als auch für die Interaktion mehrerer Roboter untereinan-

der. Diese Bedingungen machen es für Entwickler schwierig alle Zustände, Interaktionen

und Seiteneffekte für ein System im voraus zu spezifizieren. Zusätzlich muss für eine

gemeinsame Erfüllung von Zielen durch mehrere Roboter eine explizite oder implizite

Koordination erfolgen. Hier kann vor allem eine implizite und dezentrale Koordination

eine gute Skalierbarkeit unterstützen. Trotz eines Fokusses auf Adaptivität, müssen die

Robotersysteme aber zugleich auch gegebene Ziele und Aufgaben erfüllen.

Diese Dissertation erforscht wie multifunktionale, mobile Multi-Roboter-Systeme ver-

bessert werden können, um adaptiver und robuster in dynamischen Umgebungen zu

operieren. Dazu wird speziell eine Kombination aus den bisher unabhängig betrachteten

Forschungsrichtungen der zielgerichteten Planung und Entscheidungsfindung, als auch

der Selbst-Adaptation und Selbst-Organisation untersucht.

Das vorgestellte hybride Entscheidungsfindungs- und Planungsframework ist dabei in-

tegriert in die weitverbreite Robotik-Middleware Robot Operating System (ROS). Spezi-

ell kombiniert die realisierte Lösung symbolische Planung mit reaktiven Verhaltensnetz-

werken, automatischer Aufgabenverteilung, verstärkendes Lernen und musterbasierte

Auswahl von Selbstorganisationsmechanismen. Auf dieser Grundlage vereint das Sys-

tem die Vorteile von Bottom-Up- und Top-Down-Architekturen für die Steuerung von

Multi-Roboter-Systemen auf Aufgabenebene. Weiterhin ermöglicht die modulare Archi-

tektur und das übergreifenden Domänenmodell innerhalb eines Softwareökosystems ein

einheitliches und integriertes Design der Planungs-, Entscheidungsfindungs-, und Koor-

dinationslogik. Das resultiert in einer Vereinfachung der Entwicklung von adaptiven und

multifunktionalen Multi-Roboter-Systemen durch die Vermeidung von Systembrüchen

in einem holistischen Ansatz.

Das vorgestellte System wurde erfolgreich in verschiedenen Forschungsprojekten und

internationalen Wettkämpfen aus dem Bereich Multi-Agenten- und Multi-Roboter-Sys-

teme evaluiert.
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Introduction



1. Motivation

Robotic systems are able to support or replace humans in a wide variety of tasks and

are capable of operating in various situations and environmental conditions. Deployed

robot systems in the industry, like in manufacturing or recycling, enable operation in

environments that are dangerous for humans. Furthermore, some robots allow process-

ing higher workloads or achieve higher precision than their human counterparts. This

successful application is possible due to static and predictable environments, where en-

gineers have considered and tested all possible world and system states in advance. The

required complete considerations and tests generate great effort during the design and

development of robots.

Nowadays, robotic systems are about to replace and support humans in more dynamic

environments. They are mobile, execute different context-dependent actions, and get

more and more feature-rich. Robots are leaving the friendly, well-structured world of

automation and are facing the challenges of a dynamic world. Examples for upcoming

applications are robot-human co-workers in the industry, service-robots in households,

restaurants, offices, or tourist guides in public space. At the moment the application

of robots beyond automation is mostly limited to single robots like service robots for

simple domestic applications (cleaning) (Kleiner et al., 2017), social entertainment for

children (Eguchi and Okada, 2018) or flying robots (drones) for surveillance (Li et al.,

2018), as well as inspection tasks (Yang et al., 2015b).

Furthermore, many applications would also benefit from the operation of more than

one robot, a comprehensive list of potential advantages and disadvantages of multi-

robot systems is collected by Arkin, 1998 and Yogeswaran and Ponnambalam, 2010. On

the one hand, the following advantages are mentioned. Parallelism allows to perform

divisible tasks in parallel to increase efficiency. Likewise, certain tasks might be only

feasible for a group of robots due to different capabilities or the required combination

of forces. Moreover, distributed robots are automatically increasing the spatial coverage

for distributed detection, which also results in a wider detection range in comparison to a
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single robot. Similarly, applying distributed actions with multiple robots enables to act

at different places at the same time. Using multiple robots can increase the robustness of

the system, thanks to redundancy because the failure of a single robot does not imply a

failed mission. Further, a distributed system with multiple robots can easily be scaled-up

by adding additional entities. Correspondingly, the heterogeneity of different specialist

robots allows to increase the efficiency of the system by utilising their special properties.

Additionally, using multiple robots allows to select the right amount and best matching

roles dynamically depending on the problem to solve, which increases the flexibility.

Using multiple simple, potentially specialist, robots can be cheaper than having a single

powerful robot for each separate task.

On the other hand, only a few disadvantages are listed. A group of robots can suffer

from interferences in terms of perception, motion, communication, and operation. If a

system consists of multiple robots, not all information can be omnipresent in the system,

which leads to uncertainty for the individuals. A multi-robot system is not necessarily

cheaper than a single more powerful robot, thus total system cost can eventually be

higher.

Various possible application domains for multi-robot systems are conceivable and are

already explored, for example, space exploration (Yliniemi, Agogino, and Tumer, 2014)

as well as disaster rescue operations with aerial, and ground robots (Sheh, Schwertfeger,

and Visser, 2016). Applications that are more industrial are warehouse logistics (Digani

et al., 2015) or service robots operating as a team in future smart-buildings environments,

such as hospitals (Mettler, Sprenger, and Winter, 2017). In consequence, an increasing

application of mobile multi-robot systems in various scenarios is expected in the near

future. The upcoming and envisioned applications of multi-robot systems in dynamic

environments are difficult to realise with established approaches and have to encounter

mentioned disadvantages as well as other induced challenges that are discussed in the

following.
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2. Problem Statement

2. Problem Statement

The aforementioned application domains introduce dynamic environments and require

complex interactions between multiple robots and other system entities, like humans

or software components. The dynamics and complex interaction induce uncertainty.

‘Uncertainty is a system state of incomplete or inconsistent knowledge [...]’ (Ramirez,

Jensen, and Cheng, 2012, p.101). Uncertainty makes it difficult for designers and en-

gineers to anticipate all conditions, interactions, and side effects a system will have to

deal with, while the system is specified and developed. If it is not impossible to cover all

those conditions, it will increase the effort exponentially. In consequence, robots cannot

simply apply fixed sequences of actions, control and feedback loops, or simple state-

machines in such environments anymore. Instead, robots have to select dynamically the

most appropriate action that addresses the current context as well as the targeted sys-

tem goal in an adaptive manner. For this reason, robots have to exhibit more adjustable

autonomy. Adjustable autonomy refers to the ability to make decisions without exter-

nal constraints in a specified scope (Sierhuis et al., 2003). Such adjustable autonomy

allows for an adaptive selection of suitable actions and increases the ability to handle

unexpected situations in a more appropriate manner. The need to develop multi-robot

systems that operate in uncertain environments generates demand for systems that put

emphasis on robustness and adaptivity rather than on behaving in an optimal fashion,

as for instance required in static automation tasks, like car manufacturing.

Addressing more complex problems or tasks with multiple robots allows exploiting var-

ious advantages that have been already mentioned. For instance, using multiple robots

can improve the reliability and efficiency of a system by making use of parallel operation

as well as on-demand takeovers between the entities. Other problems are not feasible

for single robots, e.g. in construction, because of missing capabilities. In this case, other

team members might provide the missing capability. Alternatively, a task is executed

in a collective fashion, combining the strength of several entities. Hence, especially the

distribution of a task amongst several robots can be necessary or beneficial to achieve

a system goal. However, coordination is required to perform a joint goal with a multi-

robot system. Coordination allows for the consistence of the activities within a group

of robots (Gancet and Lacroix, 2007) and it is enabled through mechanisms that man-
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age resource conflicts. Resource conflicts might occur, e.g. for time, space, energy, and

specific items (Gancet and Lacroix, 2007). Coordination can be accomplished explicitly

or implicitly (Parker, 1998). The explicit assignment of tasks to robots or teams of

robots is described as multi-robot task allocation. Alternatively, in implicit or emergent

approaches (Gerkey and Mataric, 2002) the coordination arises from local interactions

between members of the robot team and the environment. Explicit coordination is more

concerned about optimality while implicit coordination fosters adaptability and robust-

ness (Prehofer and Bettstetter, 2005).

Independent of the required adaptation to the dynamic environment, robots still have

to pursue their given individual tasks and goals. General-purpose robots (Simmons,

1994), like service robots or advanced autonomous drones, are more often using decision-

making algorithms or even task-level planning, also called Artificial Intelligence (AI)

planning, for a goal-oriented mission control (Keller, Eyerich, and Nebel, 2012; Tomic

et al., 2012). In this sense, general-purpose robots describe robots that execute their

mission autonomously in dynamic environments and which are able to perform several

different tasks. This is in contrast to robots that just have a very specific application,

like manufacturing robots or simple drones that are only processing preprogrammed

trajectories.

In general, adaptivity and robustness for individual systems as well as for the implicit

coordination of multiple systems correspond to the concepts and ideas of the research

fields of emergence (De Wolf and Holvoet, 2005), self-adaptation (Brun et al., 2009), self-

organisation (Wolf and Holvoet, 2004), and swarm robotics (Şahin, 2005). While the

particular characteristics of emergence, swarms, self-adaptation, and self-organisation

may differ, the general objective of all of these concepts is exceptionally coherent, that

is: Having ensembles of robust systems that maintain their structure, in the sense of

organisation, and feature a high level of adaptation. The terms emergence, swarm

robotics, self-adaptation, and self-organisation will be discussed in more detail later in

this document, see Chapter 5.

Implicit coordination of mobile multi-robot systems in a self-organised manner is not

only beneficial for simple, insect-inspired robots as in common swarm robotics scenarios

like shown by Şahin, 2005 and Dantu et al., 2011. Likewise, more complex general-

purpose robot systems, for instance in disaster rescue teams, can benefit as well from
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implicit decentralised coordination while operating complex individual tasks. Here, the

term complex refers to tasks that require robots with various capabilities, like providing

a rich set of alternative actions, multiple goals, dependent task steps, and compound

tasks consisting of several sub-operations.

The following illustrative example illustrates the idea. Rescue robots could use a self-

organised exploration or search strategy while applying a certain rescue procedure to

help individual victims once they are discovered. The rescue procedure consists of several

dependent tasks like uncovering the human from snow or blowing out a fire before the

human can be examined and transported. In this scenario, the self-organised exploration

or search operation allows to increase the robustness of the system to malfunctional

individuals and improve the scalability by enabling a dynamic adjustment of the robot

team size without requiring explicit coordination (Masar, 2013). Here, it would also be

imaginable that transportation is achieved in a self-organised way again by a group of

robots working together. A self-organised transport would allow for adaptation to the

size and weight of the load as well as the environment structure (Campo et al., 2006).

Alternatively, the transport could be realised with an explicitly coordinated operation.

At the same time, the dependent tasks would require planning to combine the necessary

primitive tasks in the right order to achieve the rescue procedure goal.

Nevertheless, there is a research gap in between these worlds of individual decision-

making and planning for single systems, centralised explicit coordination, decision-

making and planning of general-purpose multi-robot systems and self-organised coor-

dination of many simple robots. Current research is either focusing on one or the other

direction. In order to address the requirements of creating adaptive and goal-driven

multi-robot systems, it is desirable to combine and integrate goal-directed planning,

coordination and decision-making approaches with self-adaptation and self-organisation

mechanisms.
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3. Research Questions

Bringing it all together, there is a demand for adaptive multi-robot systems that oper-

ate in uncertain environments. Moreover, current multi-robot systems are either rather

simple if they apply implicit coordination algorithms, respectively self-organisation, or

the coordination is strictly separated from more advanced decision-making and plan-

ning approaches. This thesis addresses the problem of how to develop general-purpose,

mobile, multi-robot systems that operate in a dynamic environment in an adaptive and

robustly coordinated fashion. This is done by analysing and exploring the combina-

tion of so far separated research directions of goal-driven decision-making and planning,

multi-robot coordination as well as self-adaptation and self-organisation. In particular,

the elaboration is first considering if the integration of self-adaptation capabilities into

common decision-making and planning approaches improves the operation of single or

multi-robot systems in dynamic environments. In order to address this, it is necessary

to establish a decision-making and planning approach that allows the integration of self-

adaptation. Secondly, it is researched how a direct combination with self-organisation

features can enable the development of more flexible and robust coordination of general-

purpose multi-robot systems. To achieve this, it is required to develop an approach that

allows to generalise existing application-specific self-organisation algorithms. Likewise,

a possible combination of implicit coordination through self-organisation and other de-

centralised coordination approaches requires further considerations. Moreover, it is the

goal to enable an evaluation of the taken approach in practice. For this reason, the fo-

cus of this work is on applicable software frameworks, libraries, respectively Application

Programming Interfaces.

In detail, this thesis is targeting the following research questions.

Q1 How does the integration of self-adaptive decision-making and task-level planning

allow robotic systems to cope with dynamic environments?

Q2 In what way can the combination of task-level decision-making and planning with

self-organisation improve the robustness of coordination for multi-robot systems?
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In order to answer the formulated research questions, it is the goal to develop a soft-

ware framework that allows to design and implement multi-robot systems, which exhibit

self-adaptive task-level decision-making and planning as well as self-organised coordina-

tion amongst each other. Particularly, it is intended to enable a coherent and integrated

design and implementation of the decision-making and planning as well as coordination

application logic within one software ecosystem that features a common domain model

and a modular architecture. Such an approach simplifies the development by avoid-

ing system discontinuities and enables a holistic view on the actual implementation.

Furthermore, the planned evaluation of the software framework in different application

scenarios guarantees the transferability and applicability in practice to enable compari-

son and exchange with other researchers.

The following chapter describes the structure of the entire document and provides

hints on how it can be read depending on the particular interests of the reader.

4. Structure of the Document

This chapter gives some background about the structure of the document at hand, some

recommendation about how it can be read, and used conventions.

This thesis comprises six major parts following a typical structure of scientific docu-

ments with introduction, analysis, concept, detailed concept and implementation, evalu-

ation, and conclusion. The structure of argumentation and the relationship of individual

sections of the document are comprehensively visualised in Figure 4.1. The diagram tries

to combine an overview of the document structure, covering the most relevant chapters

and sections, with major statements directly extracted from the chapter content. Nev-

ertheless, the statements are sometimes shortened and taken out of context, hence it

is recommended to read the entire sections to follow the argumentation. Relationships

between certain arguments and sections of the document are colour encoded. The six

major parts of the document are depicted in Orange, whereas important chapters are

shown in Light Blue. If an argument or section is related to multiple others, a colour

gradient is used. In detail, general multi-robot considerations, including explicit coordi-
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nation, are coloured Green. Everything related to general-purpose decision-making and

planning is depicted in Yellow. Blue-coloured are all items related to self-organisation,

while violet colour relates to self-adaptation. These multiple dimensions allow the reader

to follow the line of argumentation that is most interesting for him or to look up certain

aspects later during chronological reading. Furthermore, the used Identifications (IDs)

for certain statements such as objectives or requirements are used throughout the text to

help the reader to follow the argumentation and simplify the connection across various

chapters. Especially in this aspect, the Figure 4.1 can also be used as a reference to find

the chapter in which a statement has been introduced and argued.

The following paragraphs provide an outline of the different parts and highlight es-

sential chapters.

The first Part I Introduction motivates the work, describes the problem, and formu-

lates the research questions. If the reader has read chronologically up to this point, this

part is already completed.

In order to have a solid foundation for the remaining thesis, the second Part II Analysis

starts with a differentiation and description of some foundational concepts that are

important to understand this thesis before an in-depth analysis of all related research

fields is presented. A summary of the deduced insights is given in Chapter 14. This

summary is also reflected in Figure 4.1 instead of classifying the individual chapters

of that part. If particular details of related work are of interest to the reader, it is

recommended to select the relevant chapter/section according to the title from the table

of contents.

Part III constructs the high-level concept of the approach developed in this thesis on

the foundation of the analysis of the previous Part II and the proposed research questions.

This is achieved by deducing the objectives first in Chapter 15 before the methodological

approach is outlined in Chapter 16, and a high-level architecture of the approach is

presented in Chapter 17. In the next Part IV, we combine the detailed concepts of the

particular components with insights about the implementation. This is done due to

certain aspects of the concept depend on implementation details of other components.

The part is divided into four major chapters. The first Chapter 18 introduces the core

components of the approach, while the other three Chapters are constructed on top of

it. Here, each of the other chapters is focusing on a different aspect. The Chapter 19 is
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CC3: Feedback loops require monitoring and influencing the system state that is commonly realised in
accordance with the MAPE paradigm.

Methodology Architecture

Figure 4.1.: Document at a glance: Argumentation structure and section relationships.
Colours and gradients between colours encode relationships.
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concerned about the combination of self-organisation, decision-making and planning for

implicit coordination; Chapter 20 focuses on the integration of learning capabilities to

foster self-adaptation, and Chapter 21 is covering the details of an explicit coordination

approach with task decomposition. Subsequently, Part V covers the evaluation of the

approach. It is partitioned in conducted experiments in Chapter 22, insights from the

application in research projects in Chapter 23, and an overall qualitative comparison

of the capabilities against the related work in Chapter 24. Finally, the last Part VI

contains a summary of the achievements presented in this dissertation. This part is

subdivided into an overall conclusion in Chapter 25, a reconsideration of the initially

formulated research questions in Chapter 26, a discussion of limitations in Chapter 27,

and an outlook to future research possibilities in Chapter 28.

In order to gain a general understanding of this thesis without going into depth, it is

recommended to read at least Part I, the summary of Part II in Chapter 14, the entire

Part III, and the final conclusion provided in Part VI. This minimal reading will provide

an impression of the developed approach, without details about the related work, the

concept, and evaluation. On this foundation, it is still possible to extend the reading

depending on the particular interest in one or several of the only touched parts.
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Part II.

Analysis



This part aims to provide a foundation for the dissertation goal of developing a concept

and implementation for a software framework that combines self-adaptation and self-

organisation with explicit task coordination, decision-making and planning in the domain

of multi-robot systems. This is done by reviewing related work from various relevant

fields. In particular, it is the aim to identify ways, mechanisms, and approaches that can

help to gear emergent behaviour of mobile multi-robot systems towards their designated

purpose and thus to profit from a goal-oriented autonomous system that features a high

level of robustness and adaptivity.

To approach this aim, we survey existing work and compare approaches from fields that

are dealing with the questions targeted in this dissertation. Notably, we analyse concepts

and approaches from the areas of self-adaptation, self-organisation, emergent systems,

and robotics. In doing so, we aim to identify similarities, differences, missing links and

open gaps. We put particular emphasis on identifying ways to link emergent low-level

behaviour with the global system’s perspective and have a closer look at how bottom-up

and top-down approaches are related to each other. Finally, we put everything into the

relation of multi-robot system applications and the integration with existing task-level

decision-making and planning.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Chapter 5, we elaborate on

foundational concepts to create a common understanding of the terms for the following

chapters and parts. In particular, the concepts of agent and multi-agent system, emer-

gence, self-adaptation, self-organisation, and swarm robotics are introduced amongst

other related concepts. In doing so, we identify and detail on characteristics and chal-

lenges that can be found in each of the presented concepts.

Before we focus on particular approaches that address the common aspects of the

presented concepts in a general reusable fashion, we first motivate this by presenting

a collection and classification of various scenario-specific algorithms from the robotics

domain in Chapter 10. This provides an overview of how such mechanisms can be applied

in practice and for which purpose. Here, we explicitly focus on implicitly coordinated

multi-robot applications to emphasise the applicability of such approaches.

In Chapter 7, we discuss existing surveys with relationship to the formerly presented

concepts that were done in related or similar research fields, in order to emphasise the

requirement of an additional in-depth review. In Chapter 8, we have a closer look
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into general engineering processes and methodologies that foster the development of

self-adaptive, self-organised, or emergent systems. The Chapter 9 presents practical

realisations that were done by means of existing middleware frameworks that support

the development of any kind of adaptive or self-organising system. In Chapter 11, we

forge the link to our particular application domain, namely robotics. In doing so, we

focus on how the identified mechanisms can be integrated into planning and decision-

making concepts for multi-robot systems by analysing existing approaches.

Before we combine the former findings, Chapter 12 provides additional background

and related work about the decomposition, allocation, and delegation of tasks, which

can potentially give additional freedom for more adaptive coordination in multi-robot

systems. Similarly, Chapter 13 contains background and related work about Reinforce-

ment Learning (RL), which is relevant for realising self-adaptation. These both chapters

will become especially important for the Reinforcement Learner as well as the Task De-

composition and Delegation extensions of the developed framework that are presented

later in Chapter 20 and Chapter 21.

Finally, in Chapter 14 of this part we highlight common characteristics of the presented

approaches, open challenges, and connect this with the proposed research questions of

this dissertation.

This part is based on the journal paper (Hrabia, Lützenberger, and Albayrak, 2018)

but the content is completely revised and extended in several directions. In particular,

the foundational concepts are extended with Section 5.1 about autonomous agents and

multi-agent systems. Furthermore, Chapter 6 extends the analysis part with example

applications of self-organisation algorithms and a corresponding classification. Moreover,

additional background and related work chapters about task allocation, decomposition,

and delegation in Chapter 12 as well as about reinforcement learning in Chapter 13 are

integrated into this part, too. Here, Chapter 13 has its foundation in the corresponding

parts of the conference paper (Hrabia, Lehmann, and Albayrak, 2019). Additionally,

Chapter 11 about planning and decision-making in robotics incorporates additional con-

tent from the conference paper (Hrabia, Wypler, and Albayrak, 2017) aside from other

literature extensions. Finally, Chapter 14 is completely revised to reflect former men-

tioned improvements.
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5. Foundational Concepts

5. Foundational Concepts

In this chapter, frequently used terms and their mutual dependencies to and relationships

with the targeted problem domain are explained to provide a common foundation for the

reader of this work. First, the target domain of this dissertation, robots and multi-robot

systems, is connected to the understanding of the related field of autonomous agents

and multi-agent systems. Then we distinguish and clarify the often synonymously used

terms of emergence, swarm intelligence, swarm robotics, and self-organisation. Fur-

thermore, we interrelate self-organisation and self-adaptation. Finally, we highlight the

characteristic properties of the mentioned approaches to underline their relevance for

the state-of-the-art analysis that is done in the remainder of this part.

5.1. Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems

This section gives a clarification of the term agent and multi-agent system, which is

important for this dissertation because robot and multi-robot systems are commonly

considered as agents, respectively multi-agent systems. Therefore, we will also consider

robots as agents throughout this thesis, after we have grounded our understanding, but

keeping in mind that one robot can also consist of several software- or hardware-agents.

However, the term robot and agent are used synonymously in this dissertation if not

explicitly stated differently.

There exists a broad range of definitions for the term agent in the field of computer

science, often also referred to more specifically as autonomous (Jennings, Sycara, and

Wooldridge, 1998), rational (Wooldridge, 2000) or intelligent agent (Weiss, Braubach,

and Giorgini, 1999). In (Franklin and Graesser, 1997) the authors provide a classifica-

tion of various existing concepts of autonomous agents. On this foundation, Franklin

and Grasser developed their own definition (Franklin and Graesser, 1997, p.25): ‘An

autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses

that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to

effect what it senses in the future.’

A popular definition is presented by Weiss, Braubach, and Giorgini, 1999, p.360: ‘An

intelligent agent is a self-contained software/hardware unit that can handle its tasks in
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5.1. Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems

a knowledge-based, flexible, interactive, and autonomous way.’ This definition is also

consistent with the understanding of agenthood from Jennings, Sycara, and Wooldridge,

1998.

Both presented definitions cover hardware and software systems and highlight the

inner motivation of the agent, named tasks or agenda. The difference is that Weiss

et al. do also explicitly mention knowledge as persistence of former experience of the

system as well as important properties of being flexible, interactive, and autonomous.

Furthermore, Weiss, Braubach, and Giorgini, 1999 state that extended notions of agents

also consider situatedness/embeddedness for the close sensory and actuatory coupling

with the environment similar to Franklin and Grasser. Even though there is not one

agreed on definition, most existing definitions are coherent in terms of capabilities that

are required for a system to be considered an agent-based system. These capabilities are

commonly classified in key and extended attributes.

Following Franklin and Graesser, 1997; Jennings, Sycara, and Wooldridge, 1998;

Weiss, Braubach, and Giorgini, 1999 key capabilities can be summarised like below.

Flexibility: An agent handles events in the world either reactively in a reasonable time

or applies planning and prediction proactively to pursue its goals.

Interactivity/communicativity: An agent is able to interact with its environment, espe-

cially with other agents with an interface that covers its internal state.

Autonomy: An agent decides on its own which action it takes in a certain situation

without consulting any other system entity.

These key capabilities might be extended with the following attributes to narrow the

scope of what can be seen as an agent in specific applications.

Situatedness/embeddedness: There is close coupling between the agent and the envi-

ronment through sensors and actors.

Learning capability/adaptivity: An agent is able to improve itself with respect to its

goals over time by learning from experience.

Mobility: An agent is able to transport itself within its environment.

Character: An agent has a ‘personality’ and emotional states.
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Continuity: An agent is executed continuously, and not just started for a specific oper-

ation.

In this work, we follow above understanding of Weiss, Braubach, and Giorgini, 1999,

because the explicit notion of software/hardware units intuitively includes robots that

are pursuing goals autonomously. Furthermore, the consideration of capabilities, like

perceiving and acting in the environment, as well as learning and adaptivity, is in ac-

cordance with our vision of robots that are able to operate in a dynamic environment.

The other extended attributes mobility and character might be beneficial for agents in

certain applications, but are not crucial in the sense of the agent understanding in this

thesis. However, continuity is intuitively given for all kind of robots as well as mobility

for all mobile robots, which are relevant for this work, too.

The definition of Weiss, Braubach, and Giorgini, 1999 includes already interactive as

an important capability, which links to the concept of multi-agent systems. Multi-robot

systems are often considered as multi-agent systems, which just extend the idea of a

single monolithic agent to a system consisting of several agents. In a multi-agent system,

agents are interacting with each other without having full knowledge about the internal

states of others (Jennings, Sycara, and Wooldridge, 1998). Such distributed systems

are communicating with each other and coordinate their tasks in order to cooperatively

achieve their goals. Here, we take only into account such fully-cooperative multi-agent,

respectively multi-robot systems, because currently considered applications of multi-

robot systems are still limited in the number of robots and these are deployed together

for achieving a joint goal. Nevertheless, research is also considering self-interested agents

within multi-agent systems, which are only interested in maximising their individual

reward (Panait and Luke, 2005).

5.2. Emergence and Swarm Intelligence

The research about emergence has a long history and has diverse scientific roots, for

instance in cybernetics, solid state or condensed matter physics, evolutionary biology,

artificial intelligence, and artificial life. Its aim is to develop tools, methodologies, and so-

lutions that allow to understand and to reproduce processes that lead to emergence (Seru-

gendo, Gleizes, and Karageorgos, 2006).
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The phenomenon emergence exhibits a beneficial utilisation of arising global be-

haviours from distributed agents, which can often be observed in nature. As an example,

consider the observable collective intelligence of social insects, like ants and termites,

which is used to find the shortest paths, foraging or to build temperature-balancing

hives (Bonabeau, Dorigo, and Theraulaz, 1999; Deneubourg et al., 1990b). Other higher

developed animals are as well showing similar kind of collective intelligence, a popular

example are fish schools, which increase the protection from predators for the individ-

ual (Viscido, Parrish, and Grünbaum, 2004). In the mentioned examples, the observable

beneficial global behaviour does not rely on individuals that control or coordinate the

group.

Emergence can be described as global (macro level) behaviour, patterns and properties

that are arising from the interactions between local parts of the system (micro level).

This is commonly constraint in the way that the macro level structure needs to be novel.

This implies that on the micro level, there is no knowledge about the global or macro

level goal, nor there are intentions to control the global behaviour of the entire system.

Similar definition can be found in the literature, see Ali, Zimmer, and Elstob (1998),

Camazine et al. (2003), De Wolf and Holvoet (2005), and Goldstein (1999).

Moreover, De Wolf and Holvoet (2005) classifies the research into four schools of re-

search, namely complex adaptive systems theory (Kauffman, 1995), Nonlinear dynamical

systems theory (Newman, 1996), synergetics (Haken, 1984), and far-from-equilibrium

thermodynamics (Nicolis, 1989). A compiled history as well as analysis of different

definitions can also be found in Serugendo, Gleizes, and Karageorgos (2006).

Whereas emergence describes the observable phenomenon in general, the often in-

terchangeable used term swarm intelligence refers to the process that tries to achieve

collective intelligence. Bonabeau, Dorigo, and Theraulaz (1999, p.7) defines swarm in-

telligence as ‘any attempt to design algorithms or distributed problem-solving devices

inspired by the collective behaviour of social insect colonies and other animal societies’.

The fascination of emergence and swarm intelligence derives from the nature of the

concept itself. Systems that exhibit emergence can be characterised as simple, robust, and

adaptive (Bonabeau, Dorigo, and Theraulaz, 1999; Serugendo, Gleizes, and Karageorgos,

2006). Emergence fosters a simplification of the implementation because the individual

entity or agent needs only a straightforward behaviour algorithm in order to play its part
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in a global system. The latter can be exceptionally complex. Additionally, robustness is

increased, since an emergent solution does not depend on a central single point of failure

and agents can usually be replaced, removed, or added without changing the global

behaviour. Finally, an emergent system is adaptive on the global system level due to the

several independent entities that can flexibly adapt and thus easily master changes that

occur in an uncertain environment. However, the agent’s behaviour algorithm is static

on the micro level and not supposed to be adapted.

5.3. Swarm Robotics

The idea of adaptive multi-robot systems that exhibit self-organisation as well as decision-

making and planning is related to the research field of swarm robotics where the tran-

sition in between swarm robotics and multi-robot systems is fluent and not always con-

sistent in the literature. The remainder of this section is clarifying the term of swarm

robotics as well as other related terms like swarm engineering.

In Chapter 2, we argued that robustness and adaptability are characteristics that

are particularly interesting for the domain of (mobile) multi-robot systems—after all,

multi-robot systems are supposed to operate in extremely dynamic and highly uncertain

environments. Practical examples for challenging application areas are e.g. precision

farming, autonomous driving, traffic surveillance, nature conservation, and disaster res-

cue operations. All of these environments have one thing in common, that is: multi-

robot systems have to achieve their goals autonomously, in a timely manner. In doing

so, robot systems have to adapt to ever-changing conditions. The concept of emergence

can significantly contribute to more effective multi-robot systems, especially in terms of

scalability, robustness, and flexibility.

Furthermore, a system of several probably simpler robots can be easier adjusted to

varying problem complexities, e.g. by simply adding or removing agents. Multi-robot

systems, which implement or adapt the concept of emergent behaviour, are commonly

referred to as swarm robotic systems (Şahin, 2005). Another definition from Dorigo

et al. (2004, p.239) is ‘Swarm robotics consists in the application of swarm intelligence

to the control of robotic swarms, emphasising decentralisation of the control, limited

communication abilities among robots, use of local information, emergence of global be-
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haviour and robustness’. Commonly, swarm robotic systems are classified as multi-robot

systems consisting of simple robot individuals with limited decision-making capabilities

(Mokarizadeh et al., 2009). A disaster rescue system with several aerial and ground

robots capable of executing complex tasks individually is usually considered a multi-

robot system, whereas several simple robots with limited individual capabilities, e.g. the

robots are only able to move around and execute one primitive task, are understood as

swarm robotic system.

The concept of a swarm is significantly based on the idea of homogeneity (Şahin,

2005). Nevertheless, concepts of heterogeneous swarms can be found in robotics as well.

Existing examples commonly employ different specialised entities (Dorigo et al., 2013;

Ducatelle, Di Caro, and Gambardella, 2010).

Swarm engineering is a subdiscipline of swarm robotics that deals with ‘the design

of predictable, controllable swarms with well-defined global goals and provable minimal

conditions’ (Kazadi, 2000). Swarm engineering was first formally defined by Winfield,

Harper, and Nembrini (2004) as a combination of swarm intelligence and dependable

systems. In particular, this includes procedures for modelling, designing, realising, veri-

fying, validating, operating, and maintaining swarm robotics systems (Brambilla et al.,

2013).

The particular domain of controlling robot swarms has gained much attention over the

last years. One rather popular sub-branch of this domain is human-robot swarm inter-

action (Naghsh et al., 2008). Human-robot swarm interaction is commonly understood

as direct steering of, or influencing the swarm directly, in order to control its motions.

This can be done by controlling special leader or predator entities directly, being either

virtual or real, which are influencing the remaining swarm members (Bashyal and Ve-

nayagamoorthy, 2008; Goodrich et al., 2011). One refers to assistive swarming (Penders

et al., 2011), whenever the human being is integrated into the swarm as the steering

leader or predator. Although these approaches are beneficial for direct interaction dur-

ing a mission, they are not directly supporting the application’s goals during design and

development. Furthermore, these approaches mostly rely on behaviour rules that are

specified at design time in a bottom-up approach, see, e.g. Krupke et al. (2015).

Kloetzer and Belta (2006) argue that in contrast to single robot systems, the behaviour

of swarm robots has to be specified more qualitatively. Following Kloetzer and Belta
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(2006), a swarm is naturally described by features like shape, size, and position of

the region that is occupied, while the exact position or trajectory of each robot is not

important.

Nevertheless, for this dissertation, we follow the understanding of a swarm robot

system being an ensemble of simple robot individuals, whereas a multi-robot system

consists of potentially more complex multi-purpose robots. Anyhow, we consider the

particular characteristics like scalability, robustness, and flexibility of robot swarms as

desirable as well for multi-robot systems. For this reason, we will explore how these

concepts can be connected throughout this thesis.

5.4. Self-Organisation and Self-Adaptation

Very close to biologically inspired concepts of emergence and swarm intelligence is the

idea of self-organisation. The terms emergence and self-organisation are frequently con-

fused. The history of the term, as well as the distinction between both concepts, are

comprehensively discussed by De Wolf and Holvoet (2005), who define the concept of

self-organisation as follows:

‘Self-organisation is a dynamical and adaptive process where systems acquire and

maintain structure themselves, without external control’ (De Wolf and Holvoet, 2005,

p. 7).

Nevertheless, the term self-organisation is also used as the process that leads to the

state of emergence (Goldstein, 1999; Noël and Zambonelli, 2015).

Additionally, Serugendo, Gleizes, and Karageorgos (2005) distinguish between strong

self-organising systems that do not have central explicit external or internal control and

weak self-organising systems that might have some internal central control instance.

Considering self-organising and emergent systems as distinct concepts, they still have

one thing in common, that is: There is no explicit external control whatsoever. Never-

theless, the external influence on self-organised systems is more explicitly researched in

the domain of guided self-organisation (Prokopenko, 2009). In this context, the external

influence is distinguished in specific and non-specific, referring to a specific influence for

direct control on the spatial, temporal, or functional structure and to non-specific influ-

ence if the system still decides on its own how it reacts upon the external stimulus. In
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consequence, Prokopenko (2009) defines the guidance of self-organisation as a possible

limitation of the scope or extent of the structures/functions, or specification of the rate

of internal dynamics, or selection of a subset of possible options that the dynamics may

take. Furthermore, Ay, Der, and Prokopenko (2012) propose external rewards, problem-

specific error functions, and assumptions about the symmetries of the desired behaviour

as possible strategies for guided self-organisation.

Following De Wolf and Holvoet (2005), the main difference between self-organisation

and emergence is that in the case of the former, individual entities can be aware of the

system’s intended global behaviour. In consequence, self-organisation can be seen as

a weak form of emergence. The intuitive and regularly used approach to realise self-

organisation is applying the concept of feedback loops. Here, parts of the system are

monitoring the state, analysing it in reference to the intended behaviour and triggering

appropriate responses. This approach is also used for single entity systems. In this

case, the concept is referred to as self-adaptation (Brun et al., 2009; Lemos et al., 2013).

However, if a decentralised system containing several entities exhibits adaptive behaviour

to external changes this is as well considered self-adaptation. Self-adaptation in relation

to software in general is defined as follows:

‘Self-adaptive software modifies its own behaviour in response to changes in its op-

erating environment. By operating environment, we mean anything observable by the

software system, such as end-user input, external hardware devices and sensors, or pro-

gram instrumentation.’(Oreizy et al., 1999, p. 55)

For this dissertation, the reader should rely on the presented understanding of (DeWolf

and Holvoet, 2005) that self-organisation is adaptation of multi-agent systems targeting

a system goal that is known to all agents. In the remainder of this work, self-organisation

will always be used for the capabilities of multi-agent or multi-robot systems that provide

the discussed adaptive characteristics commonly assigned to emergent, robot swarms,

and self-organised systems. Moreover, the term self-adaptation is used as adaptation on

the single agent level instead of adaptation of agent ensembles in case of self-organisation.
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5.5. Common Characteristics of Emergence, Swarm

Intelligence, Self-Adaptation, and Self-Organisation

While the particular characteristics of emergence, swarm intelligence, self-adaptation,

and self-organisation may differ, the general objective of all of these concepts is ex-

ceptionally coherent, that is: Having ensembles of robust (multi-)agent systems that

maintain their structure and feature a high level of adaptation. Here, the structure can

either be understood in the organisational sense in case of multiple systems or as the

integrity of a single agent.

A system, which enjoys these characteristics, e.g. appropriate adaptation capabili-

ties that remain within predefined bounds (also applied in the context of adjustable

autonomy(Sierhuis et al., 2003)), would lead to a simplified design because not all pos-

sible states and state transitions have to be specified in advance. In fact, these ideas

are in compliance with the visions of the promoters of autonomic computing (Kephart

and Chess, 2003) and organic computing (Schmeck, 2005), respectively. Both concepts

consider systems that promote self-adaptation as major property, facilitating the de-

velopment of software that can manage itself at runtime. Here, autonomic computing

concentrates on network and infrastructure management, whereas organic computing

has a broader focus on distributed and ubiquitous systems in general. Furthermore,

self-adaptation is considered to be the foundation of other envisioned self-* properties,

such as self-configuration, self-optimisation, self-healing, and self-protection (Kephart

and Chess, 2003).

Continuing this thought, it would no longer be necessary to exactly specify the low-

level system behaviour in all possible situations that might occur, but rather, leaving the

system with a certain degree of freedom to allow for autonomous reaction and adaptation

to new situations in an intelligent way.

Still, not answered are the questions, how such systems can be developed from a goal-

driven perspective, especially how this can be integrated into general-purpose robots

that exhibit a high level of autonomy with advanced decision-making and planning ca-

pabilities. These rather general questions are the foundation for the research questions

that have been already formulated in Chapter 3. Particularly, we want to investigate

how a goal-driven approach based on decision-making and task-level planning can be
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made more adaptive and how far this supports operation in dynamic environments.

Furthermore, we research if the combination of the above-described approach with self-

organisation is able to improve the robustness of coordination in multi-robot systems.

Before we review work from all above-mentioned fields in more detail to create a foun-

dation for the later on developed approach, we illustrate possible applications, especially

for multi-robot systems, in the following chapter.

6. Self-Organisation Mechanisms and their

Application

In the motivation of this dissertation, several advantages of multi-robot systems are

listed, for instance, parallelism, the combination of forces, distributed detection and

actions, robustness, scale-up capabilities, exploitation of heterogeneous properties and

overall flexibility.

These advantages are especially valid if a multi-robot system is controlled and or-

ganised in a distributed manner through the application of self-organisation algorithms.

Such self-organisation algorithms have been applied in many multi-agent domains, like

combinatorial optimisation, communication networks, and robotics (Bonabeau, Dorigo,

and Theraulaz, 1999). The algorithms, respectively mechanisms, are used for various

purposes, like motion control, information sharing, and decision-making. In the follow-

ing, common mechanisms and patterns used for implicit coordination are described and

referenced with their purpose and particular application in robotics to illustrate the wide

range of possible applications. The mechanisms are classified according to the patterns

identified by (Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012), whose work will later also be discussed

in more detail in Chapter 8.

All patterns described in the following are targeting multi-agent systems and allow for

decentralised and robust solutions, especially for large-scale systems. In consequence,

the particular implementations rely on local interactions and reasoning. The following

brief descriptions refer to the problems addressed by the patterns and provided solution

concepts.
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Spreading Information diffusion to share local knowledge amongst the agents to provide

and estimate a broader view of the global system state in a distributed manner.

Aggregation Fusion of information shared amongst the agents to obtain meaningful

information and reduce the amount of information available to avoid an overload

of communication and individual systems.

Evaporation Reduction and elimination of available information over time to model

temporal problems and enable adaptation based on the most recent information

available.

Repulsion Applying artificial repulsion forces for collision avoidance and coordination

of uniform distributions.

Gradients Combined aggregation and spreading of information extended with additional

data about the distance and direction of the sender to increase the global knowledge

about the system for an individual agent.

Digital Pheromone Gradients are placed physically or virtually in the world in the

inspiration of natural pheromones enabling indirect communication, also called

stigmergy communication. The information often evaporates over time to enable

adaptation to dynamic changes.

Gossip Decentralised decision-making to reach an agreement progressively in a group of

agents by applying spreading and aggregation.

Ant Foraging Collaborative search and exploration to find the shortest paths for the

exploitation of a resource.

Chemotaxis Gradient-based motion coordination considering sources and boundaries

of events. Agents locally sense gradients, respectively potential fields and react

according to this information.

Morphogenesis Using spatial positions of agents in the system to determine particular

behaviour.

Quorum Sensing Gradient-density-based, decentralised, and collective decision-making

applying thresholds in a local neighbourhood.
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Flocking Extension of repulsion, also applying alignment and velocity for dynamic mo-

tion coordination and pattern formation.

An overview of mechanisms applications and literature references is given in Table 6.1.

The classification follows above described common patterns.

Table 6.1.: Classification of self-organisation mechanisms to patterns and applications in
multi-robot systems.

Pattern Application

Spreading

• Formation & role assignment (Iocchi et al., 2003)
• Navigation (Ducatelle et al., 2009a)
• Distributed coordination (Kudelski et al., 2012)
• Task assignment (Kudelski et al., 2012)

Aggregation
• Object position estimation (Stroupe, Martin, and Balch, 2001)
• Cooperative robot localisation (Song, Tsai, and Huang, 2008)
• Mobile robot navigation (Kam, Zhu, and Kalata, 1997)

Evaporation
• Patrolling (Portugal and Rocha, 2011)
• Collaborative search (Fernandez-Marquez, Serugendo, and Montagna, 2011)

Repulsion
• Pattern formation (Cheng, Cheng, and Nagpal, 2005; Varga et al., 2015)
• Collision avoidance (Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012)

Gradients
• Robot navigation (Parunak, Purcell, and O’Connell, 2002)
• Guidance (Yang et al., 2015a)

Digital
Pheromone

• Path planning (Parunak, Purcell, and O’Connell, 2002)
• Coverage (Ranjbar-Sahraei, Weiss, and Nakisaee, 2012)
• Patrolling (Chu et al., 2007)
• Collective exploration (Brambilla et al., 2013)

Gossip
• Task allocation (Ducatelle et al., 2009b)
• (Distributed) consensus (Habibi et al., 2015)
• Routing (Franceschelli et al., 2013)

Ant Foraging
• Foraging (Kumar and Sahin, 2003)
• Path planning (Reshamwala and Vinchurkar, 2013)
• Target navigation (Behera and Sasidharan, 2011)

Chemotaxis
• Pattern formation (Barnes, Fields, and Valavanis, 2009)
• Path planning (Semertzidou et al., 2016)
• Target search (Yang et al., 2015a)

Morphogenesis
• Shape formation (Mamei, Vasirani, and Zambonelli, 2004)
• Motion selection (Nagasaka et al., 2001)
• Motion Control (Song and Kumar, 2002)

Quorum Sensing
• Distributed consensus (Brambilla et al., 2013)
• Synchronization (Bechon and Slotine, 2012)
• Control, e.g. population (Zhao et al., 2015)

Flocking
• Formation control (Lei and Li, 2008)
• Area exploration (Kumar et al., 2012)

The described patterns and related mechanism application references indicate that

there are many relationships and dependencies between the algorithms. This was already
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discovered by Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012 and is further discussed in Chapter 8.

Furthermore, these different application examples of such specific algorithms lead to the

question of how this can be reused and applied for multi-robot systems in general.

In the following chapters, available works are presented and analysed that aim to

develop specific self-adaptation and self-organisation mechanisms, provide methodolo-

gies and engineering techniques for the development process of such systems or present

complete frameworks addressing specific problems in the related fields. In doing so, we

discuss the limitations of these approaches but also elaborate on their advantages and

disadvantages. This is done to identify problems, opportunities, and challenges that can

build a foundation for the approach developed in this dissertation.

Moreover, in Part III and IV the above-presented classification and relationships of

self-organisation mechanisms are revisited and used as a foundation for the integration

into the decision-making and planning approach developed in this dissertation.

7. Related Surveys about Emergence,

Self-Organisation and Self-Adaptation

The field of emergence, self-organisation, and self-adaptation has already been surveyed

from different perspectives. In the following, the existing literature is summarised.

The survey from Lemos et al. (2013) presents state-of-the-art methods for engineer-

ing self-adaptive systems. The authors distinguish between design space, processes,

centralised and decentralised control, and practical runtime verification and validation.

Lemos et al. understand design space as which developers need to decide during the

development of a self-adaptive system and see the main challenge of creating a system-

atic understanding of the options for self-adaptive control during the design process.

The concept of Processes refers to influences of self-adaptive systems to the software

system life-cycle. Following Lemos et al., activities are not bound to the traditional

development-time but are shifted to runtime. In the area of control architectures, differ-

ent possibilities with advantages and disadvantages are presented. It is emphasised that

adaptation control is always realised with feedback loops, which comprises Monitoring,
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Analysis, Planning and Execution (MAPE) in different combinations. Planning is albeit

only considered regarding the control of the adaptation process and not with respect to

the goal-oriented behaviour of the system.

The formulated question in this context is under what circumstances and for what

systems the different patterns or architectures of control are applicable. For verification

and validation, the open challenge is to design and deploy certifiable methods that are

able to deal with the explosion of the state-space. Since they are focusing on very general

aspects of engineering, their perspective is more on the abstract process of developing

self-adaptive systems and less on how such systems can be realised in practice, e.g. in

the context of multi-robot systems.

Another survey paper focuses on the importance of feedback-loops in self-adaptive

systems (Brun et al., 2009). Brun et al. (2009) present several existing approaches from

different fields like control theory, nature, and software—like the autonomic comput-

ing initiative. A generic feedback loop is proposed as well. This feedback loop acts

as a refinement of the sense-plan-act mechanism that is commonly used in multi-agent

systems and highlights that software engineering needs to develop an own understand-

ing of feedback loops. Moreover, they introduce some specific challenges regarding the

concepts of modelling, maintenance, middleware support and verification, and valida-

tion. In particular, Brun et al. (2009) substantiate the need to create reference libraries

and architectures of control-loop types and mechanisms of control-loop interactions as

well as to create appropriate middleware solutions with possibilities of validation and

verification. We generally agree with this argumentation and see similar requirements

for self-organising multi-robot systems, e.g. providing middleware support, respectively

framework support, for fostering code reuse, which we are addressing in this work. Ex-

isting frameworks and approaches are discussed in Chapter 9 and Chapter 11.

The survey from Serugendo, Gleizes, and Karageorgos (2006) is about self-organisation

and emergence and the differences and relations of these concepts and the arising chal-

lenges. The paper is focused on mechanisms and definitions rather than on particular

engineering techniques or frameworks.
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Focusing on multi-agent systems, the authors classified existing mechanisms of realis-

ing self-organisation into five classes:

• Using direct interactions between agents using basic principles such as broadcast

and localisation,

• using indirect interactions between agents using the environment (stigmergy),

• using reinforcement of agent behaviours,

• using cooperation behaviour of individual agents,

• using a generic architecture.

Furthermore, Serugendo, Gleizes, and Karageorgos (2006) formulate the central ques-

tion, how individual agents can be programmed to exhibit self-organised behaviour as a

whole. For this reason, their highlighted major challenge is developing means to define

global goals and to design local behaviours so that the global behaviour emerges.

The field of swarm engineering is surveyed by Brambilla et al., 2013. The authors

review on the one hand side methods for designing and analysis and on the other hand,

collective behaviours that have been studied using swarm robots. It is argued that the

most studied fields are design and realisation as well as verification and validation, which

are still not sufficiently solved. Moreover, Brambilla et al. (2013) claim that other top-

ics, such as requirements analysis, maintenance, and performance measurement, have not

yet gained much attention. The authors are also coming to the conclusion that there is

still no formal or precise method to design individual-level behaviours that produce the

desired collective behaviour. The existing automatic design methods are further classi-

fied into the categories of evolutionary robotics and multi-robot reinforcement learning.

However, the authors do not link to the problem of developing systems that are pursuing

their goals and exhibiting self-organised behaviour at the same time.

The referenced surveys analysed various important aspects such as engineering of

self-adaptive systems, feedback-loops for control of self-adaptive systems, classification

of self-organisation mechanisms, and methods for designing and analysing of swarms.

Nevertheless, the questions remain open how this can be realised in practice and com-

bined with existing means of control such as decision-making and planning. The next
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chapter continues the foundation of the existing surveys. In contrast to the recited sur-

veys, this chapter is starting from a common perspective, revisiting self-adaptation and

self-organisation architectures and methodologies in the different related fields. It also

focuses on existing frameworks and middlewares that have been proposed in the related

work. Furthermore, we go into detail on how the actual adaptive self-organising mecha-

nism is going to be realised and how it could be integrated into the decision-making and

planning capabilities of intelligent general-purpose robotic systems.

8. Self-Adaptation and Self-Organisation

Software Development Methodologies

In addition to the presented results of the survey from Lemos et al. (2013) about soft-

ware engineering and self-adaptation in general, other authors have developed different

concepts.

The software engineering process PosoMAS is introduced and compared to other ex-

isting Agent-oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) methodologies in Steghöfer et al.

(2014). The process practices are embedded into the risk-value life cycle of the Open

Unified Process (OpenUP). It is targeting open, self-organising systems and it con-

tains different practices for the design of agent architecture, agent organisation, agent

interaction, system architecture. The core practices are goal-driven requirements de-

termination, pattern-driven MAS design, using existing architectural, behavioural and

interaction patterns from reference architectures, an iterative, evolutionary agent design,

model-driven observer synthesis, trust-based interaction design and agent organisation

design. The organisation design, as well as the lifecycle phase design system dynamics,

are the aspects where self-organisation and its consequences have to be considered by

the user of the PosoMAS process. Unfortunately, there are no details about how this

has to be done in (Steghöfer et al., 2014). The process only provides placeholders for

the consideration of self-organisation during system design.

In contrast to PosoMAS, more support is provided by the earlier and continuously
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8. Self-Adaptation and Self-Organisation Software Development Methodologies

developed agent-oriented methodology ADELFE that provides a model-driven software

development process for developing adaptive cooperative multi-agent systems (Bonjean

et al., 2014; Picard and Gleizes, 2004). ADELFE is supported by a special notation

named Agent Unified Modelling Language (AUML), which is based on Unified Mod-

elling Language (UML), as well as some tools and libraries. Moreover, the process itself

is separated into the stages of preliminary requirements, final requirements, analysis,

design, implementation, and tests.

The authors propose that global behaviour is determined with testing and simulation

but the methodology is not bound to this approach. ADELFE has still a very coarse

view on the problem of developing self-adaptive and self-organising systems, since the

actual complexity of how to create the required behaviours, mechanisms, and algorithms

is not addressed, even though the process provides more guidance with tool and library

support than the PosoMAS approach.

Ideas from ADELFE are also integrated into the TROPOS4AS extension (Morandini

et al., 2009) of the agent-oriented software engineering methodology TROPOS (Bres-

ciani et al., 2004). TROPOS focuses on requirement analysis and models the system

top-down in several analysis steps. The entire design process is supported by the TRO-

POS modelling language. Of particular interest are goals and how they are decomposed

and delegated to the individual agents. TROPOS4AS extends the TROPOS goal models

to allow for the description of self-adaptive systems. This is achieved by additional anno-

tations that allow to express environment specific conditions, goal creation, and failure

handling. TROPOS4AS incorporates ideas from ADELFE to model agent organisations

with cooperation rules.

Gershenson (2007) presents a self-organisation engineering methodology introducing

the mediator as a central concept. The mediator is understood as an adaptation con-

troller that is reducing the friction between parts of the system in order to fulfil the

overall system goals. Reducing friction means increasing positive synergies and reducing

inhibitions between the system parts. The mediator or adaptation controller is supposed

to adjust the behaviours of parts leading to the global goal. The controller could be us-

ing methods like evolutionary algorithms or reinforcement learning. Furthermore, the

author proposes a process consisting of the stages representation, modelling, simulation,

application, and evaluation with iterative cycles between adjacent stages. The author
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states that this approach is neither top-down nor bottom-up. Based on the additional

degrees of freedom of self-organising systems, the author declares that they cannot be

tightly controlled since they have their own goals; instead, they should be steered. In

contrast to the above-presented approaches, the methodology of Gershenson is providing

guidance for a suitable architecture of self-organising systems. However, the support is

still on a high level of abstraction, and it remains unclear how the user could determine

or select appropriate mechanisms, mediators, or controllers.

Another high-level architecture is presented in the context of the Organic Computing

initiative Branke et al. (2006). The proposed abstract observer-controller architecture is

created for the realisation of systems with self-* properties. The observer collects data

from the system and computes some indicators characterising the global state and the

dynamics of the system. It may use methods like classification in order to characterise the

situation. The controller compares situation parameters with the goal, which was defined

by the user, and decides whether an intervention is required and what action would be

most appropriate. Additionally, the controller is able to influence the local decision rules

of the system agents, the system structure, the number of agents, or the environment.

Moreover, the controller interferes only when necessary and affects only some system

parameters. The controller does not control single agents in detail. Decisions (mapping

from situation to action) are based on learning. Learning can be facilitated by simulation.

The presented architecture is only defining a centralised feedback loop for the system

and abstracts from the intended behaviour but how to define the behaviour is still an

open issue. Moreover, the proposed learning approach requires the occurrence of errors.

These can be problematic in cases where errors would affect the operability of a system.

In Noël and Zambonelli (2015), the authors propose an abstract approach based on

component decomposition for engineering application-specific self-organising systems.

The authors argue that the identification of elements and the assignment to roles build

a design bridge between the problem and the emergent behaviour, because the selected

decomposition limits possible macro-level behaviours that can be executed during run-

time.

Contrary to the surveys we presented in Chapter 7, which have highlighted the impor-

tance of formal methods with validation and verification and contrary to the software

engineering approaches that we discussed above, Edmonds (2005) argues that in order
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to create adaptive, self-organising systems, experimental methods—as used in classic

science—are required. The reason for this is that a traditional engineering approach

supposedly cannot deal with unexpected changes during future runtime. In fact, the

author argues that there is no general systematic or effective method that can generate

or find a program to meet a given formal specification and determine whether it meets

that specification. Instead, Edmonds argues that systems should be accompanied by an

open hypothesis database, which collects hypotheses that already have been tested—

including all relevant test-conditions. Albeit, it is not mentioned how such a system

could be realised in concrete applications.

De Wolf and Holvoet (2007) focus more on the mechanisms themselves, describe the

properties of some core self-organisation mechanisms as design patterns, and provide a

guide when they can be applied and how they should be selected to reach a targeted goal.

In particular, they mention digital pheromones, gradient fields, market-based control,

tags, and tokens. However, only gradient fields and market-based control are discussed

in more detail. Although the paper is a helpful guide for developers of self-organising

systems, it leaves open how the actual implementation or class design could be realised.

In (Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012), the work of De Wolf and Holvoet (2007) is

continued by analysing, classifying, and describing a set of bio-inspired self-organising

mechanisms. Here, the authors classified mechanisms and their relations into three

layers of basic, composed and higher-level patterns. In that sense, the composed layer

is created by a combination of basic mechanisms and the higher-level patterns show

different options of exploiting the basic and composed mechanisms. On the basic level,

they identified the basic patterns of spreading, aggregation, evaporation, and repulsion

that build the foundation for a realisation of all composed and higher-level mechanisms.

The created catalogue of patterns is intended to be used as a base for a more modular

design and implementation of self-organising systems.

The idea of reusable design patterns is also incorporated by Reina, Dorigo, and Tri-

anni (2014), who first introduced cognitive design patterns. However, cognitive design

patterns are not focused on self-organisation or self-adaptation. Instead, the concept

considers mechanisms for collective cognition in distributed multi-agent system in gen-

eral. In (Reina, Dorigo, and Trianni, 2014), the authors present an in-depth study of

a collective decision-making mechanism in order to use it as a cognitive design pattern
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independent of its application in the future.

The review of existing methodologies shows that many approaches tackle the problem

of designing self-adaptive or self-organising systems on a very coarse process and archi-

tecture level and only identify the particular points where the designer would have to

integrate related considerations. Nevertheless, this is providing some support for system

designers and developers on the initial stage, this seems not sufficient without consider-

ing how the actual problems are addressed on an implementation level, which we foresee

as the bigger challenge. On the other hand, some related work provides valuable foun-

dations that will be reconsidered later in the concept of this dissertation. In particular,

De Wolf and Holvoet (2007), Edmonds (2005), and Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2012) are

relevant for this work, which are more specific regarding the actual challenges of guid-

ing the development of such systems in practice. Additionally, we will also look again

on the ideas of Edmonds (2005), who supports a general paradigm shift that focuses

on experimental methods instead of concentrating on provable correctness. Especially,

De Wolf and Holvoet (2007) and Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2012) provide reusable de-

sign patterns that can be applied to new applications, which are foundational for the

later presented integration of self-organisation into the developed decision-making and

planning framework.

The support of an actual implementation in a more specific and application-oriented

perspective is reviewed in the next chapter, where we discuss specific middleware solu-

tions and frameworks.

9. Middleware Solutions and Frameworks

Several middleware solutions, frameworks, and infrastructures for the development of

self-adaptive and self-organising systems with different perspectives have been proposed.

All have in mind to foster and support the development of adaptive systems that are

able to deal with uncertainty for either single systems or multiple system entities. The

specialities and similarities are discussed in the following.

Hernandez-Sosa et al. (2005) present an adaptation framework inside their component-
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based robotic framework with the focus on resources used by modules. Thus, their focus

is purely adaptive Quality of Service (QoS), in order to keep the system robust and

stable, even in high load situations, and not the general behaviour of the system under

normal execution conditions.

Another self-adaptation framework with a focus on resource usage is ReFrESH, which

targets all kinds of embedded systems. This includes hardware and software (like robotic

system) and is realised with an embedded virtual machine running on Real Time Op-

erating System (RTOS) (Cui et al., 2014). Different from Hernandez-Sosa et al. (2005)

the focus is especially on self-adaptation mechanisms for fault detection and not QoS.

Particularly, the goal of the framework is an automatic reconfiguration of the system

with other or additional components. The evaluation of the current state is tailored to

the detection of abnormal resource usage. Nevertheless, the adaptation does not include

learning and it is strongly focused on the described problem domain.

Rainbow is a more general architecture framework for self-adaptive systems (Garlan

et al., 2004) that is not limited to resource usage adaptation like former approaches. It

focuses on single systems and does not consider multi-agent system environments. The

core idea is the separation of the adaptation layer in order to foster reuse of adaptation

mechanisms. Furthermore, their approach requires a definition of the adaptation mecha-

nisms during design time based on preprogrammed adaptation operators and strategies.

This seems feasible for very simple adaptations like parameter tuning but does not satisfy

the vision of systems adapting autonomously in complex versatile environments.

In the dissertation of Krupitzer, 2018 the author presents a software engineering work-

flow that is realised in a prototype Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for de-

veloping self-adaptive systems. The focus of the presented Framework for Engineering

Self-Adaptive Systems (FESAS) is to increase the reuse of created artefacts for improving

the development speed and decreasing the error rate. Particularly, the author introduces

self-improvement through meta-adaptation, which is understood as a high-level template

for adaptation. The adaptation itself is realised through the exchange of MAPE compo-

nents, their interaction patterns, or parameter adjustments. A core requirement of the

approach is the separation of concerns to increase reusability. Here, available compo-

nents are held available in the repository of the FESAS middleware. Due to its focus on

software engineering aspects, the overall approach stays on an abstract software com-
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ponent level that provides guidance for the structure of a self-adaptive system as well

as skeletons that would have to be filled for an application and adaptation mechanism

implementation. Nevertheless, different scenario specific implementations are presented

that are using rule engines or specific planners. The work of Krupitzer, 2018 is situated

somewhere in between methodology focused approaches that have been discussed in the

previous section and more concrete frameworks analysed in this section. We placed the

reference here because of the realised prototype middleware implementation.

Differing from the resource-focused frameworks and rather inspired by Rainbow and

SodekoVS is a more general architecture framework, supporting software engineering of

self-organising systems (Sudeikat et al., 2009). The SodekoVS library provides a cata-

logue of mechanism patterns as reusable components that provide systematic problem-

oriented descriptions of mechanisms in an abstract, reusable format. This facilitates the

selection and combination of mechanisms. Their multi-layer architecture consists of a

topmost application layer including standard application functionalities, which is poten-

tially linked to agent implementations for application-specific parts. The coordination

layer placed below consists of the agents as well as a substrate, which can contain one

or more coordination media. Mechanism instances are encapsulated in distinct coordi-

nation media and are interfaced by coordination components that allow to modify agent

states. However, the presented architecture does not mention how decision-making and

planning could be combined with self-organisation mechanisms.

The application-independent description of (inter-)agent coordination patterns is sup-

ported by the domain specific language MASDynamics that allows to map interrelations

of agent activity to detailed agent design models (Sudeikat and Renz, 2009). However,

the language describes the intended macroscopic behaviour only on a very abstract level.

Particularly, the macroscopic behaviour is just defined by group count, roles and group

membership count. The coordination pattern can be parametrised and configured based

on agent events and internal state representations that can be passed through the co-

ordination media. Nevertheless, it is still required to determine the actual mechanism

manually. Furthermore, the authors propose a process for self-organisation engineering

with the stages of requirements, analysis, design, implementation and test (using sim-

ulation), similar to the approach of Gershenson (2007) (see Chapter 8), but without

explicit iterations. The focus of the framework lies on the engineering structure with-
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out considering the development of coordination mechanisms themselves nor the explicit

integration with other higher-level decision-making and planning capabilities.

In analogy to the Rainbow and SodekoVS frameworks Preisler, Vilenica, and Renz

(2013) developed a framework that separates the coordination of self-organising MAS

from the application logic. Similar to SodekoVS, the so-called coordination space repre-

sents a separate and explicit layer in the architecture. Their goal was improving the reuse

and exchange of coordination mechanisms. The coordination itself can be distributed

over several nodes by using information forwarding with mechanisms like publish and

subscribe. Further, the coordination is written in an external coordination model also

using the domain specific language MASDynamics (Sudeikat and Renz, 2009) with mech-

anisms described in a declarative fashion. This language allows for a more structured

description of coordination using concepts of roles and links between agents. Neverthe-

less, the presented framework does not provide a mechanism for deducing or selecting

the mechanism itself from given goals. Additionally, the authors are not linking the

coordination components with the agent’s decision-making and planning, like Sudeikat

et al. (2009).

jSwarm is a middleware for cyber-physical systems in general with an explicit focus

on swarm robotics (Graff, Richling, and Werner, 2013, 2014). It allows for centralised

sequential programming with spatial-temporal constraints with a concentration on the

motion in the space of robot systems. The application code is analysed, scheduled, and

distributed according to a centrally computed dependency graph amongst the system

entities. This enables the replacement of individual robot motion by an application mi-

gration between different robots for increasing the system performance, while considering

spatial-temporal constraints. The used service-oriented architecture hides heterogeneity

and diversity and abstracts from particular resources. How the specific swarm behaviour

based on the constraints for individual entities is designed is not further considered. In

fact, jSwarm provides an abstract infrastructure for a centralised controlled distributed

swarm robot system. Even though it fosters adaptability by reassigning robot applica-

tions to other robots, the focus is more on performance optimisation and less on enabling

more robust and adaptable distributed systems.

The framework Tuples on the Air (TOTA) mainly focuses on the aspect of information

propagation in a decentralised self-organising system (Mamei, Vasirani, and Zambonelli,
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2005). Their approach from the field of sensor networks is inspired by biological mor-

phogen gradients (cells react based on thresholds that change while propagating) and

does not need global perception, distance, and direction sensing. TOTA provides ab-

stractions and mechanism to support the creation of distributed overlay data structures

spread across a mobile network. It is composed of a dynamic ad-hoc wireless network of

possibly mobile nodes, each capable of locally storing tuples of information and letting

them diffuse through the network. The consideration of how influences propagate is

essential for large-scale real-life applications and not considered by most of the other

frameworks.

Another more application-specific work comes from the field of modular robotics, de-

scribing robots consisting of several independent modules. The paper from Yu and

Nagpal, 2009 shows how distributed constraints can be used to build adaptive modular

robots. Their framework abstracts from simple sensors and actuators and uses dis-

tributed constraints combined with neighbourhood sensing for distributed adaptation.

Open questions are how the required constraints or control laws (sensor feedback func-

tions) can be developed to achieve the entire system goal, how several goals are going

to be addressed in parallel, and how these distributed constraints can be combined with

the robots’ decision-making and planning.

Tuple Centres Spread over the Network (TuCSoN) is a platform for the development

of self-organising systems (Viroli, Casadei, and Omicini, 2009). It is based on the linda

tuple-space model and provides Java agents with tuple centres (tuple spaces enhanced

with a reactive, rule-based programming model), which can be used to implement prob-

abilistic and timed coordination rules in a declarative style. It is designed around the

formulated requirements for self-organised coordination. In particular, topology describes

that each agent is directly connected to a small set of neighbourhood locations. Locality

defines the local interaction between agents and the coordination media and between

two coordination media. The requirement On-line character says that coordination

is triggered by interaction or by elapsed time. Time ensures that coordination rules

generally timed. The last requirement probability defines that coordination is always

non-deterministic.

The rules in TuCSoN are represented with templates as identifiers for the matching

mechanisms. In case of several matching templates, the selection is randomised. The re-
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activity is realised with reaction tuples that are triggered through formulated conditions

of source, target, status, time, and goals.

Altogether, TuCSoN has a much stronger focus on the coordination mechanisms them-

selves and allows for the implementation of data-centred self-organisation coordination

algorithms. Nevertheless, it does not include support for goal-driven development. In

consequence, the developer still needs to figure out on its own, how to move, transform

or copy data in order to achieve a certain pattern. Moreover, the authors do not combine

their approach with other application-specific decision-making and planning.

A subset of the described patterns in (Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012), see Chapter 8,

is implemented in the execution model BIO-CORE (Fernandez-Marquez, Serugendo, and

Montagna, 2011), which provides basic bio-inspired services, namely the basic patterns

evaporation, aggregation and spreading as well as the gradient pattern. BIO-CORE

consists of three main parts: a shared data space that allows to exchange data, basic bio-

inspired services implementing basic bio-inspired mechanisms, and interfaces providing

primitives for the agents to interact with the core.

Buzz is a domain specific language (DSL) that provides a middleware for the simplified

implementation of swarm robot applications (Pinciroli and Beltrame, 2016). In Buzz, a

set of robots (swarm) is a first level object that can be used for group task assignment

and set operations (intersection, union, difference, and negation). Furthermore, Buzz

has capabilities for neighbourhood operations (queries, filtering, and virtual stigmergy)

and information sharing. The language runs on an own virtual machine. Nevertheless,

the realised mixed bottom-up and top-down approach does only provide an environment

for developers wherein self-organisation and cognitive algorithms can be implemented.

A disadvantage of Buzz is that developers need to leave their well-known ecosystem

with tools and programming languages for learning a new language that is limited in

expressiveness.

The work presented in this chapter shows various directions, the approaches are ei-

ther very specific to a particular domain or problem, like resource sharing or information

propagation, or are general frameworks that simplify the implementation of abstract con-

cepts, like presented in Chapter 8. The important problem of implementing the actual

mechanisms and algorithms in general is only addressed in TuCSoN (Viroli, Casadei, and

Omicini, 2009) and (Fernandez-Marquez, Serugendo, and Montagna, 2011). However, it
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is still open how a developer could solve a particular problem from a goal-oriented per-

spective, and how the coordination and adaptation part can be linked with the agents‘

decision-making and planning. In the next chapter, we go into detail and analyse works

that explicitly focus on the support of designing and implementing the required mecha-

nisms for adaptive systems.

10. Mechanism Design and Implementation

We already highlighted that, besides the architecture and the engineering process, the

mechanism itself plays a key role for self-organisation or self-adaptation. The chal-

lenge of implementing these mechanisms is also raised in several above-mentioned refer-

ences (Kephart and Chess, 2003; Schmeck, 2005; Serugendo, Gleizes, and Karageorgos,

2006). Facilitating the development of these mechanisms is a crucial requirement for a

suitable framework. Thus, in this section, we focus on existing means of development.

The power and simplicity of coordination mechanisms are proven in nature, and exist-

ing phenomenons are extensively studied in the field of swarm intelligence (Bonabeau,

Dorigo, and Theraulaz, 1999). Using similar approaches led to a number of promising

results, especially for swarm robotics. For instance, Masar (2013) created an algorithm

for swarm exploration and surveillance based on a combination of a swarm particle

algorithm, using the popular force field paradigm with ant colony algorithms. Other

concepts are based on behaviour descriptions (Balch and Arkin, 1998), rigid virtual

structures (Ren and Beard, 2004) and graphs (Desai, Ostrowski, and Kumar, 2001). In

comparison to the numerous force field approaches, the latter methods are less flexible

and are computationally more expensive.

Unfortunately, all these approaches have the disadvantage that they are inherently

problem and application-specific and that they were created in a bottom-up manner by

means of trial and error testing. None of the approaches was inferred or selected from a

goal description, respectively using top-down engineering.

We classified existing work that deals with design and implementation of self-organisation

and self-adaptation mechanisms into the categories of evolution, learning, and simula-
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tion approaches, functional languages, declarative and application-specific approaches.

These classes are discussed in the following sections and completed with a consideration

of the mechanisms analysis, verification, and validation.

10.1. Evolution, Learning and Simulation

Some attempts of determining mechanisms of self-adaptation and self-organisation are in

consensus with the biological inspiration and are based on the concepts of evolution and

learning. They are either implemented in a simulation or directly shaping the agents’

behaviour online during execution.

Das et al. (1995) have used genetic algorithms to automatically generate application-

specific synchronisation strategies. Even though the presented approach still depends on

a centralised timer for the calculation of updates in the distributed entities, it defines a

promising direction. The particular challenge is the formulation of an adequate utility

function and evaluation environment for a general application of this approach.

Matarić (1995) describes an approach of controlling group behaviour of robots by

synthesising a particular complex behaviour based on a set of primitive behaviours. On

that account, unsupervised reinforcement learning is used on a basic behaviour set to

hide low-level control details to steer the global group behaviour towards the global goal.

The authors also shaped the reinforcement function by partitioning the goal into sub-

goals for providing more immediate feedback. In experiments, the authors have been able

to implement a foraging task based on the empirically derived set of basic behaviours of

avoidance, following, aggregation, dispersion, homing, and wandering. Open questions

are, how the initial behaviour set is going to be selected, how such a system would be

initialised in order to avoid possible harmful state conditions in the early stages of the

reinforcement learning process, how the goals are partitioned, and how this might be

combined with individual tasks of the robots.

Evolutionary robotics (Nolfi and Floreano, 2000) is a special domain of robotics that

mainly researches how to automatically design robot controllers. The evolutionary idea

is as well applied in swarm robotics (Kernbach et al., 2008). Depending on the particular

approach the researchers use algorithms from machine learning, like artificial neural net-

works (Dorigo et al., 2004; Groß et al., 2006), combined with evolutionary-programming,
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genetic programming (Groß et al., 2006) combined with physics simulations, before gen-

erated controllers are deployed to the real robots.

Francesca et al. (2015) are working on a general-purpose solution that generates the

individual controllers of robots in a swarm. Therefore, the authors evaluated the per-

formance of different approaches to design distributed control software for robot swarms

in two empirical studies including several tasks. The evaluation of manual, manual with

constraints and three automated control generation approaches is done using simple e-

puck robots. Here, the solution vanilla is using F-Race optimisation, chocolate is using

an iterated F-Race optimisation, and for comparison, EvoStick uses an Artificial Neu-

ral Network (ANN) approach without hidden layers that directly connects sensors and

actors. Additionally, the simulation environment ARGoS is applied to determine the fit-

ness of particular configurations against a utility function. The AutoMoDe approaches

vanilla and chocolate are generating a probabilistic finite state machine by combining

and fine-tuning pre-existing parametric modules. In (Francesca et al., 2015) these ap-

proaches are compared against human designers, which are allowed to freely design the

control algorithms as well as in another setting, designing controllers that are constraint

with the same limitations as the AutoMoDe approaches. The final results show that

chocolate was able to outperform the human designers in the given controlled experi-

mental environment. The presented result is promising, but it is still not clear if it can

be generalised and applied to more complex scenarios. Especially the definition of a

proper utility function can be a challenging task.

10.2. Functional Languages

The approaches presented in this section have developed different functional languages in

order to program the behaviour of distributed systems. Broadly stated, using formalised

functional languages has the advantage that it is simpler to prove the correctness of the

program.

An early attempt is presented by Klavins (2004) with a functional language CCL for

distributed systems based on predicates. The language is formalised and could be gener-

ally proven for determining the correctness of a program, but this is not yet developed.

Furthermore, there is no functionality that would allow deducing single entity behaviour
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from a global mission description, requiring a specific implementation of each agent.

The functional language of Beal and Bachrach (2006) allows for programming sensor

networks in a top-down fashion. Here the meta-code is compiled to bytecode that is

going to be executed on a platform-specific virtual machine on the nodes. They are able

to compile the global behaviour description, which is written in the language Proto, into

locally executed code that produces the intended emergent phenomena. The validation

of the result is accomplished with simulation. Nevertheless, the focus seems more on

aggregation features for abstracting communication between the nodes, whereas the

actually required rules still need to be developed in a manual way and bottom-up fashion.

The programming language Protoswarm is an extension of Proto. It allows program-

ming robot swarms moving in space as single continuous spatial computer (Bachrach,

McLurkin, and Grue, 2008). This approach provides an abstraction that enables global

programming of a decentralised system. A disadvantage of this approach is that it re-

quires homogeneous swarms with all agents exhibiting the same behaviour. This makes

it very difficult to combine these behaviours with other individual tasks of the agent.

Furthermore, Protoswarm has no explicit support for verification and validation.

10.3. Application-specific Approaches

A simplification of the problem domain can be achieved by concentrating on the application-

specific requirements. Existing approaches are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The origami-inspired programming language Origami Shape Language (OSL) is able to

translate its instructions into gradient rules that lead to self-assembly of the programmed

geometric structure for a large set of identical agents (Nagpal, 2002). It relies on a set of

simple primitives that are all related to gradient diffusion and neighbourhood gradient

sensing. It is difficult to apply the folding language to real-life problems since it is

hard to imagine how to fold the geometric structure in order to reach a desired shape.

Furthermore, the approach also requires some kind of global knowledge, because each

agent needs to know if it belongs to a certain area.

Similar to the previous paper, Joshi et al. (2014) are also addressing the specific

application of self-assembly. The authors present a robotic system that allows to build

a desired structure in a decentralised fashion with automatically generated rules for
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the single agents. The agents perform independent local sensing and coordinate their

activity through stigmergy of the perceived structure. In their solution, all robots have

a representation of the intended global target and use qualitative stigmergy, meaning

actions are triggered by qualitatively different stimuli, such as distinct arrangements of

building material. In order to derive the local rules (movement guidelines) for the single

robots, an offline compilation step is recursively searching through the state space to

identify paths without cycles that are meeting the requirements. This is possible since

the state space is reduced by using some global constraints, like all robots are starting

from the same start point, a fixed movement direction, and a fixed robot behaviour

routine.

Another work focused on modular robots, consisting of several independent agents,

shows a generalised distributed consensus framework that allows for collective self-

adaptation by using simplified local constraints (Yu and Nagpal, 2011). The authors

mathematically proved the convergence to the intended goal state from all initial states

and determined factors that are influencing the convergence speed, namely number of

agents, task complexity, agent failure and agent reactivity. The authors used their frame-

work to implement different self-adaptive modular robots, for instance, a gripper and an

automatically balancing bridge. In their discussion, they stated several limitations and

future research directions. In particular, their approach is only working for a single con-

sensus state, thus, fulfilling a goal state of two independent sensory information would

not be possible. Furthermore, tasks are assigned in advance, and dynamic task selection

is not available. Another difficulty is the determination of the local constraints from the

global objective function that could be addressed in future research by implementing

a task-compiling framework for automatic constraint generation. Finally, the authors

propose that future research could benefit from a mixed strategy of decentralised and

centralised control.

10.4. Declarative Approaches

A different and more general direction is taken from other researchers investigating the

applicability of declarative approaches. In this context, logic programming is used to

describe global goals and restrictions of the system and allow to deduce the rule set of
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individual agents.

Kloetzer and Belta (2006) developed a hierarchical framework for defining swarm

motion behaviour. It is based on linear temporal logic, constraints, and predicates. In

particular, the authors abstract a large continuous geometric state space that needs to

be fulfilled by the swarm entities. The abstraction is achieved by describing control

constraints with mean and variance. Furthermore, the linear temporal logic formulas

are automatically mapped to provably correct robot control laws. A disadvantage of this

approach is that it requires global knowledge of the system state.

In the field of modular-robots, there is a promising programming language called

Meld (Ashley-Rollman et al., 2007). In the fashion of logical programming languages,

Meld uses a collection of facts and a set of production rules for combining existing facts.

Execution facts are combined to satisfy given rules and to produce new facts that—in

turn—can satisfy additional rules. This forward chaining process is executed until all

provable facts were proven. However, the rules meeting the application goals have to be

determined manually by the developer.

An additional perspective is given by another paper presenting the Locally Distributed

Predicate (LDP) language. The LDP language was designed to develop distributed mod-

ules in a robot ensemble, so-called modular robot programming, from a global perspec-

tive (De Rosa et al., 2008). A LDP program is a collection of LDPs with associated

actions that are triggered on any agent that matches the predicate. Their reactive pro-

gramming approach does not consider even simple control structures and parallelisation,

therefore, the realisation of more complex tasks becomes very challenging. Furthermore,

their approach has not been evaluated with regard to self-organisation.

A property-driven design approach for swarm engineering is introduced by Brambilla

et al. (2012). In this iterative top-down process, the requirements of the system are

defined with logic formulas in the language PRISM. Based on the formal description, a

macroscopic model is generated and verified with a model checker. Next, the verified

model is used to guide the implementation of the system using a simulator. Finally,

the system is tested on real robot hardware. While this approach can help to create

and implement a model of a swarm with desired properties, it becomes problematic to

create more complex models with robot-to-robot interaction, time, and spatial aspects

that cannot be easily expressed with logic formulas.
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Montagna et al. (2013) presents a domain specific solution addressing the field of per-

vasive services. The introduced framework for self-organising and self-adaptive systems

is based on Live Semantic Annotation (LSA). Live Semantic Annotations are actually

predicates with local predicates for individual agents as well as for the environment.

Predicates are applied in inspiration from chemical formulas, where a specific input

leads to a certain output. The global behaviour is enacted by defining rules in the LSA-

space that are called eco-laws. All Live Semantic Annotations in a distributed space are

updated based on the context and the eco-laws, which are defined and represented as

the set of LSA stored in a given locality. They identified a set of basic rules to model

mechanisms: evolution, decay, diffusion, contextualisation, composition, synthesis. This

set is not complete, but in their opinion is sufficient for supporting low-level patterns.

Furthermore, the authors developed the Resource Description Framework (RDF) as a

language for structuring LSA and coding eco-laws. RDF relies on the SPARQL Protocol

and RDF Query Language (SPARQL)/SPARQL/Update (SPARUL) query languages.

The whole approach is tailored to the service domain with a comparable, less com-

plex environment that is less prone to uncertainty and noise. Applying this solution,

for instance to the field of multi-robot systems, would require modelling the complex

real-world environment with LSA, which seems to be a very challenging task.

Service Component Ensemble Language (SCEL) is a formal language based on knowl-

edge stored in tuple spaces (Nicola et al., 2015). The interaction (behaviours) with the

tuple space can be guarded with policies. Furthermore, the language itself is minimal

and does not include higher-level control constructs, but allows for semantic verification

using model checking. In addition, the extensions Policed SCEL (PSCEL) adds direct

support for the policy language Formal Access Control Policy Language (FACPL) and

Stochastic Extension of SCEL (StocS) enables SCEL semantics. Due to its minimal

characteristic, the expressiveness of SCEL and its extensions is limited, but decision-

making can be integrated using external reasoners, but this is not part of the formal

language yet.
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10.5. Analysis, Verification and Validation

In connection with the question of how we can develop appropriate adaptation or self-

organisation mechanisms is the challenge of analysing, verifying, and validating the

created results. Due to the emergent characteristics and additional degrees of freedom, it

needs to be ensured that the solution does not exhibit undesired, malicious, or dangerous

behaviour. This is particularly important to make adaptive systems widely acceptable

for users (Schmeck, 2005).

The best option of generating respective guarantees is using mathematical proofs, as

they are achievable with logic programming and formal languages, like Meld (Ashley-

Rollman et al., 2007) and SCEL (De Nicola et al., 2013), shown in Chapter 10.

In the discussed paper of De Rosa et al. (2008), the authors refer to logic programming

languages for distributed systems like Meld. They argue that these tools are powerful

because programs written in them have certain provable properties, but this provabil-

ity limits the expressive range of the languages. A similar perspective is described by

Edmonds and Bryson (2004), who state that self-organisation performance cannot be

evaluated by purely formal methods. This argumentation is based on the assumption

that reasoning alone cannot process all the information required to predict the behaviour

of a complex system (see Chapter 8). Edmonds and Bryson (2004) argued that verifica-

tion of code, as a pure design methodology, is only suitable for elementary problems and

does not work for larger problems. This is proven with the halting problem of Turing.

They propose that especially because of the large amount of time spent on debugging

applications, we should better spend time on validation through experimentation. This

is called experimental methodology like it is done in classical science like chemistry.

In fact, they recommend that modules like agents should be accompanied by a set of

testable hypothesis and data sets that have been tested with the modules.

Even the authors of Meld argue that representing the state space can be problematic.

Moreover, dealing with a continuous state space, including probabilities and temporal

constraints, can be difficult. For example expressing a behaviour that is able to react to

perception of a fuzzy sensor, like a computer vision system, and expressing a response

with a certain intensity or speed cannot easily be expressed with logic programming.

A different perspective is taken by De Wolf, Samaey, and Holvoet (2005). They show
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an analysis of self-organising emergent application behaviour based on numerical analy-

sis. It is executed on discrete simulation steps instead of mathematical equations. This

allows for more reliable and valuable results in comparison to just observing simulation

results. A critical point is how to identify the essential macroscopic properties and their

related variables that quantify the property because these properties are specific for each

application. Furthermore, De Wolf, Samaey, and Holvoet (2005) are referencing Weg-

ner (1997), who showed that pure formal descriptions of the macroscopic behaviour of

complex interacting systems are impossible in general.

To sum up, a pure formal verification of correctness is only partly applicable, since it

relies on a complete description of the state space and hence is less useful for unknown,

uncertain conditions. Other approaches using simulations and experimental results are

limited as well, but could possibly complement a formal verification.

11. Planning and Decision-Making in

Robotics

Self-organisation is often applied in swarm robotic systems to model collective behaviour,

such as collective decision-making and task allocation (Brambilla et al., 2013). However,

existing approaches entirely focus on the global perspective of the system without con-

sidering how this is integrated with the individual obligations of a robot, which might not

be directly related to the global collective behaviour. To incorporate self-adaptation and

self-organisation into the individual behaviour control of mobile robots in order to ben-

efit from the advantages of those concepts it is necessary to integrate and combine them

with existing approaches for individual decision-making and planning. This is necessary

since especially intelligent general-purpose robots still have to pursue their mission of

solving particular problems while they need further capabilities for self-adaptation and

self-organisation in dynamic environments. In the following, we evaluate existing works

regarding the applicability and support of dynamic environments.

As discussed in Hrabia, Masuch, and Albayrak (2015), adaptability in general, and
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fast and flexible decision-making and planning in particular, are crucial capabilities for

autonomous agents. The widely applied Robot Operating System (ROS) proposed by

Quigley et al. (2009) and the many existing third-party packages illustrate the current

state-of-the-art in applied robotics research. In the ROS community, the most com-

monly used approaches for task-level or behaviour control are rule-based and reactive.

A popular package is SMACH that allows the user to build hierarchical and concurrent

state machines (Bohren and Cousins, 2010). The approach of Nguyen et al., 2013 further

extends SMACH with a system called ROS Commander (ROSCo) for rapid creation of

Hierarchical State Machines through different user interfaces. The realised interfaces

allow users of diverse experience levels to model robot behaviours on different abstrac-

tion levels in a fashion of visual programming. Particularly, the approach focuses on

the service robotics domain in the home environment. However, Nguyen et al., 2013 are

also defining a set of general parametrisable states that build the foundation for several

higher-level tasks in the home environment. A more recent extension from Foukarakis

et al., 2014 in the project HOBBIT is extending the SMACH approach, too. Here,

the authors extract decisions about the transition to the next states from the particular

state implementation to an external decision layer that is implemented with the Decision

Making Specification Language (DMSL) (Savidis, Antona, and Stephanidis, 2005). Even

though the authors propose that their solution is increasing the adaptation capabilities

of a robot, their approach is only separating the design and implementation of decisions

from the implementation of the state. The adaptation through the decision layer is

still using static, and a priori defined transitions. Nevertheless, their approach poten-

tially allows splitting the work of system-designers working on the high-level decisions

and system-engineers that are working on the state realisation with detailed operational

requirements like how to move.

All kind of (hierarchical) state machine based approaches have the problem that a

decision or reaction can only be given if a state transition was already modelled in ad-

vance. New requirements, system goals, or actions have to be manually integrated into

the existing state model, and potentially induce comprehensive changes in the overall

structure. This is in contrast to goal-driven approaches that allow to dynamically ad-

just the target state of the system through adding, removing, or updating goals. The

more task-oriented behaviour trees, available in the pi trees package (Goebel, 2013), are
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another popular alternative to HSM approaches. Even though behaviour trees allow for

more reusable behaviour implementations and some higher-level abstractions, by using

special operators like sequencer and selector, the path of execution is still preprogrammed

and is likely to fail in dynamic environments. The reason is that it is difficult to design

such system without missing possible useful dynamic transitions.

More flexible is the Belief, Desire, and Intention (BDI)-based implementation Cog-

niTAO (CogniTeam, 2015) available in the decision making package that also includes

modules for the creation of finite and hierarchical state machines. CogniTAO is target-

ing high-level control of multi-robot systems in dynamic environments. In CogniTAO

the user defines behaviours, called plans, as decision-graphs with start and end condi-

tions. Behaviours are executed and selected by protocols. The selection and decision

process is synchronised through a team of robots. The concept is more suitable for

uncertain environments because the execution sequence is not fixed, and the selection

of behaviours (plans) is based on conditions. Nevertheless, it is still difficult to define

mission or maintenance goals, and there exist only simple protocols for plan selection.

Outside of the ROS community, we can find other reactive approaches, for instance,

the subsumption architecture (Brooks, 1986) that is using a hierarchy of controllers. The

controllers generate output signals and are able to suppress or influence the signals of

lower levels. Finally, signals are combined and mapped to particular actions. The system

is able to deal with uncertain situations since it always creates reactions, but it is still

hard-wired, and can address neither dynamic goals nor sequential task dependencies.

Influenced by the concept of artificial neural networks is the behaviour network ar-

chitecture introduced by Maes, 1989. Here, the behaviours are dynamically connected

with each other based on their preconditions and effects, which enables dynamic state

transitions, receptively a stateless action model. The executed behaviour is dynami-

cally selected based on a utility function. The utility function is calculating the positive

influence on a goal for each behaviour, called activation, which is spread through the

network. Different extensions of this approach introduce learning capabilities (Decugis

and Ferber, 1998; Jung, 1998) and multi-robot application (Jung, 1998) or concurrency

(Allgeuer and Behnke, 2013) and non-binary preconditions (Allgeuer and Behnke, 2013;

Decugis and Ferber, 1998). The hierarchical version of Allgeuer and Behnke is available

as a ROS package but simplified in the way that it only relies on pre-computed static
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inhibitions of conflicting behaviours. A general issue is that network parameters need

to be properly tuned towards a specific application to avoid the risk of getting stuck in

cycles since it is difficult to express a required execution order.

Classical symbolic planners in the tradition of STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson, 1972), like

Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs) (Breuer et al., 2012) or further advanced implemen-

tations, like graph-based approaches (Blum and Furst, 1997) or heuristic planners (Bonet

and Geffner, 2001; Hoffmann, 2001) are very good at directing towards a goal and de-

termining a possible execution order. ROSPlan is a generic symbolic task planning

framework, which follows the further developed STRIPS approach (Cashmore et al.,

2015). In fact, ROSPlan is a Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) dispatch-

ing framework that allows to map PDDL actions to ROS actions. It also includes an Web

Ontology Language (OWL)-based knowledge base, which is used to automatically gen-

erate the problem file, and an observer that determines situations requiring replanning.

However, the model of the domain has to be provided in PDDL, and the mapping has to

be verified manually. Moreover, ROSPlan monitors the plan execution and uses its filter

module to manage eventually needed replanning. The support of multi-robot systems is

only limited, even though the ROS foundation enables planning across multiple robots,

it is not possible to execute multiple actions in parallel.

Another deliberative system for ROS is the skill-based task planning system SkiROS

(Rovida et al., 2017; Rovida and Krüger, 2015). It is focusing on applications in automa-

tion and supports the usage of multiple robots. The framework SkiROS enables a goal-

oriented mission execution based on provided skills and their constraints. In SkiROS,

skills are always compound tasks. The implemented solution has a three-layer architec-

ture with a deliberative, executive and behaviour layer. Whereas the behaviour layer is

the part of the implementation that has to be provided by the user but is supported by

several interfaces and base classes. The framework implementation is based on common

standards as Web Ontology Language Description Logics (OWL-DL), SPARQL, PDDL,

and common ROS features. The actual planning is also realised with an integrated

PDDL-based planner. In detail, the PDDL interface requires PDDL compatibility to

version 2.1, all required PDDL-files are generated automatically. SkiROS includes a

knowledge base that holds the semantic world model as an ontology. The ontology is ex-

pressed with OWL and has to be provided by the user, similar to ROSPlan. In contrast
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to ROSPlan, the filtering and monitoring of the plan execution are not handled in one

central component, but in SkiROS, every skill checks the execution conditions before it

is started. If conditions are violated, replanning is triggered automatically.

In Rovida, Grossmann, and Krüger, 2017 an extension to SkiROS is presented that can

be used as a post-processing step after the PDDL-based symbolic planning to optimise

the execution order of primitive tasks. For this purpose, the authors developed an

approach where execution procedures and the planning domain are specified at the same

time with an extended Behaviour Tree (eBT). eBT is a joint model of the behaviour

tree and HTN paradigms. Unfortunately, the published implementation is not yet fully

integrated into SkiROS and does not have a direct connection to a PDDL planner.

Pure PDDL-based symbolic planners like used by SkiROS and ROSPlan are not con-

sidering probabilities because only the extension of PDDL named Probabilistic Planning

Domain Definition Language (PPDDL) (Younes et al., 2005) and Relational Dynamic

Influence Diagram Language (RDDL) (Sanner, 2010) are supporting it. In particu-

lar, PPDDL is considering a fully-observable state space as a Markov Decision Process

(MDP) while RDDL also supports Partially-Observable Markov Decision Processes. Ap-

plying POMDPs and MDPs in ROS is possible with a combination of solvers like the

Multi-Agent Decision Process (MADP) toolbox (Oliehoek et al., 2017) and the ROS

package markov decision making 1. This ROS package enables abstract representations

of states, actions, and observations to model a problem and execute the policy that was

calculated with an interfaced solver.

However, all symbolic planners have problems under uncertain conditions because of

high computational costs and eventual replanning that has to calculate alternative de-

cisions in case of unreachable goals or unexpected world changes. Especially MDP and

even more POMDP planners that are considering probabilities have high computational

complexity due to the state space explosion induced by the additional probability di-

mensions and the need to trace historical decisions (Kaelbling, Littman, and Cassandra,

1998). A general problem with planning-based approaches is that what to do if there is

currently no plan available that will lead to the desired goal.

In order to combine the advantages of both reactive behaviour approaches, being fast

and more flexible and symbolic planning, being more goal-directed, some researchers

1http://wiki.ros.org/markovdecision_making
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have proposed hybrid architectures for single robot systems. An early attempt was

given by Hertzberg et al., 1998, who proposed a low-level behaviour controller using two

differential equations, one for creating the actuator control signal and one controlling

the activation. The integration of a special term in the activation equation enabled

external influences from an operator like a human or a symbolic planner. Here, the

reactive behaviour layer is still operational on its own, and the model for the planner

has to be provided independently. Additionally, Hertzberg et al., 1998 are using Action

Description Language (ADL) (Pednault, 1989) as representation language.

A more recent hybrid approach from Lee and Cho, 2014 models each high-level task

as an independent behaviour network that is selected by a planner. This architecture

is strongly goal-directed but loses flexibility for dynamic adaptation since behaviours of

different networks cannot be combined with each other.

In general, hybrid decision-making and planning systems allow to balance the advan-

tages and disadvantages of both approaches in a beneficial way. They combine reactive

behaviour-based approaches for short-term fast response with symbolic planning for the

determination of the correct sequence of actions in long-term. Such architecture provides

a suitable foundation for a robot that adapts to unexpected and dynamic changes in its

environment. The support of dynamic state transitions as well as relying on a reactive

agent model are also enabling a suitable foundation for an integration of self-adaptation

and self-organisation capabilities. On this view, especially behaviour-network-based so-

lutions on the foundation of (Maes, 1989) are promising for the reactive part of the ar-

chitecture because they are not hard-wired and allow for dynamic state transitions. The

literature review shows many fruitful ideas and extension of behaviour-network-based

concepts, such as non-binary preconditions (Hertzberg et al., 1998), learning capabili-

ties (Jung, 1998), ROS-support (Allgeuer and Behnke, 2013), and the integration with

symbolic planning (Lee and Cho, 2014). Nevertheless, these ideas are not yet integrated

into one solution, and even though not all of them are available for the ROS community.

Furthermore, extending the concept towards multi-robot applications and enabling ad-

ditional learning capabilities are open issues. On that account, also any kind of adaptive

coordination is not yet considered. Here, multi-robot coordination, if it is available at

all, is only considered in a static a priori defined centralised fashion enabling the distri-

bution of tasks amongst the robots. The following chapter will elaborate this in more
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detail, but will also broaden the focus with respect to backgrounds as well as relevant

related work about task decomposition, allocation, and delegation.

12. Task Allocation, Decomposition, and

Delegation

In the previous chapters, we already discussed work that is addressing self-adaptation,

self-organisation, as well as decision-making and planning in order to foster adaptability

of autonomous multi-agent systems.

Additional essential aspects that allow to improve the adaptation capabilities of a

multi-agent system and which are closely related to decision-making and planning are

concerned about tasks, their partition, and distribution in a multi-agent system. Here,

the decomposition of complex tasks, its allocation, and delegation give additional degrees

of freedom and increase possibilities for a dynamic adaptation during the runtime of the

system. For instance, a large complex task that is handled by a decision-making and

planning component could be fulfilled in parallel or in alternative ways by multiple

agents after it has been decomposed, allocated and delegated in contrast to a simple

direct allocation to one agent. Furthermore, this may also allow to explicitly coordinate

certain tasks that would not have been possible for single agents.

Even though this is also partially addressed by some self-organisation algorithms

(Ducatelle et al., 2009b) because distributed task decomposition and assignment are core

topics of self-organisation. If self-organisation is used the coordination of tasks including

the decomposition, such as exploring a larger environment in chunks, it is coordinated

implicitly and highly distributed. Nevertheless, a combination of decision-making and

planning with self-organisation needs also to consider a combination of implicitly and ex-

plicitly coordinated tasks. In consequence, we will introduce allocation, decomposition,

and delegation of tasks as well as relevant approaches in the remainder of this chapter.
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12.1. Decomposition

Decomposition is the process of splitting larger tasks or goals into smaller sub-goals,

respectively sub-tasks. A common representation of task decomposition is a task-tree.

Following the definition from Zlot and Stentz, 2005 a task tree is a rooted set of task

nodes. These task nodes are connected by directed edges in a graph that specify parent-

child relationships. Each successive level of the tree represents a further refinement of a

task. The root task node describes the task in the most abstract way, while the lowest

level contains the most primitive or atomic tasks.

A task decomposition can be done on a single agent as well as on a multi-agent level.

Planning and scheduling is also task decomposition because such systems try to select

and arrange a set of actions in order to fulfil a given goal or higher-level task.

In order to realise task decompositions, a popular approach is the Task Description

Language (TDL) (Simmons and Apfelbaum, 1998). TDL is a language for describing

task trees. Here, complex goals are refined by sub-goals, which again can be refined.

Additionally, the language allows to describe dependencies between sub-goals like nec-

essary execution orders. The actually used decomposition is dynamically determined

during runtime. Nevertheless, the complete decomposition in TDL has to be modelled

a priori by a system designer.

Realising a dynamic decomposition based on a priori defined task trees with certain

conditions is a common approach. Zlot and Stentz, 2005 extends the idea with additional

conditions for logical disjunction and conjunction of tasks, while Doherty et al., 2016

adds concurrency, repetition, and fulfilment checks.

A decomposition can be calculated statically in a central instance of a system (Lemaire,

Alami, and Lacroix, 2004), in a distributed way in individual agents or in a mixed

approach where agents share and combine their decompositions (Zlot and Stentz, 2005)

with a central instance or other distributed agents. The distributed decomposition in

(Doherty et al., 2016) does also enable a further decomposition of each agent individually.

After the decomposition of a task, we obtain sub-tasks or sub-goals. If such sub-tasks

are not processed directly by a single agent, it leads to the question of which agent is

taking care of which task. This question is discussed in the following section.
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12.2. Task Allocation and Delegation

Korsah, Stentz, and Dias, 2013 define task allocation as the general problem of determin-

ing which robot should execute which task in order to achieve the overall system goals.

As already mentioned, this is one core aspect of coordinating a multi-robot system. If

such coordination emerges from local interactions between the agents, we talk about one

type of self-organisation algorithms. Nevertheless, the coordination can also be achieved

with explicit coordination that can be executed centrally or in a decentralised way.

Task delegation is closely connected to task allocation. It describes the assignment of

a task from one agent to the other. Here, the agent that gets the task assigned becomes

responsible for the task.

In most cases, the allocation and delegation of tasks are targeting for an optimal

solution, usually in terms of efficiency with respect to the goal fulfilment. Efficiency is

often measured in time but it can also consider other limited resources.

A common approach for task allocations is applying a central instance that takes

care of the calculations. Popular examples are the Hungarian algorithm (Mills-Tettey,

Stentz, and Dias, 2007) or direct auctions like combinatorial auctions (Rassenti, Smith,

and Bulfin, 1982).

The Hungarian algorithm tries to distribute a set of known goals to agents such that

the costs for the individuals are minimised. Unfortunately, the approach does not address

scenarios where agents can take care of multiple goals.

Combinatorial auctions are a group of algorithms for finding cost-efficient allocations

that do not rely on multiple individual auctions for multiple goals and instead uses

auctions for a set of goals. Here, the auctioneer is responsible for calculating the most

optimal solution considering that goals can be part of several goal packages.

Other common approaches are contract-net protocol based (Smith, 1980) solutions.

In the decentralised implementation M+ (Botelho and Alami, 1999) each agent sends

an offer to the best matching goal, for instance, the best utility, as a broadcast to all

agents. If the agent does not receive a better offer for the same goal from other agents,

it considers the goal delegated to itself and pursues it. A disadvantage of this approach

is a high communication overhead and the sensitivity against lost messages, which could

result in multiple agents pursuing the same goal.
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Other approaches extend the idea of the contract-net protocol with subcontracting

that allows to further delegate sub-goals of a goal to other agents, which is especially

useful if it is combined with task decomposition.

13. Reinforcement Learning

Autonomous learning of agents can further foster the self-adaptation capabilities of

agents. Moreover, it has already been mentioned in Section 10.1 for the implementation

of scenario-specific self-organisation. Additionally, learning can also be the foundation

for decision-making that is mostly based on experience. Such additional learning fea-

tures potentially allow to further relief the system designer or engineer from the burden

of designing complex models of the system, which have to consider all future situations

the system will have to handle.

In this regard, the machine learning class of reinforcement algorithms is particularly

interesting because it has proven astonishing performance in various fields, such as board

games (Silver et al., 2017), logistics (Rabe and Dross, 2015), and robotics (Peters, Vi-

jayakumar, and Schaal, 2003). Furthermore, such RL algorithms enable continuous

online learning and adaptation of a system during its execution. For this reason, the

remainder of this chapter provides general background as well as a discussion about

relevant related work.

The main idea behind RL is that systems learn what to do in a certain situation by

exploring the environment in a trial-and-error fashion while recording the world state at

this time and the result (reward) of the evaluation against a given utility function, to

finally learn over time from experience.

In contrast to supervised learning, RL does not rely on existing datasets of labelled data

that is used for training the system, e.g. as commonly done in pattern matching (Hrabia

et al., 2019). RL is also different from unsupervised learning because it is not trying to

discover structures in unlabelled data, as for instance used for classification. Moreover,

the problem of how to deal with the trade-off between exploration and exploitation,

describing the challenge of the algorithm if it should prefer to evaluate new possible

actions or if it should take the best option of its already learned policy, is a core property
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13.1. Problem Classification

of RL and not considered in supervised learning and unsupervised learning.

13.1. Problem Classification

In order to select the most suitable RL method, it is necessary to classify the learning

problem. First, the environment state can be either discrete or continuous. Discrete

problems are having a finite set of states such as board games like chess or Go. Contin-

uous problems can be found in all kind of (real-) time-dependent applications such as

robotics with sensors measuring the real-world environment. Continuous problems are

more challenging due to the extended state space.

Secondly, we can distinguish stochastic and deterministic problems. In deterministic

problems, an action will always lead to the same transition between two states, in a

stochastic problem the transition might lead to different states. This consideration also

includes stochastic properties induced by other agents, e.g. they might react not always

the same way, or a generally uncertain and dynamic environment. In stochastic problems,

each action must be tried many times to gain a reliable estimate of its expected reward.

Thirdly, the environment can be either fully-observable or partly-observable. Here,

the agent is either able to observe all states in the environment, e.g. in chess or some

information is not visible for him, like in Texas Hold’em Poker. Here, the challenge is

to consider also the influences of only partly observable states.

Finally, we can differentiate problems with just a single agent or with multiple agents.

Additionally, multiple agents can either collaborate to achieve their common and indi-

vidual goals, or the agents can compete with each other. Problems with multiple agents

are more challenging due to the increased search space.

The classification of the problem does not directly lead to the selection of the one most

optimal algorithm, but it allows selecting something suitable based on the experience

from the related work. For instance, discrete problems are more often addressed with

value-function methods and continuous problems with policy gradient methods. Both

methods are explained in the following section.
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13. Reinforcement Learning

13.2. Reinforcement Learning Methods

The already mentioned methods of value-action and policy gradient define the general

classes of RL.

The value function method maps state-action pairs to gained rewards and is optimised

to maximise the reward. The value function method defines the problem as MDP; hence,

the formalisation consists of states, actions, and transitions. A specific state includes all

information that is required for further calculations. The value function itself aggregates

the reward gained of multiple decision rounds. The value is more important than the

current reward because an action might not gain the optimal reward at the moment but

might lead to the optimal aggregated reward over several decision steps. A value function

is optimal if its rewards for each possible state action pair and policy are maximised.

An optimal value function results in an optimal policy.

A popular approach of optimising the value function is Q-Learning (Watkins and

Dayan, 1992). The introduction of Q-Learning marks the beginning of modern RL. The

special attribute of Q-Learning is the fact that it is able to find the optimal policy for

every finite MDP without requiring a model of the environment. Q-Learning uses an

action-value method that describes for every action and state the expected reward. On

this foundation, the optimal policy can be achieved by selecting the maximal reward for

every state over time. In consequence, the value is defined by the weighted sum of all

expected future rewards. The weighted sum is calculated with a discount factor, which

determines the importance of future against current rewards.

The policy gradient method optimises the selection of actions to maximise the reward

based on world observation. In consequence, policy methods directly map observations

to actions. This is in contrast to the above-discussed value function methods like Q-

Learning, which are learning the assessment of actions in certain states. Hence, a policy

method learns a particular policy, which is in contrast to a value function that is used to

create a policy. The advantage of policy methods is that they potentially converge faster

and more effective, especially in the case of high dimensional search spaces. Furthermore,

policy methods allow to learn stochastic policies. The disadvantages of policy methods

are that they are prone to get stuck in local optima and that solutions potentially have

high variance, and that there is no guarantee for converging in finite time.
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Policy methods are classified into the groups of policy with and without gradient.

Methods without gradient are for instance applying hill climbing (Kimura, Yamamura,

and Kobayashi, 1995) and simplex (Kohl and Stone, 2004), and genetic (Moriarty,

Schultz, and Grefenstette, 1999) algorithms. In the following, we focus on policy gradi-

ent methods because they are often more efficient and are able to exploit the sequential

structure of the decision problem.

Several approaches for gradient methods are known in the literature. Deterministic

model-based methods are one option that rely on environment information provided by

the developer. The application of a model allows for faster convergence. However, apart

from toy examples, it is difficult to model the world in appropriate detail, especially if the

environment is dynamic. For this reason, model-free approaches are more suitable for

robotic applications. A comprehensive survey about applicable policy gradient methods

in robotics can be found in (Peters and Schaal, 2006).

Common approaches for policy gradient methods are finite difference and likelihood

radio methods. Finite difference methods provide a black-box approach to compute

gradients of arbitrary policies, even though a policy is not differentiable. However, the

approach is noisy and comparable inefficient. Finite difference methods are especially

suitable for deterministic systems (Kimura, Yamamura, and Kobayashi, 1995). Likeli-

hood radio methods are based on conditional probabilities. They are able to converge

faster in general and especially for stochastic problems. The disadvantage is the more

difficult implementation in comparison to the finite difference method.

13.3. Comparing Value Function and Policy Gradient Methods

Both value function and policy gradient methods have advantages and disadvantages.

Selecting the most suitable specific algorithm for an application is not distinct and always

depends on the actual problem. Nevertheless, it is possible to provide general guidance

if either value functions or policy gradient methods should be taken into account.

Advantages of policy gradient methods are that they usually converge faster, can be

applied on stochastic problems, and expert knowledge can easily be integrated through

a model. Policy gradient methods are often applied to continuous problem spaces, e.g.

(Kohl and Stone, 2004). As mentioned before, the major disadvantage is that they are
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13. Reinforcement Learning

prone to get stuck in local optima and cannot guarantee to converge in finite time.

Value functions methods are especially applicable for problems with a limited action

space, such as board games like chess. Moreover, approaches based on Q-Learning are

able to find the optimal solution in finite time. Furthermore, it is especially interest-

ing that value function based approaches are also able to handle high-dimensional and

continuous input spaces in a dynamic environment as they can be found e.g. in Atari

computer games (Bellemare et al., 2013). The application of value function methods in

such environments becomes possible through the approximation of complex input states,

which can be achieved with ANN (Mnih et al., 2013).

13.4. Deep Q-Network

The value function-based approach Q-Learning is a powerful algorithm and performs

well in many toy examples. However, it lacks generality and is difficult to apply to

real-world scenarios. The reason is that Q-Learning usually stores its transitions in a

two-dimensional action-state-space table, which in fact resembles dynamic programming.

Q-Learning is selecting the most appropriate action based on the states it has seen

before. First, this does not scale well because all experience has to be stored. Secondly,

this does not work for continuous values that are often including noise and which are

often not repeated as exactly the same values. As already mentioned above, there

are implementations that approximate the complex action-state-space table input with

ANN, for instance, the Deep Q-Network (DQN) approach (Mnih et al., 2013) replaces

the two-dimensional table of Q-Learning that way. In this approach, the ANN is used

to estimate the action-value function. The input for the ANN is the current state, while

the output is the corresponding Q-value for each of the actions. In particular, Mnih

et al., 2013 used a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which is a class of ANN often

used for computer vision tasks to abstract from pixels to patterns. The DQN approach

received a lot of attention because it allowed to create an artificial intelligence that was

playing Atari video games on the level of human experts without any prior knowledge

about the game rules.

Nevertheless, the DQN approach is not limited to CNN, but instead, the most suit-

able ANN architecture can be selected with respect to the input values and application
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13.4. Deep Q-Network

scenario. In consequence, also fully connected networks for general-purpose learning can

be chosen.

Furthermore, various extensions and special considerations improve the applicabil-

ity and performance of the DQN approach. Extensions of particular importance are

presented in the following.

Experience replay enables continuous training from stored experience. This is achieved

by storing taken actions and their results as transition tuples of {State, Action, Reward,
Next-State} and using batches of these tuples as an additional information source during

the training instead of just training with the most recent result. Usually, the batch of

experience data is randomly selected from the set of stored transition tuples. A common

approach is also to limit the storage, also called replay memory, of experience to a specific

amount and to replace the oldest available data with the most recent one continuously

in a First In - First Out (FIFO) approach.

The advantage of experience replay is that it stabilises the network and avoids un-

wanted correlation between states. The reason is that after a certain state, only a limited

number of other states can follow, which is avoided by shuffling the data used for training

with the experience replay approach.

In order to stabilise the learning mechanisms, an additional ANN – Target Network

– can be used to generate the Q-Values (Lillicrap et al., 2015). This Target Network

is used to calculate the loss for all actions during the training of the network. This

approach delays and desynchronises the update of the weights in the main ANN of the

DQN.

Another extension is the Double DQN (DDQN) approach that avoids overfitting of the

bias by differentiating between selection and evaluation of actions (Hasselt, 2010). The

pure DQN is prone to overfit the bias due to a maximisation step in the Loss function.

In this step, a selection of the most rewarding action is taken place based on the ANN,

but the same ANN is used to evaluate this action with the Loss function and to train the

network. The DDQN decouples this process through the introduction of an additional

ANN that results in improved performance.

Other existing extensions such as Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) (Lill-

icrap et al., 2015) allow improving the applicability in continuous action space.
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13.5. Exploration vs. Exploitation

A general challenge of all RL-based approaches is the selection of the current action.

Here, either the algorithm can select the most optimal action on the foundation of the

currently known policy or it can decide to select an option with unknown or not yet

stabilised reward to further explore the search space to potentially gain more reward in

the future. This trade-off challenge is commonly known as the question of exploration

vs. exploitation. In general, both strategies are reasonable, but they have to be bal-

anced. Exploration supports an increased reward in the long-term, while exploitation

achieves the best reward in short-term. Different algorithms can be applied to implement

the balancing between exploration and exploitation. Subsequently, we present common

action-value methods and the softmax action approach.

A simple action-value method uses a parameter that defines the percentage or ratio of

actions that are selected to further explore the search space. An example configuration

could use, for instance, 10% of the action selection to explore, while in 90% of the time,

the action is chosen that maximises the reward.

This approach is easy to implement but has the clear disadvantage that the ratio of

exploration has to be defined by the system designer, which would have to be determined

empirically for each learning problem domain. Furthermore, the probability of selecting

a better or worse action during the exploration will stay the same.

An extension of this method is called epsilon-greedy algorithm. The epsilon-greedy

algorithm is reducing the probability (ϵ parameter) of exploration over time to favour

exploration in the beginning of the search and exploitation in a later stage with an

already trained system.

In contrast to the action-value method, the softmax method has the advantage of

eliminating the uniform distribution of probabilities between the selection of better or

worse actions during exploration. This is achieved by considering an additional factor

that describes the expected value of an unknown action. During the action selection, a

softmax function is used to favour potentially better actions. However, this approach

requires additional information about the expected value of unknown actions, which

have to be provided by the system designer. Commonly, the softmax action selection is

also known as Boltzmann Exploration.
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14. Analysis Summary: Opportunities and

Challenges

The aim of this part is to identify ways, mechanisms, and approaches that allow to

develop systems that comprise large numbers of constituting agents in complex and

uncertain environments and to make these systems more robust and to increase their

ability to adapt. Explicitly in focus is one particular application domain, namely multi-

robot systems.

Despite the fact that there is some progress and interesting work done in the com-

munity, there are still many open questions that remain open. Table 14.1 allows for

an aggregated comparison of all self-adaptation, self-organisation, and swarm robotics

approaches that were mentioned in Chapter 8 to 10. The comparison shows that existing

approaches become increasingly specific (that is domain-specific and application-specific)

the closer one looks into the actual mechanisms and algorithms that are required to ex-

hibit adaptive and cooperative behaviour. Hence, we observe that—on a methodical

level—all solutions are domain independent. Methodologies that can be classified as

more specific are very close to the evolutionary emerged natural role models of self-

organising systems that have been developed with trial and error, respectively in a

bottom-up manner, over centuries. For instance, they apply learning, simulation, and

experimentation or put existing natural algorithms into reusable patterns.

All mechanism designs and implemented solutions that do not apply mechanisms in

an ad-hoc and bottom-up manner are confined to a specific domain and are sometimes

even centralised. The complete centralisation is exceptionally cumbersome whenever

the system scales up. This is mainly due to possible communication and computation

bottlenecks as well as having a single point of failures that limits performance and

robustness for larger systems.

Available middleware solutions and frameworks are also often limited by their rather

centralised or abstract approach or focus on particular problems, like system performance

or resource management. Furthermore, none of the more concrete approaches tries to

address the problem of creating an adaptive, self-organising system in a goal-oriented

manner. A general-purpose approach to develop the required mechanisms is still missing,
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even though some promising solutions for simple robot swarms with limited capabilities

exists (Francesca et al., 2015). We do not know yet, how such kind of system can be

designed and developed from a goal-oriented perspective in a way that an intended global

behaviour is deduced to individual agent behaviours. Furthermore, as yet, it is unclear

how the required self-organisation mechanisms can be automatically determined from

the application’s perspective. Even though declarative approaches, such as (Ashley-

Rollman et al., 2007; Brambilla et al., 2012; Montagna et al., 2013; Nicola et al., 2015),

allow for some deduction and validation of the mechanisms, they lack expressiveness and

cannot be used to model uncertain, complex environments.

Existing architectures dictate that the engineer is implementing the actual agent be-

haviours from a bottom-up perspective or the approach is very limited to a particular

use-case and limited in its expressiveness. A framework architecture that allows for a

goal-driven approach using a top-down, or mixed bottom-up and top-down process is

not yet available.

Moreover, when it comes to multi-robot systems, the target domain of this work, ex-

isting solutions are focused either on a particular application, e.g. robot self-assembly,

where modular robots are centralised and inflexible, or their capability is limited to

encompass the conceptualisation of the motion of a swarm system. The extensive anal-

ysis of existing literature did not discover works that deal with the problem on how

self-organisation and self-adaptation can be combined with existing and indispensably

required task-level decision-making and planning of general-purpose robotic systems that

are not just focusing on the self-adaptation or self-organisation task itself.

Existing robotics planning and decision-making approaches discussed in Chapter 11

are related to each other in Table 14.2. Due to inherently different concepts, only ap-

proaches based on symbolic planning, behaviour networks, and hybrid approaches are

able to provide a goal-oriented application. The other approaches derive from HSM,

whereas they rely on predefined static transitions between modelled states and do not

encompass any consideration of goals. This is especially problematic if the final appli-

cation needs to be controlled by a user who wants to adjust the system goals during

runtime. Especially extensions of presented concepts with adaptive learning capabili-

ties, as introduced in Chapter 13, or implicit coordination mechanisms for multi-robot

systems that can be used in a goal-directed fashion are open issues. This underlines the
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14. Analysis Summary: Opportunities and Challenges

relevance of the proposed research questions R1 and R2 again.

Avoiding problems of centralised management and control also requires a decentrali-

sation by introducing additional hierarchy levels into behaviour network, symbolic plan-

ning, and hybrid behaviour planning approaches. Similarly, considerations of further

aspects of multi-robot decision-making such as task decomposition, allocation, and del-

egation are not yet done. Particularly, these aspects are also able to improve behaviour

adaptability on the task-level in a multi-robot environment.

Table 14.2.: Comparison of robot planning and decision-making approaches.
[Y=Yes, N=No, P=Partially, M=Manually]

Reference [Solution] G
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Maes (1989) [MASM] Y N N N N N N N
Decugis and Ferber (1998) Y P Y N N N N N
Hertzberg et al. (1998) Y N N ADL Y N N N
Jung (1998) [ABBA] Y Y N N N N N M
Bohren and Cousins (2010) [SMACH] N N Y N Y Y Y P
Breuer et al. (2012) [HDL,JSHOP2] N N Y OWL-DL Y N N N
Goebel (2013) [pi trees] N N Y N Y Y Y P
Allgeuer and Behnke (2013) N N N N Y Y Y N
Foukarakis et al. (2014) [HOBBIT] N N Y DMSL Y Y Y P
Lee and Cho (2014) Y N N N N N N N
Cashmore et al. (2015) [ROSPlan] Y N N PDDL, OWL Y N Y P
CogniTeam (2015) [CogniTAO] N N Y N Y Y Y Y
Rovida et al. (2017) [SkiROS] Y N N PDDL, OWL-DL Y N Y Y
Oliehoek et al. (2017) [MDM] N Y Y N Y Y Y Y

Nevertheless, the analysed literature shows a number of common ideas and concepts

in order to further the spirit of more reusable, respectively less application-specific,

implementations, and simplified development of adaptive single or multi-agent systems.

The most important ideas and concepts are:
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CC1 The implementation of coordination and adaptation are separated from the appli-

cation behaviour and have been made explicit, forming own layers or components

in the architecture.

CC2 Adaptability is realised with feedback loops that can be integrated on different

levels into the architecture, for instance providing global, local, or group feedback.

CC3 Feedback loops require monitoring and influencing the system state that is com-

monly realised in accordance with the MAPE paradigm.

CC4 The development of actual coordination mechanisms is only supported on an in-

frastructure level and specialised solutions using evolutionary approaches, logic, or

predicate programming are having limitations in expressiveness and modelling of

the dynamic world.

CC5 Verification and validation are crucial, but existing solutions that use either logic

proofs or simulation have limitations in terms of expressiveness or applicability.

CC6 Decision-making and planning either is following a HSM-derived approach or tar-

gets a goal-orientation.

CC7 Only the most recent decision-making and planning approaches in the robotics

domain are inherently considering multi-robot systems.

In that sense, we still face the following open challenges:

OC1 Automatically selecting or determining adaptation or organisation mechanisms

based on the mission goals.

OC2 Maintaining complex runtime behaviour in regard to given boundaries and appli-

cation scope.

OC3 Integrating and combining adaptation as well as organisation mechanisms with

higher-level decision-making and planning components in a goal-oriented fashion.

OC4 Incorporating explicit task partitioning and distribution as an additional degree of

adaptation in a multi-agent system.
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14. Analysis Summary: Opportunities and Challenges

In order to foster the application of adaptive multi-robot systems, there are numerous

opportunities to combine and to extend existing ideas into an applicable framework,

leading to new valuable insights. Particularly, addressing the encountered open chal-

lenges will directly enable to answer the formulated research questions regarding the

possible facilitation of the operation of multi-robot systems operating in uncertain envi-

ronments (Q1 ) while exhibiting a robust coordination (Q2 ). In the following Part III, an

abstract concept for a framework is presented that incorporates the points analysed in

this chapter. The detailed concept of individual components and their implementation

will then be presented later in Part IV.
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Part III.

Concept



In this part, the abstract concept of the solution presented in this dissertation is

developed. For this reason, the next Chapter 15 deduces specific objectives for the

approach of developing a new framework for combined self-adaptation, self-organisation,

decision-making, and planning. Particularly, the general approach and why it is required

to develop such a framework to answer the research questions has been motivated and

formulated in Chapter 3. The presented concept incorporates the analysis of the related

work that has been done in Part II. Subsequently, in Chapter 16, the methodology for

adopting the formulated objectives is argued. Finally, Chapter 17 develops the abstract

architecture of the approach, which is then further detailed for the individual components

in Part IV.

The foundation of this part is given by the conference paper (Hrabia, 2016) that won

the Best Doctoral Symposium Paper Award in the joined symposium of the 10th IEEE

International Conference on Self-Adaptive and Self-Organizing Systems (SASO2016) and

the International Conference on Cloud and Autonomic Computing (ICCAC 2016). Nev-

ertheless, all chapters of this part have been further elaborated and complemented with

the new Chapter 17.

15. Objectives

In Part I, it has been motivated that complex tasks for robots may require the ap-

plication of multiple robots that perform their tasks within a dynamic and uncertain

environment. It is the hypothesis of this work that the particular demand for mobile

multi-robot systems, which put emphasis on robustness and adaptivity rather than on

behaving in an optimal fashion, can be addressed with the application of self-adaptation

and self-organisation. However, as discussed in Chapter 14, existing solutions have many

limitations. As we have explained, they are either too much abstracting from particu-

lar adaptation methods and are only providing methodologies or architectures, or are

very application-specific and not applicable for a broader purpose or limited in their

expressiveness to simplify the declaration and validation.

Fostering of more goal-oriented approaches combined with the automatic selection
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or determination of required adaptation mechanisms is crucial for the development of

adaptive multi-robot systems because it relieves designers and engineers from anticipat-

ing in advance all conditions, interactions, and side effects during the development. A

particular goal-oriented approach would especially allow to describe the system more

intuitively from a top-down application perspective instead of a tedious bottom-up pa-

rameter tuning or rule tweaking of manually developed adaptation mechanisms. Never-

theless, such adaptive goal-oriented systems are achieving more autonomy in operation,

but still have to operate in specified boundaries in order to prevent malicious or unin-

tended behaviour (Hrabia, Masuch, and Albayrak, 2015).

Even though a general-purpose solution for all kind of multi-agent systems operating

in uncertain environments is preferable, it seems not feasible to address all the different

underlying conditions in one framework, at least not in one implementation. The reason

is that robotics and for instance communication systems have different computation ca-

pabilities, required response rates and are running in distinct software ecosystems, e.g.

on top of a specific Linux operating system or directly on a microcontroller. In contrast

to the existing robotic approaches, which have been analysed in the previous part and

that are only addressing specific subdomains like modular robotics, a general application

in the domain of mobile robotics is targeted in this dissertation. Widening the scope

increases the possible reuse of implemented concepts and algorithms and closes a gap

in the research landscape of robotics. The domain of mobile robotics is considered as

a particularly challenging domain due to the permanent interaction with the uncertain

and complex real-world environment that is sensed through imperfect sensors (Thrun,

2002). Nevertheless, the approach that is developed in the following could also be trans-

ferred to other domains like pervasive services, but this would potentially require minor

adjustments to address special characteristics of the target domain like incorporating

certain runtime requirements.

In the context of task-level robot behaviour control, existing approaches are applying

decision-making and planning in order to solve particular tasks. However, the focus is

mostly on single robots or centralised coordination of multiple robots. A consideration

or integration of self-adaptation or self-organisation into decision-making and planning

is missing so far, as we have shown in the state-of-the-art analysis in Chapter 11. This

directly links to the formulated research questions Q1 and Q2, which are concerned
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15. Objectives

about fostering self-adaptation in task-level decision-making and planning as well as

the combination with self-organisation approaches. In order to answer the research

questions, it is required to develop and implement a corresponding framework. This also

supports the necessary practical evaluation of an implemented solution in order to gain

additional insights from tests and analyses in practice. Furthermore, this allows at the

same time to address the challenges deduced from the related work analysis, which is

summarised in Chapter 14. In the following, we formulate objectives for the approach

and relate them to the determined challenges before we add more specific requirements

in the next chapter.

First, it is the goal to develop a reusable framework implementation that is easy to

integrate into existing applications in order to make the research results transferable

as well as to enable others to evaluate the presented approach in their potentially dif-

ferent scenarios. Secondly, self-adaptation capabilities have to be explicitly considered

within the decision-making and planning, which directly connects to Research Question

Q1 as well as OC3. Here, it is the particular challenge to develop a foundation that

allows to integrate different adaptation concepts and algorithms seamlessly. Thirdly,

higher-level decision-making needs to be combined with implicit coordination through

self-organisation to benefit at the same time from goal-oriented problem solving of com-

plex tasks as well as decentralised and robust coordination, which addresses challenge

OC3 and Research Question Q2. Likewise, a goal-driven approach provides a suitable

control for the user and allows to respect the defined application scope (OC2 ). Fol-

lowing a goal-driven approach is also offering a foundation for an automated selection

of mechanisms as required for OC1. Additionally, to foster adjustable autonomy, we

have to be able to define outer boundaries for the system and its parameters of freedom,

which corresponds to OC2. Furthermore, we are evaluating our approach in real-world

applications in order to prove that the implementation supports self-adaptation and

self-organisation not only on a conceptual level. Moreover, the combination of gen-

eral decision-making and planning with self-adaptation and self-organisation allows for

a complete application perspective from system design to execution instead of focusing

solely on very specific self-adaptation and self-organisation algorithms, as it is commonly

done in swarm robotics research. Linked to this point is also the necessity of having one

common, coherent, and integrated software design to avoid discontinuities induced by,
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e.g. switching programming languages, frameworks etc.

In that sense, the following summary of objectives for the particular realisation is

deduced to answer the proposed research questions formulated in Chapter 3 as well as

the encountered challenges listed in Chapter 14.

O1 Developing a new reusable task-level decision-making and planning framework for

mobile robots in dynamic and uncertain environments.

O2 Supporting self-adaptation through algorithms and conceptual integration.

O3 Supporting self-organisation with an automatic selection of suitable mechanisms.

O4 Enabling the realisation of multi-robot applications including means for task parti-

tioning and distribution.

O5 Providing capabilities for describing the system goals and boundaries wherein the

system is supposed to operate autonomously and adaptively.

O6 Aiming for coherent, integrated design and implementation of adaptation capabili-

ties within general decision-making and planning.

The next chapter describes the methodology that has been developed to address the

aforementioned objectives.

16. Methodology

In this chapter, the methodology is presented that has been developed to address the

objectives described in the former section. Especially, it will be discussed on what

existing work the new approach builds.

For the purposes of illustrating how the developed concept fosters multi-robot appli-

cation in practice, a complex scenario as the following is considered.

Multiple Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are used for security protection and surveillance

of a large industrial plant. The UAVs have to patrol in the area, cover as much of the

area as possible, inspect and follow suspicious objects while maintaining their own safety
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16. Methodology

as well as keeping away of certain critical facilities. Moreover, the number of UAV and

their particular roles are dynamic because of charging or broken entities. Even more,

the connectivity is not always guaranteed. Additionally, it is necessary to optimise the

operation planning for individual UAV to cope with the limited capabilities of the UAV

in terms of available battery, respectively available flight time.

This scenario is challenging due to the required coordination amongst the UAVs, the

dynamic setup with a changing number of robots, several independent and conflicting

tasks, and a highly dynamic environment. The coordination could especially benefit

from an implicit approach to minimise the dependencies between system entities and

enable a seamless adjustment of the number of used robots without struggling with

limited connectivity and a single point of failure in a centralised approach.

The described scenario can definitely be implemented application-specific using a

standard approach like HSM with static state transitions and a manually tuned self-

organisation mechanism for implicitly coordinated surveillance and coverage. However,

this is prone to errors and would need to be adjusted bottom-up on every single change,

like introducing additional tasks, system goals, or dependencies. The problem is that

the HSM approach relies on states and static transitions in between the states, which

would have to be adjusted either internally by each state implementation or by an ex-

ternal entity like a human or external system component. HSMs are not allowing for

external steering from a top-down perspective from the conceptual point of view. For

instance, the already discussed advanced HSM approach of Foukarakis et al., 2014 is

actually only separating the decision-layer from the state implementation in a distinct

component, which is potentially used for adaptation. However, the decision-layer still

has to be implemented by system-designers.

In contrast, an alternative goal-directed solution based on centralised planning would

also have problems because of possibly incomplete information during connection loss

and the growing state space with an increasing number of UAVs. Furthermore, a

planning-based approach cannot take a reasonable decision if currently no plan can

be found that directly leads to the goal, which is often the case as the system designer

will never be able to describe all possibilities in advance. The solution of this thesis,

aiming for a more robust and automatically adapting methodology, is presented in the

following. Thus, a resulting system is potentially able to adapt to dynamic changes and
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cope robustly with uncertain conditions.

In the first place, a more applicable solution can be supported by a more abstract

definition of behaviour runtime conditions to simplify the system modelling and increase

the reuse of implemented behaviours. Here, formal methods are beneficial and required

in the first stages—this was e.g. demonstrated by Gershenson (2007). Moreover, formal

methods such as declarative programming facilitate to define the scope of the systems

and to deduce certain guarantees. In consequence, a declarative programming layer al-

lows to model the outer boundaries of the system and scope of adjustable autonomy,

which is in line with the Objective O5. Following this spirit, a high-level declarative

programming layer is used for describing the general behaviour of the system, its outer

boundaries, and its goals. Furthermore, this solution has been selected because a declar-

ative implementation allows to determine possible state transition dynamically during

runtime and in consequence, makes the system more adaptive, which supports Objective

O2.

From a user point of view, declarative programming is about defining building blocks

of the application and their requirements, this stands in contrast to traditional program-

ming models that also define the particular sequence of execution. To provide appro-

priate goal pursuance, it is beneficial to combine the declarative system model with a

planning system to calculate goal-oriented action sequences instead of following all or

randomly selected directions/rules in an undirected forward chaining process, like e.g. in

Meld (Ashley-Rollman et al., 2007) and TuCSoN (Viroli, Casadei, and Omicini, 2009).

This approach directly addresses Objective O1. Besides, a planning layer potentially

enables managing individual optimisations regarding an optimal utilisation of robot ca-

pabilities. Moreover, a planner already increases the ability to adapt to unforeseen states

because it allows to combine existing building blocks dynamically during runtime. Ad-

ditionally, using a goal-oriented approach with a planner on top of a declarative model is

also avoiding the requirement of defining comprehensively all negative rules/conditions

to prevent that the system turns into malicious states (O5 ), because the system would

favour the direction of the goal, even if a condition was missing, instead of exploring

edge cases.

In accordance with Objective O1, task-level decision-making and planning represents

the highest abstraction level for behaviour within a robot and already foster adapta-
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tion through the dynamic selection of behaviours that are most suitable for the given

situation. Due to the fact that this thesis aims for further increased adaptation capabil-

ities, we consider task-level decision-making and planning modules as a suitable starting

point for the targeted framework. The idea is to incorporate other concepts like specific

self-adaptation (O2 ) and self-organisation (O3 ) means in the second step. Furthermore,

such planning and decision-making component enables the combination with established

methods of designing and developing robot behaviour in order to increase the reuse of

existing code supporting the achievement of Objective O1. In particular, symbolic plan-

ning allows to use a declarative programming style, which only describes available system

capabilities and its boundaries, to automatically determine the necessary actions to un-

dertake for achieving the mission of the system, respectively to adapt to the environment

under consideration of the given goals. Nevertheless, an important point about using

a planner is the monitoring of plan execution and managing potentially necessary re-

planning. An alternative one shot planning would not support dynamic adaptation to

requirements as well as environmental changes during the runtime.

Since declarative programming is limited in its expressiveness, it is going to be ac-

companied by a low-level behaviour representation that is able to deal with dynamic

environments, temporal constraints, and probabilities. A suitable behaviour representa-

tion can be realised with behaviour networks that are goal-driven and enable dynamic

state transitions in contrast to static transitions in HSM-based approaches like shown

in Chapter 11. Here, especially the dynamic transitions between behaviours that do not

have to be defined a priori help to provide a larger degree of freedom for adaptation.

Additionally, a combination with the former mentioned symbolic planning in a hybrid

approach allows to further improve the goal-directedness in difficult scenarios like dead

ends (Lee and Cho, 2014; Nebel and Babovich-Lierler, 2004). Such hybrid implementa-

tion makes it possible to build systems with fast responses but which are still pursuing

their goals. Moreover, in Chapter 11, it was argued that an integration of self-adaptation

and self-organisation capabilities into decision-making and planning can benefit from dy-

namic state transitions as well as they are relying on a reactive agent model. This can

be explained with the reactive nature of self-adaptation and self-organisation algorithms

that are based on locally available information. In consequence, decision-making and

planning approaches that are incorporating concepts from behaviour networks are an ap-
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propriate foundation for the targeted integration of self-organisation and self-adaptation,

which enables accomplishing Objective O2 and Objective O3.

On the one hand, the behaviour network part strongly supports the idea of a self-

adaptive robot system on a conceptual level (O2 ) by being

• performing well in dynamic and partially-observable environments under the re-

striction that actions, which were taken at one point in time, will not block decision

paths in the future;

• light-weight in terms of computational complexity, guaranteeing fast responses;

• opportunistic and trying to perform the best-suited action at any time, even if a

symbolic planner cannot handle the situation and does not find a suitable plan, in

order to reach a different beneficial state that provides more planning options.

On the other hand, the extension with a symbolic planner in a hybrid concept consid-

ers critical execution orders to avoid dead ends in the decision path that are difficult to

handle with behaviour networks only, while providing additional goal pursuance as al-

ready discussed before. Particularly, the long-term consideration of the symbolic planner

helps to avoid oscillations and local maxima in the decision path, which could prevent

the system from reaching the actual system goal. At the same time, the underlying

behaviour network keeps flexibility on the lower level with the use of dynamic state

transition and would still be able to take reasonable decisions even though the current

situation does not allow to calculate a sequence for reaching the goals. Moreover, the

symbolic planning allows to create certain guarantees and boundaries for the underlying

adaptation algorithms, which is matching Objective O5.

Furthermore, it is the concept to apply a calculated plan for guiding the behaviour

network in long-term considerations instead of forcing a strict operation order to increase

the responsiveness and adaptivity of the system. This approach is a generalisation of

the so-called operator coupling of Hertzberg et al., 1998. The external guidance of the

behaviour network by a symbolic planner also addresses the general issue of behaviour

networks to get stuck in local optima. Behaviour networks can oscillate in local optima if

their parameters are not properly tuned towards a specific application since it is difficult

to express a required execution order in the behaviour network itself.
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The realisation of symbolic planning is realised on top of standardised planning ap-

proaches supporting the common PDDL (Mcdermott et al., 1998). Using PDDL pro-

vides a domain independent, expressive, and declarative mission description. PDDL is

the most popular planning language and standard in the international planning com-

petition (Vallati et al., 2015). In consequence, various open source planners are freely

available. Hence, relying on such standardised description allows to exchange and ex-

periment with different existing symbolic planners. Nevertheless, it is not the intention

to use the planner as single one-shot solution calculator, and instead follow the often-

applied MAPE paradigm with continuous monitoring and replanning to achieve adap-

tation to unexpected events, which is in accordance with CC3. The MAPE paradigm

has proven its potential in various solutions that have been discussed in the analysis

of the related work in Part II. This approach of frequent on-demand replanning in an

uncertain environment is similar to the RDDL planner implementation of Yoon, Fern,

and Givan (2007), which is also extending a classical PDDL planner with a relational

layer to dynamically convert probabilistic problems to several deterministic problems.

This underlines the suitability of the presented approach to deal with uncertain environ-

ments (O1 ). However, Yoon, Fern, and Givan are entirely focusing on the domains of

the International Probabilistic Planning Competition that neglects requirements of the

integration into robotics in practice, such as computational limitations. Similarly, other

probabilistic planning, such as MDPs, POMDPs, and related languages like PPDDL,

are not applied to circumvent the additional computation complexity.

The existing literature, see Chapter 11 about behaviour networks and hybrid be-

haviour networks, include many ideas and extensions of the initial concepts. Neverthe-

less, all presented behaviour network variations have certain limitations and are not yet

integrated into one solution, which limits their applicability in practice as well as their

potential for adaptation. In consequence, it is the goal of this dissertation to combine

and further extend these ideas in a common approach to further increase the appli-

cability in dynamic environments (O1 ). A comparison matrix of features of different

discussed and relevant approaches is shown in Table 16.1, which is a subset of what has

been presented and discussed in Table 14.2 in Chapter 14. The contained approaches

are selected because they are following a goal-oriented approach, which is the case for

all discussed symbolic-planning, behaviour network and hybrid behaviour approaches.
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Like already mentioned in Chapter 14 with OC3, extending the existing concepts in

the direction of improved learning capabilities and implicit coordination mechanisms for

multi-robot systems that can be used in a goal-directed fashion are open issues. In the

same respect, introducing additional hierarchy levels into behaviour network, symbolic

planning, and hybrid behaviour planning approaches reduces problems of centralised

management and control. Moreover, improving adaptability on the task-level in a multi-

robot environment can benefit from the consideration of further aspects of multi-robot

decision-making such as task decomposition, allocation, and delegation, which is in line

with Objective O4.

Table 16.1.: Comparison of symbolic planning frameworks, behaviour networks and hy-
brid planning approaches.
[Y=Yes, N=No, P=Partially, M=Manually]
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Maes (1989) [MASM] Y N N N N N N N N N
Decugis and Ferber (1998) Y P Y N N N N N N N
Jung (1998) [ABBA] Y Y N N N N N N N M
Hertzberg et al. (1998) Y N N N Y ADL Y N N N
Allgeuer and Behnke (2013) Y N N N N N Y Y Y N
Lee and Cho (2014) Y N N N Y N N N N N
Cashmore et al. (2015) [ROSPlan] N N N P Y PDDL Y N Y P
Rovida et al. (2017) [SkiROS] N N N P Y PDDL Y N Y Y

In order to realise implicit coordination by applying self-organisation algorithms in a

goal-oriented fashion (O3 and OC1 ) on top of the hybrid behaviour network, it is bene-

ficial to avoid the usage of distinct implementation approaches, e.g. relying on different
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16. Methodology

programming languages, environments, or domain models. For this reason, as well as to

address Objective O6, we are aiming for a coherent implementation of self-organisation

within the behaviour model to avoid discontinuities. In this respect, the particular mech-

anism implementation itself is also considered consisting of one or multiple behaviours

within a behaviour network. Furthermore, a coherently used domain model for general

task-level decision-making as well as self-organisation mechanism realisation is imple-

mented in an object-oriented manner in Python, which fosters reuse of code, simplifies

user extensions as well as customisations, which is again supporting Objective O1. Like-

wise, using Python enables a vast flexibility in terms of the programming paradigm used

by the system user at the end (Koepke, 2011).

Furthermore, it is crucial to support the determination of suitable self-organisation

mechanism and configurations in a goal-oriented manner (O3 ) to decouple the poten-

tially reusable implementations from the particular scenario (CC1 ). Hence, the defini-

tion of the desired implicit coordination strategy is expressed by the system designer by

providing additional self-organisation goals. An appropriate configuration of behaviour

sets for a provided self-organisation goal could be determined automatically through

metaheuristic, like evolutionary algorithms, reinforcement learning, and simulation, like

it is applied in evolutionary robotics, see also Section 10.1. Nevertheless, it is the objec-

tive to narrow this by automatically applying expert knowledge about the application

and combination of existing mechanisms as presented in (De Wolf and Holvoet, 2007;

Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012) and following the idea of a hypothesis database from Ed-

monds, 2005. Furthermore, collected mechanisms are modelled in a declarative fashion

following the MASDynamics approach of Sudeikat and Renz, 2009. Moreover, applying

an initial setup selected from such an expert knowledge library has the advantage of

avoiding unstable initial states, which is crucial for real-life applications. Such an initial

setup is then further refined by a learning component, which adjusts the behaviour and

mechanisms through reinforcement in order to deal with new situations in accordance

with the goal description.

Driven by our background and our particular interest in multi-robot systems, it is

necessary to equip the developed framework with capabilities to integrate with existing

infrastructures as well as with a convenient abstraction from common sensor and actu-

ator interfaces. For this reason, the integration into a widespread framework, like the
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Robot Operating System (Quigley et al., 2009) is a major requirement for the presented

approach and also fosters the reusability of the entire approach (O1 ). Furthermore, tak-

ing advantage of an existing ecosystem increases the interoperability with other robotic

software components. Likewise, building on top of ROS also allows to create a solu-

tion that can be evaluated in practical scenarios and adapted to existing applications in

the domain of mobile robots. An alternative solution is to utilise common not domain-

dependent standards like web-services to increase applicability and interoperability as

proposed by Mokarizadeh et al., 2009. We neglected this approach in order to minimise

the communication overhead, due to the fact that ROS is currently the de facto standard

robotics middleware. Furthermore, it is possible to achieve a further increased interop-

erability by an automated generation of web interfaces from ROS communication means

as we have shown in the EffFeu project (Hrabia et al., 2019).

In summary, this dissertation has following detailed objectives for the realisation of

the hybrid planning approach consisting of a behaviour network and symbolic planner.

R1 Integrate various behaviour network concepts into one extended solution.

R2 Extending the hybrid behaviour network concept with more advanced learning ca-

pabilities.

R3 Allowing for multiple hierarchy, respectively abstraction levels in the decision-making.

R4 Integrating implicit coordination through self-organisation in a goal-oriented man-

ner.

R5 Enabling an automated selection of self-organisation mechanism based on expert

knowledge.

R6 Explicitly addressing automated task decomposition, allocation and delegation.

R7 Using the standardised planning interface PDDL.

R8 Implementing one coherent object-oriented domain model.

R9 Applying the ROS middleware and Python programming language for the realisa-

tion.
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Aside from the connection to the objectives that have been formulated in the last

chapter, we also want to relate the requirements directly to the research questions of this

dissertation. In detail, R1, R2, and R3 are directly required to answer Research Question

Q1 because this provides the foundation for a decision-making and planning system with

a focus on adaptation. Likewise, R4 and R5 are necessary to realise a goal-oriented

integration of self-organisation for robust coordination within the framework as required

to address Research Question Q2. Here, R6 further extends R4 and R5 to provide

additional means of adaptation in the context of multi-robot systems, which supports

the approach examined in Q2. Finally, R7, R8, and R9 are additional requirements that

foster the evaluation of the system in practice.

In the next chapter, follows the description of the high-level component architecture

deduced from the methodology presented in this chapter.

17. Architecture

From a task-level perspective, robotic software systems architectures consist of differ-

ent abstraction layers. A three to four-tiered architecture has been proven a reasonable

approach to realise single and multi-robot systems with decision-making and planning

capabilities (Alami et al., 1998; Gat, 1998; Kramer and Magee, 2007; Rovida and Krüger,

2015; Simmons and Apfelbaum, 1998). All mentioned approaches share similar abstrac-

tion layers. They have a low-level software layer that directly interacts with the physical

world by controlling actuators and collecting sensory information. This layer takes care

of real-time control and provides atomic behaviours respectively primitives of a robot; it

is often named control layer (Gat, 1998) or behaviour layer (Simmons and Apfelbaum,

1998). Sometimes this layer is again separated into two layers, resulting in four layers

overall, with a specific layer abstracting from the hardware devices as in (Rovida and

Krüger, 2015). On the highest level of the architecture, it is defined on an abstract level

how system goals can be achieved; this layer can be specified as planning layer (Sim-

mons and Apfelbaum, 1998) or deliberation layer (Gat, 1998). A layer in between is

responsible to mediate between the high abstraction level with discrete states and the
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continuous level of the primitives of the lower layers. Such an executive layer (Simmons

and Apfelbaum, 1998) or decision-making layer (Gat, 1998) translates the abstract tasks

into particular atomic commands, executes the commands, and monitors their execution.

A summary of these best-practice architectural approaches is depicted in Figure 17.1.

Plans

Planning Layer / Deliberation Layer

Perception

Control Layer / Behaviour Layer

Hardware Layer

Status

Commands

Mediation Layer / Executive Layer / Decision-Making Layer

Figure 17.1.: Combined three to four tiered architecture for realising robotic systems
summarising (Alami et al., 1998; Gat, 1998; Kramer and Magee, 2007;
Rovida and Krüger, 2015; Simmons and Apfelbaum, 1998).

The following presented architecture builds on the established abstraction levels that

foster the reuse of existing modules and separation of concerns. Notably, the presented

solution incorporates a planning layer, mediation layer, and behaviour layer. The archi-

tecture for a single agent is depicted in Figure 17.2.

The most important element of the architecture is the core component. This core

component provides the foundation for the entire framework and implements the actual

decision-making and planning with the common abstractions of a planning layer, me-

diation layer and behaviour layer. These abstractions are as well corresponding with

the components required for the realisation of a hybrid behaviour network approach as

considered by R1. In our case the planning layer is represented by a Symbolic Planner,

the mediation layer is formed by a manager component a Reinforcement Learner com-

ponent (R2 ), and a Delegation component, while the behaviour layer is composed by the

behaviour network with included behaviour implementations. The symbolic planner is
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Symbolic	Planner

Manager

Reinforcement	
LearnerDelegation

Agent

Behaviour	Network

Behaviour

Knowledge Base

Behaviour

Behaviour Behaviour

Core

Planning Layer / Deliberation Layer

Mediation Layer / Executive Layer / Decision-Making Layer

Control Layer / Behaviour Layer

Figure 17.2.: System architecture and architecture layers of a single agent.

realised on top of the standardised PDDL interface (R7 ). The behaviour (network) layer

consists of several behaviours and additional optional components such as the Knowl-

edge Base. Here, a behaviour is implemented by the system engineer on the foundation

of a provided base class that takes care of the overall integration. A behaviour itself

corresponds to an atomic action, task, or operation an agent is capable of executing that

has an influence on the real or virtual environment. Due to the fact that the granularity

of a behaviour is not predefined, the expressiveness is not limited. In consequence, a

concrete behaviour implementation can range from setting a certain virtual variable to

something more complex as picking up a bottle from a fridge, which would include own

specific controls like dedicated motion planning. The role of the manager component is

inspired by the concept of the mediator as proposed by Gershenson, 2007, considering

it as an adaptation controller in respect to the given goals. A minimal agent realisation

could be implemented only with the core and its included components.

The multi-robot architecture also incorporating hierarchies and self-organisation as-

pects is further explained below based on the overview diagram visualised in Figure 17.3.

The architecture provides a mixed strategy of centralised high-level planning to achieve

the application goals with decentralised robot agents that are autonomously operating

within their given boundaries.

The architecture is widely modular and allows to create complex hierarchies of agents
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and task abstraction levels in a multi-robot setup (R3 ). In consequence, an individual

behaviour of a behaviour network may consist as well of another core with own lower-

level behaviours. Such a nested core enables the creation of static task decompositions

similar to hierarchical states in a HSM or task trees. Moreover, entire agents can be

represented as behaviours in a higher-level agent to implement more centralised multi-

agent decision-making, which allows to resemble a hybrid architecture similar to the

approach of Lee and Cho, 2014.

The Knowledge Base component is responsible for hosting, sharing, and persistence of

arbitrary information, and it can be used on all abstraction levels. Moreover, multiple

distributed instances can be used to increase the flexibility and robustness.

Symbolic	Planner

Manager

Knowledge	Base

Higher	
Level	
Agent

Behaviour	Network

Behaviour
Delegation

Behaviour

Behaviour Behaviour

Core

Core

Symbolic	Planner

Manager

Reinforcement	
Learner

Delegation

Agent

Behaviour	Network

Behaviour

Knowledge Base

Behaviour

Behaviour Behaviour

Core

Core

Self-Organisation	
Coordinator

Core
Coordination	
Mechanism	
Selector

Reinforcement
Learner

Agent

Knowledge	Base	Core

Self-Organisation	
Coordinator

Core
Coordination	
Mechanism	
Selector

Reinforcement	
Learner

Delegation

Figure 17.3.: System architecture with multiple agents on different hierarchy/abstraction
levels.
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Each core executes an own independent decision-making and planning cycle that is

enabled if the component is activated in case of nested core components. Therefore,

robots remain independent of the higher-level components and are still able to operate

in case of interrupted or unavailable communication. Higher-level agents provide ini-

tially or from time to time sub-goals to lower level agents. The different agents, as well

as levels of hierarchy, are communicating through the ROS communication middleware

(RQ9). Furthermore, the manager component contained in each core is also contin-

uously monitoring and adjusting the currently targeted goals in a separated feedback

loop. Particularly, the manager tries to achieve as many goals as possible, considering

their individual priorities. Details about the realised algorithm for the goal selection are

later given in Section 18.2. In consequence, the presented architecture contains at least

three levels of feedback loops for adaptation if we do not have a nested agent architec-

ture, which would result in additional feedback loops for each agent (CC2 ). The highest

level is given by the just mentioned goal monitoring and selection in each manager com-

ponent. The second level is the continuously executed decision-making and planning

cycle in each agent that is based on the behaviour-network model. Additionally, the

third level is the low-level control loop potentially implemented in a concrete behaviour

implementation. This can also be related to the reference architecture for engineering

adaptive software DYNAMICO (Villegas et al., 2013). Here, our goal monitoring and

selection corresponds to the control objectives feedback loop (CO-FL) of DYNAMICO.

Subsequently, the decision-making and planning feedback loop resembles the adaptation

feedback loop (A-FL). However, due to DYNAMICO being an abstract software engi-

neering architecture it is not considering the lowest level of adaptation, which is often

required to control hardware actuators, taking place in the feedback loop of a particu-

lar behaviour as we have it in our proposed architecture. Furthermore, our presented

architecture is neglecting the monitoring feedback loop (M-FL) of DYNAMICO, which

is supposed to adapt the system with respect to changed context requirements. The

reason is that in the particularly focused scenarios of this dissertation, which considers a

concrete set of robots collaboratively working on a mission, external context adaptation

would correspond to things like automatically deploying different or additional robots

as well as complementary infrastructure. Usually, such context changes would require

in practice human intervention and therefore are out of the scope of this dissertation.
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Nevertheless, if a comparable adaptation on the context level as formulated in DYNAM-

ICO is desired, it would be possible to implement this as a special high-level agent in

a multi-level architecture exploiting the modularity of our approach supporting several

nested decision-making levels.

An important point is that the core components of the higher-level agent are only

providing the outer boundary with an initial configuration, including constraints and

sub-goals for the operation of the lower-level agent. Outer boundary describes the scope

of the operation for the adjustable autonomy. The particular configuration could also

be dynamically updated from time to time, but this is not mandatory. An update could

e.g. modify conditions as a result of a behaviour execution. In general, the architecture

allows to create mixed implementations of decentralised and more centralised decision-

making and planning, which allows the system designer to control the level of dependency

between the agents. For example, a more centralised design fosters planning for global

optimality while a more decentralised design increases the robustness against failures

of individuals. The promising direction of such a mixed strategy is also mentioned as

future research direction in (Yu and Nagpal, 2011).

Since the architecture is targeting multi-robot applications, it requires coordination

amongst the robots to achieve certain group level behaviour. Coordination between

agents can be achieved either by using the Delegation component to decompose, assign,

and delegate tasks to other agents explicitly (R6 ) or by applying the Self-Organisation

Coordinator to realise implicit coordination based on self-organisation algorithms (R4 ).

The Self-Organisation Coordinator automatically selects appropriate self-organisation

mechanisms dependent on the current goals of an agent (R5 ). Particularly, the core is

also controlling the Self-Organisation Coordinator based on its higher-level goals (R4 ).

The latter component is responsible for the determination of an appropriate coordi-

nation mechanism for the multi-robot system that is supporting the intended goals.

Here, the specific mechanisms are again realised with a core component within the Self-

Organisation Coordinator. Reusing the same concepts for decision-making, planning,

and control supports especially O6 and R8. Based on the selected mechanism, an ap-

propriate nested core component is instantiated and configured.

If either implicit or explicit coordination or even a combination of both is used, can

be freely decided by a system designer. Both approaches have advantages and dis-
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advantages: Implicit coordination based on self-organisation is highly distributed and

therefore very robust against failures of individuals. Moreover, it can also be scaled up

easily to a large number of agents. Explicit coordination with the Delegation component

is especially useful for complex goals that consist of several other sub-goals and the dis-

tributed processing of dependent tasks across multiple agents. However, combining both

approaches in a single robotics framework is inherently unique and provides maximum

flexibility and adaptation capabilities to the particular application scenario.

In general, the behaviour network of an individual robot allows for an integration

of lower-level behaviour actions, which have been developed in a bottom-up approach,

into the global system context that is controlled top-down using goals and boundary

conditions (O6 ). Thus, the presented approach brings together the global view on

multi-robot applications with the locally available behaviours and mechanisms.

The manager component, which is instantiated at various places of the architecture,

is composing a behaviour network using the information provided by behaviours and

goals, like preconditions and effects. Moreover, the manager is applying the MAPE

paradigm (CC3 ). In consequence, it is monitoring and supervising the plan execution

by interpreting the deduced plan and influencing the behaviours accordingly.

The Reinforcement Learner component allows to include the experience of the agent

into the decision-making and planning (R2 ). It is an optional component that can

be used by the manager to learn from past decisions that have been taken based on

the symbolic planner and the behaviour network. The Reinforcement Learner applies

Reinforcement Learning algorithms to learn over time in order to be able to adapt to the

dynamic environment. The component implementation itself is strongly decoupled from

the hybrid behaviour planner domain that is formed by the symbolic planner, manager,

and behaviour network. Here, a general interface that allows to insert experience over

time and get out learned decisions based on rewards enables the reuse of this component

also for other modules of the framework, or to easily replace the learning architecture

with an alternative e.g. domain-specific implementation.

The separated Self-Organisation Coordinator is inspired by many existing approaches

that are using a comparable separation of concerns following CC1 (Garlan et al., 2004;

Preisler, Vilenica, and Renz, 2013; Sudeikat et al., 2009). This component is respon-

sible for the integration of self-organisation coordination mechanisms, while the self-
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adaptation is realised within the core itself.

The Coordination Mechanism Selector component as part of the Self-Organisation

Coordinator allows for an automatic selection of mechanisms appropriate for a given

goal (R5 ). This selection is based on expert knowledge, experience, and existing design

patterns. In particular, it is the concept to implement the pattern collection in a reusable

fashion that has been proposed by Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012. The challenge here

is to find an appropriate generalisation from expert knowledge and the mapping to goals

based on the properties of self-organisation patterns. Especially, the expert knowledge

allows for an initial structure on how specific mechanisms are related to each other

and how they can be classified. The assessment of specific configuration setups allows to

create a hypothesis database following the idea of Edmonds, 2005. Additionally, it is also

considered to further extend this approach with experience-based learning as proposed

from other researchers, too (Beal and Bachrach, 2006; Branke et al., 2006; Matarić,

1995). Especially, the Reinforcement Learner could be applied here due to its generic

interface to tune the existing expert knowledge over time using experience.

All together, the presented approach is allowing for a mixed top-down and bottom-up

strategy in the application development. While basic behaviours for individual agents are

developed in a traditional bottom-up manner, the actual application including a suitable

combination and configuration of behaviours is going to be determined automatically by

the presented system with respect to the application goals and boundaries (O5 ).

Getting back to the initially presented example scenario. This solution would allow

the developer to realise the required multi-robot system by providing the high-level

goals (e.g. patrol and cover environment, follow suspicious objects) and boundaries (e.g.

avoiding critical facilities) as well as implementing low-level behaviours (e.g. fly to, follow

object) with their corresponding preconditions (e.g. distance to team-mate, battery level)

and expected effects. This initial configuration is then further tuned automatically and

can be dynamically adjusted after deployment by incorporating other conditions and

behaviours or adding and removing robot agents on demand.

In the next part, the particular implementations, concepts, and algorithms of the indi-

vidual components of this architecture are going to be explained in more detail. Due to

the reason that some later conceptual extension like the Coordination Mechanism Selec-

tor, the Reinforcement Learner and the Delegation component require implementation
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backgrounds about the core, corresponding conceptual considerations are presented in

detail in the following part instead of being outlined in this part of the dissertation.
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Part IV.

Detailed Concepts and

Implementation



In the following chapters, the components of the framework architecture, which have

been introduced in Chapter 17, are developed and explained in more detail. Particular

chapters, corresponding to components of the framework, are covering both the detailed

concept and insights about the implementation.

The entire framework received the name ROS Hybrid Behaviour Planner (RHBP), in

consequence, this name will be used in the following to refer to the approach presented

and developed in this dissertation. The name indicates the strong relationship to the

ROS framework, even though the overall conceptual approach is independent and gen-

eral applicable, many parts of the implementation are very tightly integrated into ROS

in order to improve the applicability in the corresponding popular robotics ecosystem

(R9 ). In detail, the name component Hybrid Planner refers to the complete ensemble

of a symbolic planner and behaviour network that forms the core of the implementation

as introduced in the architecture, see Chapter 17. In detail, this core component of the

framework, the hybrid behaviour planner, is presented in the following Chapter 18 and

addresses especially the requirements R1, R3, R7, R8, and R9. This component provides

the foundation for all following chapters that build on top of the core. Subsequently,

Chapter 19 describes the extension Self-Organisation Coordinator that enables the in-

corporation of self-organisation mechanisms into decision-making and planning in order

to realise R4 and R5 while at the same time it applies the already existing features of the

core to realise the mechanisms themselves (R8 and O6 ). In Chapter 20, the component

Reinforcement Learner is elaborated in more detail, which extends the hybrid behaviour

planning approach with advanced learning capabilities (R2 ). This component allows to

increase the self-adaptation capabilities of the system by applying machine learning to

shape future decisions based on experience. Finally, Chapter 21 is about the RHBP ex-

tension that allows to apply automated delegation of tasks including decomposition and

allocation of tasks within a group of multiple agents (R6 ). The increased decoupling of

task delegations in hierarchical decision models introduced by the last extension allows

to further increase the flexibility and adaptation means in multi-robot systems.

The three main contributions of this part presented in Chapter 18, Chapter 19, and

Chapter 20 are based on the conference papers (Hrabia, Wypler, and Albayrak, 2017),

(Hrabia, Lehmann, and Albayrak, 2019), and (Hrabia, Kaiser, and Albayrak, 2017).

However, all chapters have been revised, updated, and extended to reflect the latest
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development stage of the RHBP framework.

18. Hybrid Behaviour Planner Core

In the discussion of the abstract architecture of RHBP in Chapter 17, it has been stated

that the decision-making and planning is the most essential part of the architecture. In

particular, decision-making and planning are represented by the hybrid approach ex-

plained further in this Chapter. The reason for this being the Core of the architecture

is that this part is required to implement a minimal agent within RHBP. Furthermore,

this part comprises all the presented common abstraction layers of a robotics architec-

ture, namely a planning layer, a mediation layer, and a behaviour layer. In detail, the

foundation is provided by the behaviour layer of our hybrid approach that is formed

by a behaviour-network. The model behind the behaviour-network is introduced in the

following Section 18.1. In an application, this model provides the means for implement-

ing the scenario-specific behaviour layer in a declarative fashion. This behaviour layer

is then connected with the planning layer, which is based on a symbolic planner, see

Section 18.2, through the mediation layer. The mediation layer itself is represented by

the manager component, which is taking care of the overall decision-making lifecycle.

The manager component implements the algorithms outlined in Section 18.1.2.

18.1. Behaviour-Network Base

A behaviour-network-based approach has been selected for various reasons that we have

already discussed in the overall concept in Part III, such as being fast, goal-oriented,

opportunistic, and independent of statically defined state transitions. Especially, the

characteristic of enabling a declarative description of a system while focusing on its

capabilities and limitations without defining the actual solution provides a lot of potential

for adaptation. The following Subsection 18.1.1 concentrates on the developed model

and abstract components that are later on used as a base by the system engineer to

realise the particular implementation. In contrast to traditional sequential programming
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techniques, the presented approach enables to separate the implementation of what the

system is able to do and how the system is going to use its features to address a certain

goal. This becomes especially interesting as the how is automatically deduced and does

not have to be specified by the system engineer.

18.1.1. Model

In Chapter 16, a comparison of symbolic planning frameworks, behaviour networks, and

hybrid planning approaches has been shown, see especially Table 16.1 for an overview.

The target of this work is to incorporate the advantages of the different existing ideas,

which have not yet been combined, as well as additional extensions in one common

behaviour network layer. All details of the implemented model and its components are

presented below.

The behaviour network layer is mostly inspired by the concepts of Jung, 1998 and

Maes, 1989, but incorporates other recent ideas from Allgeuer and Behnke, 2013, in par-

ticular supporting concurrent behaviour execution, non-binary preconditions and effects.

Furthermore, new ideas for enabling hierarchical structures and sharing knowledge are

explained in specific sections later in this chapter.

The main components of the network are behaviours. Behaviours are representing

competences of an agent (Maes, 1989) and are also referred to as tasks, actions, or

skills (Rovida and Krüger, 2015). Behaviours are able to interact with the environment

by sensing and acting. The behaviour itself is an abstract model that can be freely

modelled by the system designer, important is that behaviours have an influence on

their environment. On which logical abstraction level a behaviour is influencing the

environment depends on the concrete application scenario and the abstraction level the

system designer wants to realise.

Behaviours use condition objects composed of an activator and sensors to model

their environmental runtime requirements, see Figure 18.1. Simple condition objects are

just container objects that combine activator and sensors. Furthermore, the condition

classes Conjunction, Disjunction, and Negation allow for combining multiple condition

objects in order to define arbitrary complex logical expressions. Details about sensors

and activators are provided further below.

Behaviours also have a priority property that describes the importance of a behaviour
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Effect

+ sensor_name: String

+ indicator: Float

Behaviour

+ priority: Int

+ effects: Effect

+ preconditions: Condition

Activator

+ get_activation(Float): Float 
+ get_wish(Float): Wish

Goal

+ conditions: Condition

+ priority: Int

Condition

+ sensor: Sensor

+ activator: Activator

Sensor

+ value: float

Wish

+ sensor_name: String

+ direction: Float

0..*

1 0..* 1

11 1..*

0..*

1..*1

Figure 18.1.: Behaviour network components and their relationship as UML class dia-
gram.

in comparison to other behaviours, especially similar or conflicting behaviours. The

priority is applied to resolve conflicts in case of opposing effects. In case of a conflict of

behaviours with the same priority, the one with a higher activation value is prioritised.

The actual network of behaviours is created from the dependencies encoded in wishes

based on modelled preconditions and behaviour effects.

A wish of a behaviour expresses the satisfaction with the world state (current sensor

values). It is related to a sensor and uses a real value [-1, 1] to indicate both the

strength and direction of a desired change, 0 indicates complete satisfaction. Greater

values express a stronger desire, by convention, negative values correspond to a decrease,

positive values to an increase. In the case of Boolean values -1 is used if a predicate

should become false and 1 if it should become true. Wishes are the consequence of every

behaviours’ or goals’ conditions, or in other words, they describe the difference between

the current world state and what would make a condition become true. However, wishes

are internal objects that are used in various calculations but normally not exposed to

the user of the framework.

Effects model the expected influence on available sensors (the environment) of be-

haviours similar to wishes. The effect is defined by a tuple of sensor name and indicator.

The indicator describes similarly to wishes both the strength and direction of the as-

sumed sensor change. In contrast to wishes, effects are not bound to the value range

of [-1, 1]. Instead, effects can have arbitrary real values. This can be used to specify

the influence on the sensor values more fine-grained. Such specification makes the ap-

plication of the planner within the hybrid behaviour network more powerful because it
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allows to determine in detail how often a behaviour has to be executed to reach a certain

stage instead of just giving the information that it has influence in a certain direction.

An example would be a charging behaviour that has to be executed five times, which is

determined based on the charging rate and the desired battery level. However, in many

scenarios, it is also sufficient to use only the value range of [-1, 1] to indicate the direc-

tion of change, especially in the case when the specific influence is difficult to express or

unknown. Moreover, the system is re-evaluating its decisions frequently, which allows for

quick adaptation, hence the direction of change influenced by the next decision (selected

behaviour) is often more critical.

Goals are defined by the user or any other external component and describe the

desired state of the system. In contrast to wishes, they describe the desired absolute

state instead of the required change to reach the desired world state. The desired state

modelled with goals is as well defined with condition objects. The implementation

of goals is similar to behaviours except that they do not have an execution state or

model effects on the network, respectively sensors of the network. Therefore, goals

incorporate conditions that allow for the determination of their satisfaction and express

wishes exactly like behaviours do. Furthermore, goals are either permanent and remain

active in the system as maintenance goals, or are achievement goals that are deactivated

after one-time fulfilment.

Sensors model the source of information for the behaviour network, Jung, 1998 named

them feature detectors. Particularly, they buffer and provide the latest sensor measure-

ments. The type of the sensor value is arbitrary, but to form a valid condition, a matching

combination of sensors and activator must be used. Besides mapping raw sensor devices

to the behaviour network, other system internal values, or intermediate computation

steps can be modelled and distributed, too. A common approach is to aggregate and

normalise sensor values within the sensor instance to a single dimensional real value rep-

resentation that can most easily be combined with default activator types afterwards.

Sensor values of arbitrary type are mapped into the behaviour network by activators.

Activators provide heuristical functions that allow to express a desired condition and

to apply a sensor value for the decision-making. For this reason, activators compute

a utility score (precondition satisfaction) from sensor values using an internal mapping

function, see next section for more details.
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The separation of sensor and activator fosters the reuse of code and allows for the

abstract integration of algorithms using more complex activation functions like used

in Section 19.1 for the incorporation of self-organisation algorithms. Moreover, the

implementation already comes with several basic activator types for expressing Boolean,

numeric equality, string equality, numeric thresholds, and numeric linear mappings of

one-dimensional sensors. In detail, the Boolean activator compares a Boolean value to

a desired value of true/false. Similarly, the equal activator checks if a numeric sensor

value is equal to a given number and the string activator compares equality against

a given reference string. The numeric threshold activator compares a numeric sensor

value to a threshold; here the activation can either depend on the value being equal,

larger, or lower than the given threshold. In addition, the greedy activator maximises

or minimises the current sensor value towards a given offset. In consequence, the greedy

activator is never satisfied and always directing into the given direction through the

wishes that are generated on its foundation. The linear activator takes a numeric value

and computes a linear slope of activation within a given value range. Similar activators

for other mathematical functions such as logarithm, sigmoid, and exponential functions

can easily be implemented in the same way.

Multi-dimensional types can be integrated either by custom activators that provide

a normalisation function, if the normalisation is not already handled in the sensor im-

plementation, or by splitting dimensions into multiple one-dimensional sensors. In most

cases, a normalisation within a custom sensor implementation is preferable as this in-

creases the possible reuse of code due to a clear separation of concerns, which simplifies

the application of existing activators.

18.1.2. Decision-Making

The behaviour network is used to select the most suitable action at a time. The taken

decision is re-evaluated over time as part of the lifecycle of the manager component, see

Chapter 17 for details. The realised core lifecycle corresponds to the common MAPE

loop (monitor, analyse, plan, execute). Here, the monitoring is covered by the sensor

components that provide the input for the system and the execution is realised by the

specific behaviour implementation of the selected and executed behaviour. Whereas the

actual decision-making is accomplished with the behaviour network implementation that
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resembles the stages analyse and plan of MAPE.

The key characteristics and capabilities of a behaviour network are defined by the

way activation is computed from sensor readings and the behaviour/goal interaction.

Behaviours are selected for execution based on a utility function that determines a real

number behaviour score, called activation. There are multiple sources of activation, with

negative values corresponding to inhibition. If the total activation of behaviours passes

the execution threshold and all preconditions are fulfilled, the planner selects behaviours

for execution. The behaviour network calculation is repeated in a fixed frequency that

can be adjusted according to the application requirements. A suitable frequency should

be chosen based on the desired response time for behaviour changes. Furthermore, it is

limited by the update frequency of the attached sensors because it would not make sense

to recalculate the decision-making cycle if the perceived world state has not changed.

The positive execution threshold is coupled to the activity of the network and defines

the required activation of a behaviour to be selected for execution. It is decreased

after every iteration without a running behaviour by the Activation-Threshold-Decay

parameter (by default 20%) and increased by the same amount every time a behaviour

is started in order to support the desired opportunistic habits. Moreover, this approach

supports the continued execution of already executed behaviours but also enables a fast

adaptation in case the running behaviours are not applicable anymore.

The formulas discussed in the remainder of this section are making use of the following

definitions and symbols.

C = precondition;B = behaviour;P = plan;G = goal

alast = last total network activation; s = satisfaction

a = activation;w = wish; e = effect; β = weight parameter

n = number of elements sharing a property

iB = behaviour index in plan sequence

iP = current plan element index

pgoal = goal priority weight

prange = goal priority range
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At every decision-making iteration, all 7 activation sources (18.1 to 18.9) are summed

to a temporary value called activation step for every behaviour. After the activation

step has been computed for every behaviour, it is added to the current activation of the

behaviour reduced by an activation decay factor of 0.9 by default. The decay reduces

the activation that had been accumulated over time if the behaviour does not fit the

situation anymore and prevents the activation value from becoming indefinitely large.

Next, we describe the individual activation sources one by one.

The fulfilment of preconditions, modelled as a combination of sensors and an activator,

is called satisfaction (real [0,1]), see Equation 18.1. The overall behaviour satisfaction is

the product of all precondition satisfactions.

aprec =
∏

C|C∈B

s · βprec (18.1)

A predecessor (Equation 18.2) is a behaviour that fulfils a wish of another behaviour.

If the product of the effect of behaviour A and wish of behaviour B for a particular

sensor is greater than 0 then A is a predecessor of B. A behaviour gets activation from

all its executable (preconditions fulfilled) predecessors for every wish.

apred =
∑

B|B∈pred

e · w · aB · βpred
alast · nw

(18.2)

The successor (Equation 18.3) describes the reverse relationship to a predecessor. If

the (pre-) conditions of behaviour or goal B are fulfilled by behaviour A, then B is the

successor of A.

asucc =
∑

B|B∈succ

e · w · aB · βsucc
alast · ne

(18.3)

If the product of the effect of behaviour A on one sensor and the wish of behaviour

B for the same sensor is smaller than 0 then the behaviour A is a conflictor of B,

see Equation 18.4. Behaviour A is as well a conflictor if it has an effect on a wish
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with an indicator value of 0 of another behaviour B because it would undo a satisfied

precondition of B.

aconf =
∑

B|B∈conf

(−1 ·
(1− |w|) · |e| · aB · βconf

alast · nconf
) (18.4)

The activation by goal agoal is defined similarly to the activation from successors asucc

except that not the indicator of wishes of successors but those of goals are considered.

Additionally, instead of factorising with the activation of the particular behaviour the

factorisation uses the normalised goal priority (Equation 18.6), and that another weight

term goal weight βgoal is used instead of the successor weight term βsucc, see Equation

18.7.

prange = max(GPrio)−min(GPrio) (18.5)

pgoal =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
GPrio
prange

+ (2− max(GPrio)
prange

) if prange ̸= 0

1 otherwise
(18.6)

agoal =
∑

G|G∈succ

e · w · pgoal · βgoal
alast · nw

(18.7)

Inhibition by a goal is expressed with Equation 18.8 to model undo or counteracting of

maintenance goals. The weight term influences the characteristic of the system to strive

after goals. Additionally, both goal related activation calculations (Equation 18.7 and

18.8) are weighted by a normalised priority influence of the considered goal. The goal

priority weight pgoal is calculated as a relative fraction in the range [1, 2] that depends

on the currently available goal priority range.

aconfgoal =
∑

G|G∈conf

(−1 ·
(1− |w|) · |e| · pgoal · βconf

alast · nconf
) (18.8)

The behaviour network is influenced by the symbolic planner with the activation term

aplan, see Equation 18.9. It depends on the position of the first concurrence of the
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behaviour in the symbolic plan using 1-based indices and the plan weight term βplan.

This direct influence is similar to operator coupling terms, as presented in (Hertzberg

et al., 1998).

aplan =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1

iB−iP+1 · βplan if B ∈ P ∧ iB >= iP ∧ i >= 0

0 otherwise
(18.9)

The particular influence of the activation sources, respectively weights to the decision-

making characteristics of the system are described in the following. Here, the meaning

of larger and smaller weight values has to be always considered with respect to other

weights.

The activation from preconditions only depends on the environment. It is entirely

independent of other behaviours and their activation. The activation from precondi-

tions describes the level of fulfilment of the preconditions of a behaviour. Furthermore,

the corresponding situation weight allows to strive for fast reactions to environmental

changes, more opportunistic and egocentric decisions with larger values in comparison

to other behaviour-dependent activation weights. Too large values can be problematic

if a certain order of goals needs to be guaranteed.

The predecessor weight can be used to adjust the influence of executable predecessors

on their successors. It supports to spread opportunities from the bottom up (from the

perception in the direction of the goals) and activates behaviours whose preconditions

are most likely fulfilled in the future.

The successor weight accounts for the positive influence of a behaviour to its successors

independent of a goal. The successor weight influences the thrustfulness of a network

path. Due to only positive effects being considered too large values might lead to the

execution of behaviours that are perhaps regretted in the future.

The inhibition sources for behaviours and goals as well as the corresponding conflictor

weight are used to prevent or reduce undesirable situations. A large conflictor weight re-

sults in more cautious and slow decisions, while too large values might result in decisions

leading to a dead end of unpopular behaviours and prevents to reach certain goals.

The goal weight emphasises a goal-driven character of decision-making with larger val-

ues, while it encounters the risk of being too opportunistic so that it favours goal-fulfilling
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but otherwise mission-breaking behaviours, especially if several potentially conflicting

goals are enabled at the same time.

It is important to remark that goal weight and successor weight both support activa-

tion flow towards the goals, although they are very different. The goal weight acts only

on behaviours directly contributing to (or conflicting with) goals, while the successor

weight also affects intermediate behaviours.

As already stated, the symbolic planner and corresponding planner weight are used

to guide the behaviour network component with the determined sequential plan of the

particular PDDL planner. A larger value results in a more dominant influence, while

a smaller value will give only little guidance. Applying the planner allows to support

a certain order of behaviour but relies on the existence of plans, which is not always

possible or feasible in time in dynamic environments.

Additionally, an optional eighth activation source for the incorporation of RL will be

introduced in Section 20.2. This activation source is omitted here for simplification and

because it is not mandatory for realising and using the core concept.

After behaviour execution, the activation value is reset to 0 if the behaviour is stopped

because of preconditions that became invalid or an exceeded execution timeout. To avoid

oscillations of behaviour activations, the activation value is not reset if the behaviour

is stopped because of having lower activation than the current activation threshold or

having too many behaviours executed in parallel. Behaviours are not expected to finish

instantaneously, and multiple behaviours are allowed to run concurrently if they do

not have conflicting effects. Additionally, it is configurable how many behaviours are

allowed to be executed in parallel in case several behaviours fulfil their preconditions and

are above the activation threshold. The limitation of the number of parallel-executed

behaviours can be applied in certain scenarios, such as simulations where agents are only

capable of doing one thing at a time. If the number of executable behaviours in terms of

preconditions and activation is larger than the allowed numbers of in parallel-executed

behaviours, the behaviours are selected in decreasing order starting from the highest

activation value.
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18.2. Symbolic Planner Extension

As already stated in the previous section, one term (Equation 18.9) in the activation

calculation is influenced by the symbolic planner, applying the index position of the

particular behaviour in the planned execution sequence. In order to allow for a quick

replacement of the planner, we based our interface on the widely used PDDL standard

in version 2.1. Hence, the majority of existing planners can be used. In particular, the

planner requires support of deterministic problem-solving in a STRIPS model, Negated

predicates for translating Boolean preconditions, Numeric fluents, and equality for mod-

elling non-Boolean sensor values. Conditional effects are optionally required because

they are allowed in the behaviour layer but are not essential, and most planning scenar-

ios can be designed to avoid them.

For our implementation, we developed a ROS Python wrapper for the Metric-FF

planner (Hoffmann, 2002), a version of FF (Hoffmann, 2001) extended by numerical

fluents and conditional effects. It meets all above-listed requirements, and due to its

heuristic nature, favours fast results over optimality. The wrapper is responsible for

appropriate result interpretation, execution handling, and exception handling. To avoid

that the entire decision-making is blocking because of planning errors or unsolvable

problems, the planner is executed in a separated process.

The mapping and translation between the domain PDDL and the resulting plan is

part of the manager component. The PDDL generation on entity level is done automat-

ically by the behaviour, activator, and goal objects themselves through a defined service

interface. This includes the conversion of complex data types of sensors (like locations or

other multi-dimensional data) to single dimensional fluents while maintaining as much

of the original meaning as possible. Moreover, the manager monitors time constraints

defined in behaviours, replans in case of timeouts, unexpected or missing behaviour in-

fluence, newly available behaviours, or if the behaviour network execution order deviates

from the proposed plan. This ensures that replanning is only executed if really necessary

and keeps as much freedom as possible for the behaviour network layer for fast response

and adaptation.

The manager also handles multiple existing goals of a mission by selecting appropriate

goals at the right time depending on available information, e.g. if goals cannot be reached
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currently. Since goals can have priorities, the manager tries to find a plan that reaches as

many high-priority goals as possible. For that, it uses an elimination algorithm that first

tries to achieve the highest priority goal together with as many other goals as possible

and repeats this process with lower priority goals until it is able to find a valid plan.

18.3. ROS-Integration

All components of the RHBP are based on the ROS messaging architecture and are using

ROS services and topics for communication. Figure 18.2 visualises the ROS architecture

of a RHBP core instance with corresponding nodes and the communication between

them.

Every component of the behaviour network, like a behaviour with its conditions and

sensors, is automatically registered to the manager node and reports its current status

accordingly. The application-specific implementation is simplified through provided in-

terfaces and base classes for all behaviour network components that are extended by the

application developer and completed by filling function hooks, like start and stop of a

behaviour. Particularly, the class constructor automatically uses registration methods

and announces available components to the manager.

The ROS sensor integration is inspired by Allgeuer and Behnke, 2013 and implemented

using the concept of virtual sensors. This means sensors are subscribed to ROS topics and

updated by the offered publish-subscribe system. Moreover, certain behaviour network

components like the special publisher-goals are automatically generating ROS topics to

publish their satisfaction that can also be used outside the actual RHBP environment.

The communication of the current states of behaviours and goals is realised with services

that are triggered from the manager component to be able to check the connectivity as

well as to synchronise the decision-making together with the transfer of the pure status

information.

All displayed knowledge base components will be explained in the following Sec-

tion 18.4, they are already depicted here in Figure 18.2 to provide a complete picture of

the core components in one figure.

For each registered component, a proxy object is instantiated in the manager to serve

as a data source for the actual planning process where the activation is computed based
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/rqt
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Figure 18.2.: RHBP core ROS node and communication architecture. Direction of the
edges correspond to the initiated direction of the data flow.
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on the relationships arising from the reported wishes and effects. Besides the status

service offered by behaviours and goals, there are a number of management services

available to influence the execution, for instance, to start, stop, activate, deactivate and

prioritise. Moreover, each manager is also broadcasting its particular ID (namespace

and name) to a specific ROS topic to simplify discovery of RHBP managers by other

components such as debugging and monitoring tools.

Due to the distributed ROS architecture, the whole system works even across the

physical boundaries of individual robots and computers on a distributed system. It is

important to note, especially with respect to Figure 18.2, that not only the manager

and behaviour model can be distributed over multiple ROS nodes. Likewise, individual

behaviours can be situated on different nodes. A setup with behaviours distributed over

multiple nodes is exceptionally recommended if certain behaviours are creating high com-

putational load in order to parallel the processing and avoid bottlenecks. Particularly,

we followed this pattern in the project discussed later in Section 23.1.

Additionally, parameters and constants can be conveniently set using ROS mechanisms

even at runtime, for instance, by using the provided visual rqt monitoring and control

Graphical User Interface (GUI) that is visualised in Figure 18.3. rqt is a Qt-based frame-

work for GUI development for ROS. It allows to freely configure combinations of visual

widget plugins in one or many dockable windows. rqt is shipped with several included

widget plugins and can be used to configure application-specific monitoring and con-

trol GUIs. The developed RHBP plugin enables introspection into the decision-making

and planning process for the developer. In particular, the interface lists all currently

registered behaviours and goals with the current status like conditions satisfaction, in-

fluenced sensors, current wishes, currently valid symbolic plan, current activation and

activation subcomponents. Moreover, this plugin supports the stepwise execution of the

decision-making as well as manually starting and stopping behaviours independent of

the manager activation for debugging purposes. The plugin is always connecting to one

specific manager but makes use of the previously described discovery mechanisms to

enable convenient switching between different manager instances.

Furthermore, RHBP comes with generic sensor implementations that directly support

the extraction of single data fields from arbitrary topic types in order to enable direct

integration of existing sensors by just configuring the topic name. For more complex
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Figure 18.3.: Graphical RHBP Monitoring and control in ROS: Custom widget plugin
for RHBP planner status monitoring on the left, dynamic log level config-
uration on the right top corner, and dynamic log level filtering on the right
bottom corner.
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sensor types, the user has to extend a reduction function in a template that reduces one

or more sensors to a single dimensional value. Moreover, it is possible to directly get

information from the ROS parameter server with another specialised sensor base class.

Additionally, the DynamicSensor base class allows to subscribe to ROS topics in an

adaptive manner by defining a pattern of topic name and type to which the sensor

connects. The default implementation returns the last valid message received from

all matching topics, but this can be adjusted in an inheriting class if other reduction

patterns in case of several matching patterns are desired. The DynamicSensor enables

a self-adaptation to changing robot configurations that might be induced by replaced

components or failures. Here, the component enables the dynamic hand over to another

suitable ROS topic in case of several applicable instances.

Activators for some common ROS types, such as Pose messages, are provided as well

in the default RHBP scope of supply, and additional extensions for other common types

could easily be developed.

In order to enable the described target architecture with multiple independent RHBP

instances on individual robots in a distributed multi-robot system, several RHBP can

also coexist in one ROS environment using individual namespaces.

In order to illustrate how the application of RHBP using its object-oriented API in

practice would look like, Listing 18.1 shows an example code snippet. This indicates

that the user mostly has to fill the hooks of particular behaviour implementations that

are inheriting from the RHBP base class. Aside from implementing behaviours, pro-

vided RHBP classes are directly used to model the behaviour network dependencies

with conditions, effects, and goals. All communication, registration, and management is

embedded into the base class implementations.

18.4. Knowledge Base: Sharing information in a hybrid

behaviour network

Another missing point in existing behaviour network architectures and implementa-

tions, which also includes the hybrid architectures, are concepts for information sharing

amongst multiple entities. This is not surprising considering the fact that only Jung,

1998 is targeting multi-agent systems. Nevertheless, a concrete concept is also missing
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Listing 18.1: Example of a RHBP model definition in Python.

class ExampleBehaviour(BehaviourBase):

def start(self):

# do something

# ...

def do_step(self):

# called every decision-making cycle

# ...

def stop(self):

# stop doing something

# ...

# creating a sensor instance bound to a ROS topic,

# types are automatically inferred

example_sensor = TopicSensor(name="sensor_name", topic="/example")

# creating an instance of a specific activator, here linear interpolation

example_activator = LinearActivator(zeroActivationValue=1.0,

fullActivationValue=10.0)

# forming compound conditions

example_cond = Negation(Condition(example_sensor, example_activator))

# creating a goal instance, condition(s) describe the target state

example_goal = GoalBase(name="goal_name", permanent=True,

conditions=[example_cond], priority=0)

# creating an instance of the behaviour

example_behaviour = ExampleBehaviour(name="behaviour_name")

# adding a precondition to a behaviour

# another_example_cond is omitted here for simplicity

example_behaviour.add_precondition(another_example_cond)

#defining a sensor effect, indicator describes effect strength and direction

example_effect = Effect(sensor_name=example_sensor.name, indicator=1.0,

sensor_type=float)

# effect is bound to the behaviour

example_behaviour.add_effect(example_effect)
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in the solution of Jung, 1998 because the presented ABBA architecture is only providing

the abstract concept of feature detectors. How individual agents exchange information

is not considered.

The PDDL-based deliberative planning approaches (Cashmore et al., 2015; Rovida

et al., 2017) are considering the problem of information sharing to some extent in their

centralised solutions. ROSPlan from Cashmore et al. is using a completely centralised

approach with one central OWL knowledge base that has to be filled by the user of the

framework based on a certain set of interfaces. The framework is using the interfaces to

create an ontology that is used to determine when replanning is required. The SkiROS

approach (Rovida et al., 2017) has similarities to ROSPlan. It is also using one cen-

tral knowledge base, which is called World Model, but it partitions the knowledge into

continuous, discrete, and semantic data. Nevertheless, neither ROSPlan nor SkiROS

are considering information sharing on an agent level, it is only used as a central input

component for centralised planning.

RHBP is in contrast to described approaches also directly aiming for decentralised

multi-robot systems. In such cases, sharing information amongst agents can foster the

cooperation and simplifies the creation of solutions for distributed problem solving, as

shown in practice in (Albayrak and Krallmann, 1992). In consequence, it is crucial to

allow for a straightforward implementation in RHBP, too. Examples for scenarios that

require sharing information are, e.g. search and rescue or exploration scenarios, where

the agents need to exchange information about which places have already been visited

or which items have been found.

The solution from Albayrak and Krallmann, 1992 is applying a blackboard architec-

ture (Hayes-Roth, 1985). Despite its age, the blackboard architecture is still used (Perico

et al., 2018; Tzafestas, 2018) and provides a useful pattern for the implementation of

adaptive intelligent systems.

For RHBP, we followed the blackboard approach and integrated a component that is

called knowledge base. The RHBP knowledge base allows to store arbitrary knowledge

facts in a shared tuple space. Moreover, the implementation gives complete freedom

of the instantiation. It is possible to have one central knowledge base, use individual

knowledge bases per agent, or using different knowledge bases for certain agent groups.

Likewise, an agent can also access several knowledge bases at the same time. From the
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implementation point of view, each knowledge base is a ROS node that is identified by

its name and namespace. All agents that know the name are able to store and retrieve

information from the knowledge base. Furthermore, all knowledge bases are continuously

broadcasting their name on a specific ROS topic for simplified discovery, which follows

the same concept as the discovery of the manager component.

The implementation of the communication is also applying common ROS concepts

such as the publish-subscribe pattern. This pattern is mainly used to implement filtering

and notification of information. Here, the client agent is able to register a search pattern

with placeholders for being updated in case desired tuples are updated, added, or deleted.

The corresponding updates are shared over automatically created ROS topics. Here, a

distinct topic for each type of changed information is created, which corresponds to

one topic per pattern for: update, add, and delete. This becomes especially useful if

multiple agents are interested in the same search pattern, which would be mapped to the

same topics, allowing for notification broadcasts. The communication means are already

visualised in Figure 18.2 in the previous section. On the client site, tuple facts can be

stored in a local tuple cache to guarantee fast access to all required information. The local

tuple cache is also beneficial in situations with interrupted communication and increases

the robustness of the information exchange. All writing access is implemented with

ROS services that are conveniently abstracted in an own knowledge base client library.

The client library supports reading, writing, updating, and tuple existence checks. The

tuple space implementation is based on the Linda tuple space (Gelernter, Carriero, and

Chandran, 1985) Python implementation lindypy 1, which has been further extended to

enable additional search modes.

RHBP is as well supporting the information sharing through the ROS parameter

server with specific behaviours and sensors for storing and retrieving information. This

alternative solution can also be used to implement blackboard architectures. Neverthe-

less, the knowledge base implementation has the advantage of being much more efficient

due to the publish-subscribe-patter. In order to access information from the parameter

server, every information piece has to be polled. Furthermore, the parameter server is

less flexible, only one central instance can be used, and it does not support filtering with

search patterns.

1https://pypi.org/project/lindypy/
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The general knowledge base concept and implementation are entirely independent of

RHBP and can also be used together with other ROS packages. For this reason, the

implementation is also shipped as a separated ROS package. The RHBP integration

is realised with specific classes in a RHBP extension package named rhbp utils. This

package includes special sensor and behaviour implementations for retrieving and ma-

nipulating knowledge in a knowledge base. This allows the direct integration of shared

knowledge in the existing behaviour model concept with conditions and activators. The

provided behaviour and sensor classes are also providing a base for application-specific

implementations. Currently, the library contains a KnowledgeUpdateBehaviour that up-

dates a certain fact once the behaviour has been activated, as well as various sensor

implementation that allow to check for fact existence, retrieving specific facts matching

a pattern or the number of matching facts.

The knowledge base implementation is also accompanied by a GUI that allows to

monitor, inspect, and manipulate the facts during execution. The GUI is implemented

as a rqt plugin widget to conveniently integrate into the ROS ecosystem, the widget is

depicted in Figure 18.4. The widget is implemented based on the described publish-

subscribe pattern, too. Moreover, it also supports the configuration of patterns to filter

the visualised information.

All in all, the RHBP approach for knowledge sharing with the knowledge base compo-

nent is modular in terms of distribution and decentralisation, tightly integrated into ROS

and provides as the first behaviour-network based approach means for sharing knowl-

edge over multiple agents running a behaviour model for task-level decision-making.

Moreover, the knowledge base component allows to extend the basic behaviour net-

work decision-making lifecycle of RHBP core, which is corresponding to the MAPE loop

concept, to the extended Monitoring, Analysis, Planning, Execution and Knowledge

(MAPE-K) concept (Brun et al., 2009; Kephart and Chess, 2003). In the MAPE-K

concept, a knowledge component is required and is used to share data amongst the mon-

itor, analyse, plan and execution components. In this respect, the presented knowledge

base integration concept is exactly enabling the proposed process where the monitor-

ing components create the knowledge, which corresponds to the knowledge sensors in

RHBP. Later in the lifecycle, other RHBP components like the behaviours as execution

component are also able to modify the stored knowledge.
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Figure 18.4.: Graphical knowledge base monitoring, inspection and control in ROS.
Shown is a live view of the application discussed in 23.2.2.
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18.5. Cores of Cores: Hybrid Behaviour Networks in a

Hierarchy

The presented overall RHBP architecture in Chapter 17 has already introduced the con-

cept of multiple decision-making and planning cores that can operate independently, or

that can be nested within each other. The idea behind such decision-making hierarchies

is to provide an option for structuring the implemented behaviour models in several log-

ical levels. Such a structure can be used to control multiple robots from a higher-level

centralised perspective, to partition several robots into groups, or to provide additional

guidance for the decision-making of individual agents. The guidance comes from the

implicit reduction of the degree of freedom in decision-making because certain decisions

are only possible if the agent is executing a nested core with a nested behaviour model,

hence not all behaviour can be chosen. Furthermore, enabling nested decision-making

and planning in RHBP provides means for a priori definitions of task decompositions. In

this case, multiple nested decision-making and planning cores can be used to statically

decompose a more complex task into atomic behaviour implementations.

The concept of nested cores is realised with so-called NetworkBehaviours, not to be

confused with the chosen concept of behaviour networks. NetworkBehaviours are a spe-

cial type of behaviours that directly inherit from the behaviour base class of RHBP.

In contrast to normal behaviour implementations in RHBP, the NetworkBehaviours are

not directly executing any actions that have an influence on the environment. Instead,

NetworkBehaviours are triggering a nested decision-making and planning process to se-

lect suitable behaviours from their encapsulated behaviour model to achieve the targeted

effects.

In detail, the implementation of the nested decision-making and planning is realised

with an additional manager instance, including a symbolic planner within each Net-

workBehaviour. This way, the NetworkBehaviour becomes an additional and mostly

independent RHBP core. A dependency exists only in the decision-making lifecycle.

The manager of the NetworkBehaviour is running its decision-making and planning life-

cycle every time the NetworkBehaviour is activated by its surrounding behaviour model.

In the end, the decision of the NetworkBehaviour’s manager is leading to one or multiple

activated sub-behaviours that are executing a certain action. Furthermore, an already
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nested NetworkBehaviour can also contain other NetworkBehaviours, too. This allows

to create arbitrary complex behaviour model trees that are only limited by the compu-

tational resources. All the manager instances are differentiated by names following the

ROS namespace concept. The integration of the NetworkBehaviour on a class level is

visualised in Figure 18.5. The diagram shows that NetworkBehaviours are directly in-

heriting from common RHBP behaviours and that they have a composition relationship

to the manager class because a NetworkBehaviour without internal manager would not

be operational.

Goal Effect

Behaviour Condition

Manager NetworkBehaviour

* *

**
1 1

1

1

1 1

Figure 18.5.: UML Class diagram illustrating the architectural integration of Network-
Behaviours in the RHBP framework.

A NetworkBehaviour can be stopped like any other behaviour, which for instance,

occurs to resolve conflicts. In RHBP interrupting running behaviours is only possible

if a behaviour is marked as interruptible (by default every behaviour is interruptible),

in case of the NetworkBehaviour either all registered or all currently running nested

behaviours are checked if they are interruptible. If one behaviour is not interruptible,

the entire NetworkBehaviour is considered as not interruptible.

The modelled effects of a NetworkBehaviour are representing sub-goals for the nested

behaviour model because this is what the surrounding behaviour model is expecting

from the particular NetworkBehaviour. However, two different situations have to be

considered here. First, the NetworkBehaviour with its nested behaviours and all sur-

rounding behaviours are working in the same domain level with the same sensors and

level of abstraction. Secondly, the modelled effects of NetworkBehaviours are only im-
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plicitly mapped to the effects of the nested behaviour due to different abstraction levels

in the modelling. An example of a behaviour model with comparable different ab-

straction levels is a very low-level motor controller within the NetworkBehaviour and

the usage of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) coordinates for navigation in

the surrounding model. The implemented solution is applicable for both scenarios of

closely connected and very different domain abstraction levels. Even more, for the first

scenario, the NetworkBehaviour implementation supports the automatic generation of

nested sub-goal objects derived from the modelled effects. In the second scenario, the

system designer has to manually model the effect of the NetworkBehaviour as well as the

goals of the nested behaviour model. Furthermore, it is also possible to have a hybrid

model that makes use of automatically generated sub-goals as well as using additionally

modelled goals.

Due to the reason that an effect is often considered to be reached repeatedly during the

time of the execution over several decision steps, an additional activator type has been

developed. The activator is named GreedyActivator, already mentioned in Section 18.1.1,

and allows to formulate conditions for the nested behaviour model goals that are never

reached because the activator would always strive for a higher or lower value depending

on the current sensor value of the condition. Furthermore, in contrast to the alternative

solution of just using very large effect values, the GreedyActivator approach avoids the

calculation of very long plans in the nested planner.

Preconditions of behaviours in the nested behaviour model and the preconditions of

the NetworkBehaviour model are considered independently. This allows to formulate

conditions that enable or disable the decomposition through a NetworkBehaviour, while

the nested behaviour can independently be checked for being executable depending on

environmental conditions.

In general, the NetworkBehaviour concept is also fostering the reuse of specific be-

haviour models because they allow to model a separated behaviour-goal ensemble that

fulfils a certain sub-goal. The reuse is especially supported by the tight ROS integration

that helps to easily (re-)connect different components with each other through the topic

interfaces, which can be easily remapped using standard ROS features.
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In this chapter, we presented in detail the so-called Core of the RHBP framework.

The realised concept further enhances the concept of hybrid behaviour networks for

decision-making and planning of agents into various directions. The solution combines

characteristics of both traditional symbolic planning and reactive decision-making to en-

able goal-directed, self-adaptive task-level decision-making and planning. In particular,

it is the first approach of its kind that has a thorough ROS integration, allows for highly

distributed computation, provides a structured integration of knowledge sharing by the

knowledge base component, and means for creating different decision-making abstraction

levels or hierarchies through the so-called NetworkBehaviours.

19. Combining Self-Organisation and

Hybrid Behaviour Planning

19.1. Self-Organisation Framework

Integrating self-organisation into the planning and decision-making core of the frame-

work RHBP, which has been presented before in Section 18.1, first requires structur-

ing and classifying the various available self-organisation mechanisms and patterns in

a reusable fashion. This has been accomplished by the realisation of a modular and

reusable framework for self-organisation that is presented in more detail below. This

part of the implementation is based on ROS but is entirely independent of the RHBP

and can be used generally.

A modified version of the bio-inspired design patterns of self-organisation mecha-

nisms developed in Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2012) constitutes the basis of our self-

organisation framework and is reprinted in Figure 19.1.

A detailed discussion can be found in Chapter 8. An advantage of both the original

design patterns and our adapted version is their modular character and the modelled

relationships between the patterns. Thus, existing patterns or pattern components can
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High-Level
Patterns

Composed
Patterns

Basic Patterns

Repulsion Evaporation Aggregation Spreading

GossipGradientsDigital Pheromones

Flocking Foraging Quorum Sensing MorphogenesisChemotaxis

Figure 19.1.: Design patterns for self-organisation and their relationships after
Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012. Arrows indicate how patterns are com-
posed. A dashed arrow is an optional connection.

be used as the basis for the realisation of new ones. In contrast to the design patterns

presented in Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2012), our adapted version bases all advanced

patterns on the gradient pattern, which we determined as the common ground amongst

the various patterns. The concentration on one core pattern allows for a simplified and

more general implementation. Furthermore, the patterns were regrouped to categorise

them on their purpose instead of their complexity, as shown in Figure 19.2. The indi-

vidual patterns have already been introduced in Chapter 6.

The bio-inspired design patterns are categorised in three groups, namely Basic Func-

tionality Patterns, Movement Patterns and Decision Patterns. Basic Functionality

Patterns provide required functionalities for the other pattern categories. Apart from

spreading, these patterns do not lead to actions that are executed by the agents them-

selves. Movement Patterns lead to the movement of the agents, e.g. enabling robots to

base their movement on a potential field. Finally, Decision Patterns enable collective

decisions.

The central Basic Functionality Pattern is the Gradients pattern as all Movement

Patterns and Decision Patterns can be implemented based on its foundation. Gradi-

ents are situated information, which are subject to Spreading, Aggregation, and possibly
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Movement
Patterns

Decision
Patterns

Basic
Functionality

Patterns

Gradients
(Digital Pheromones)

Quorum Sensing

MorphogenesisGossip

«abstract»
DecisionPattern

Flocking

ChemotaxisForaging

«abstract»
MovementPattern

Repulsion

Evaporation

Spreading

Aggregation

Figure 19.2.: Framework of bio-inspired self-organisation design pattern dependencies in
a UML class diagram style visualisation.

Evaporation. Gradients are similar to pheromones and force spread in a magnetic field,

but in contrast to the natural role models, virtual gradients are usually forwarded point-

to-point locally by agents within a system for propagation and are not diffusing through

the environment on their own (Nagpal, 2004). Using the gradient pattern as core pattern

is possible because the gradient pattern includes already most of the required capabilities

for other patters such as spatio-temporal attributes describing where the data is located

and when it was created.

Gradients can either be deposited in the (virtual) environment or be attached to a

moving entity like an agent. Moreover, gradients are either spread by agents themselves

or distributed in the environment through proxy components. However, we enhanced the

gradient pattern to contain all information required by movement and decision patterns.

A visualisation of a gradient is depicted in Figure 19.3. The meaning of the particular

elements will be explained later, together with the corresponding elements in Listing 19.1.

Gradient data is sent, stored, and manipulated by a component we have named self-

organisation buffer (SoBuffer). This component is part of the ROS package so data,

which also contains abstract implementations of above-mentioned patterns. The self-

organisation framework, with its core the SoBuffer, was realised completely within the
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p
g d

o

o: gradient orientation
d: diffusion radius
g: goal radius
p: gradient center

+/-

Figure 19.3.: Visualised gradient with attractive/repulsive center, goal radius, diffusion
radius, and orientation.

ROS. Next, to being easy to extend and to apply, it provides hardware abstraction and

an established messaging communication infrastructure. The latter aspect is useful in

particular to realise the Spreading pattern. The implementation relies on the publisher-

subscribe design pattern, which is a core concept of ROS, and it is inspired by the

information sharing and filtering architecture of the popular tf package (Foote, 2013).

In detail, the messages are exchanged and forwarded amongst the agents through a

dedicated ROS topic named \so data. Here, all information is exchanged in a distributed

fashion, and all processing based on this data is done locally by each agent using an own

instance of the SoBuffer. The data structure of the used message, which is named

SoMessage, is shown in Listing 19.1.

In addition to the gradient center, each gradient includes a goal radius and a diffu-

sion radius that define the range in which the information can be sensed by others.

This resembles the diffusion parameter presented by Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2012) to

specify the range of the gradient information. Other attributes enable to define gradient

direction and heading, namely gradient orientation and the initial direction vector. An

attraction value describes whether the gradient is attractive or repulsive. The payload

field allows for the integration of application- or pattern-specific information. In pay-

load, any additional information is stored as key-value pairs. The frame ID included in

the ROS header allows to differentiate gradient data while parent frame ID provides a

reference to the sender of the gradient, e.g. a robot or environment component. Addi-
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Listing 19.1: The gradient data message (SoMessage) structure in pseudocode.

frame ID
time stamp
parent frame ID

gradient center
gradient orientation
(initial) direction vector

attraction value
diffusion radius
goal radius

evaporation factor
evaporation time
evaporation timestamp

boolean is moving

gradient payload dictionary

tional fields in the ROS message enable to specify whether the gradient is subject to

evaporation, namely evaporation factor, evaporation time and evaporation time stamp.

Moreover, gradients can be either static or moving, which is defined by the boolean

value is moving. Static gradients are deposited at a particular place in the environment

while moving gradients are attached to a moving entity, e.g. a robot, and change their

position with it. Depending on the pattern, moving, static or both gradient types are

used in the mechanism calculations where they are handled in the same way. The

storing process differs though. A configurable number of gradient messages is stored for

moving gradients based on their frame ID and parent ID, which reference the origin of

the gradient. On this foundation, it is possible to calculate additional information such

as the velocity of the moving entity the gradient is attached to. Furthermore, a special

pose frame can be referenced in the SoBuffer instance to indicate which gradients provide

data about the poses of the agent itself. Differentiating own gradient data from other

sensed gradient data based on pose frame and the specified ID allows to store the own

gradient data of an agent separately. In consequence, calculations requiring the current
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position of the agent are facilitated. Static gradients are aggregated and stored based

on their frame ID. In contrast to moving gradient data, not all received information is

stored individually. Instead, the data is directly aggregated using functions such as the

average of the gradients at one position.

Both Aggregation, or information fusion, and Evaporation, which reduces the relevance

of information over time, are applied on the gradient data by the SoBuffer. Particularly,

aggregation allows to reduce the amount of data present in the system, while evaporation

enables reducing the relevance of information over time. Each gradient has individual

evaporation attributes, namely frequency and strength, attached to it, which specify

the rate at which evaporation is executed over the data point by the SoBuffer. In ad-

dition, the SoBuffer can aggregate the received gradient data based on their purpose.

Hence, gradients that are used for different tasks can be aggregated differently or used

without aggregation. For example, gradient data can be aggregated based on its loca-

tion or its sender. The implementation applies the publish-subscribe design pattern,

whereby spread gradient information (SoMessage) is received, collected and filtered on

the receiver-side (SoBuffer). This enables the combination of individual and decen-

tralised mechanisms within one information space.

The above-described extended gradient implementation contains all the required in-

formation for various patterns, which can be utilised in the calculations of different

self-organisation mechanisms. In the next section, specific pattern implementations ap-

plying the SoBuffer are described to illustrate that the gradient pattern provides a rich

foundation for the implementation of all movement and decision patterns within this

framework.

19.2. Self-Organisation Pattern Implementations

In the following, we consider a self-organisation mechanism as an implementation of an

abstract self-organisation pattern. All Basic Functionality Patterns were realised based

on Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2012).

The Digital Pheromone pattern is a special case of the Gradients pattern. Digital

Pheromones are evaporating gradients that are deposited in the environment (Fernandez-

Marquez et al., 2012). In consequence, this pattern can be implemented with static
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gradient messages using only the diffusion radius, no goal radius, and an evaporation

factor below 1 to enable evaporation.

Advanced patterns can request different subsets of the stored gradient data from the

SoBuffer to base their calculations on those. Movement Patterns, and Decision Patterns

are integrated as mechanisms in the self-organisation framework. Both are based on ab-

stract classes that provide a common basis for the mechanism implementations. There-

with, new mechanisms can be straightforwardly implemented using these blueprints. In

the remainder of this section, we will first describe the realised movement patterns in

Subsection 19.2.1, before we provide additional details about the implemented decision

patterns in Subsection 19.2.2

19.2.1. Movement Patterns

Each movement mechanism determines a movement vector an agent can follow. All

four movement patterns depicted in Figure 19.2 are integrated into the self-organisation

framework. For each movement pattern, one or more mechanisms are realised, which

allow to employ the pattern in different scenarios. The basis for the implementation of

all movement patterns is provided by an abstract movement pattern class that serves as

a starting point with a consistent structure and some common functionality. In contrast

to decision patterns, movement patterns are less application-specific and can be reused

more easily. Depending on the particular robot type, only the actual motion behaviour

has to be customised, respectively selected to meet the movement characteristics such

as differential driving or flying.

Chemotaxis refers to the ability of an organism to follow the gradient of a diffusing

substance (Nagpal, 2004). The Chemotaxis pattern enables motion coordination based

on such gradients. Two different algorithms to calculate movement vectors based on

gradient fields were implemented to realise this pattern. Firstly, a general approach

for attractive and repulsive gradient calculations as in Balch and Hybinette (2000) is

integrated. Secondly, a more sophisticated gradient calculation was integrated, which

allows agents to reach an attractive gradient even if it is overlapped by a repulsive

gradient following the formulas by Ge and Cui (2000). In particular, attractive gradients

have an attraction of zero within the goal radius while the attraction increases linearly

within the diffusion radius until it reaches its maximum outside the gradient reach.
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Differently, repulsive gradients have an infinite repulsion within the goal radius while the

repulsion decreases linearly to zero within the diffusion radius and remains zero outside

the gradient reach. Therewith, attraction and repulsion values are determined based

on the shortest distance between the agent and the goal radius of a particular gradient.

Depending on the particular scenario, different mechanism implementations can be used

to follow, for instance the nearest gradient, the overall minimum, or maximum gradient,

alternatively the minimum or maximum gradient within reach, or to follow all gradients.

The Repulsion pattern enables agents to reach a uniform distribution and to avoid col-

lisions (Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012). Two mechanism implementations are provided

to realise this pattern. In one mechanism, the repulsive gradient formula of Balch and

Hybinette (2000) is utilised while the second mechanism applies the repulsion formula

presented in Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2012). The approach from Balch and Hybinette

(2000) has the disadvantage that it only enables collision avoidance and no distribution

patterns.

Flocking allows motion coordination and pattern formation in swarms (Fernandez-

Marquez et al., 2012). A mechanism based on Reynolds (1999) is provided, and also

a more complex version applying the gradient-based formulas of Olfati-Saber (2006) is

integrated into the framework. Both implementations use a list of moving gradients,

representing the poses of agents, within view distance for their calculations. The version

of Olfati-Saber (2006) relies on the velocities of the agents instead of their movement

vectors as done by Reynolds (1999).

Moreover, the Ant Foraging pattern is part of the presented self-organisation frame-

work. Foraging is a pattern for collaborative search, which allows to explore and exploit

an environment (Dorigo, Birattari, and Stutzle, 2006). In the beginning, agents either

are following an existing pheromone trail or are exploring the environment randomly

until they localise a resource. The exploitation of resources is achieved by following

pheromone trails. The pattern requires several mechanisms to be realised that are based

on Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2012) as well as on Deneubourg et al. (1990a). Notably,

the realisation consists of a scenario specific ForagingDecision pattern to decide for ex-

ploration or exploitation based on probabilities, and three movement mechanisms for

exploration, exploitation, and returning. Even though ant foraging contains a decision

mechanism, it is classified as a movement pattern due to the main aspect of realising
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motion of agents based on pheromones exhibiting exploration and exploitation. The

particular implementation reuses the already presented chemotaxis mechanism from Ge

and Cui (2000) for exploration and returning. Moreover, ant foraging makes use of the

SoBuffer feature of filtering the gradients not only by view distance but also by view

angle to consider the heading of the agents.

19.2.2. Decision Patterns

Decisions made by a mechanism are based on gradient data provided through the

SoBuffer. The gradients are mapped to agents with the parent frame ID. This allows all

agents to differentiate whether gradients were sent by themselves or by their neighbours.

Even though the implementation of decision mechanisms is highly dependent on the

specific application, several common features were identified and are made available in

abstract classes as a foundation for specific implementations.

The abstract class for decision mechanisms, which implements the decision patterns,

includes two common methods. One method determines the current value and state

of an agent and depends on the pattern. The other method spreads these values as a

gradient message and is universal for all patterns.

Quorum Sensing allows collective decision-making based on a required threshold num-

ber of agents. It can be implemented in a general way following Fernandez-Marquez et

al. (2012). Here, the state of an agent is set based on the fulfilment of a threshold value,

but the state is usually not spread to the neighbours. It is the only mechanism of the

decision patterns that can be implemented independently of a particular scenario. The

other two decision patterns, namely Morphogenesis and Gossip, are highly dependent

on the use case.

The Morphogenesis pattern allows to determine the agent’s behaviour based on its

spatial position (Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012). For this purpose, agents spread mor-

phogenetic gradients, and others calculate their relative positions to these gradients.

Subsequently, this relative position is used within the decision to determine the agent’s

state and behave according to it. How many morphogenetic gradients are spread and

which states are considered depends on the particular application scenario.

Gossip enables to obtain shared agreements between all agents (Fernandez-Marquez

et al., 2012). The common principle of the gossip pattern is the aggregation of infor-
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mation received from neighbours and own information, followed by a respreading of the

aggregate. For both patterns, sample mechanisms are implemented to exemplify their

feasibility. The sample Gossip mechanism determines the maximum spread value while

the sample Morphogenesis mechanism determines the barycentre of a group of agents

using the algorithm proposed by Mamei, Vasirani, and Zambonelli (2004).

19.3. Combining Decision-Making, Planning and

Self-Organisation

The combination of decision-making, planning, and self-organisation is realised by inte-

grating the self-organisation framework presented in Section 19.1 into the RHBP core

that is introduced in Chapter 18. The following introduced extension provides neces-

sary components to use the presented self-organisation mechanisms within the hybrid

planning structure of the RHBP. The behaviour network layer of the RHBP is based

on the dependencies of behaviour preconditions, effects, and desired world states formu-

lated with goal conditions. These dependencies are used for the activation calculation

within the RHBP, serving as a heuristic estimation for decision-making and providing

a well-matching foundation for the integration of self-organisation. This is because the

normalisation of conditions through the application of different utility functions (activa-

tion functions) enables the straightforward integration of non-discrete relationships as

we find them in self-organisation mechanisms.

Figure 19.4 illustrates both the self-organisation framework presented in Section 19.1

and the integration into the RHBP using components provided by the extension. Three

extended component types have been implemented to enable the use of self-organisation

mechanisms, namely sensor, condition, and behaviour.

TheGradientSensor is a central component to enable the integration of self-organisation

into the RHBP. It is a complex sensor type that senses gradient-based information pro-

vided by the self-organisation framework by invoking their common methods. Specif-

ically, it provides access to the SoBuffer of the so data package and thereby allows to

sense movement vectors, gradient values, and agent states. Movement vectors are calcu-

lated by the movement mechanisms. For some mechanism implementations, it is possible

to sense a vector leading to the goal gradient, too. The sensing of values and states of
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Figure 19.4.: Architecture for the integration of self-organisation into the RHBP. Dia-
gram is a mimicking an UML package/class diagram extended with infor-
mation about the data flow of gradient data. Lines with directed arrows in-
dicate data flow. Dotted lines are optional connections. Big arrows nearby
aggregation connection illustrate exchanged data through this connection.
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agents are related to the decision mechanisms.

Figure 19.4 illustrates the usage of the GradientSensor in a Condition, which nor-

malises the sensor values and maps them to activation levels using the standard activa-

tors provided by the RHBP core implementation, for instance, Boolean, threshold and

linear functions. Several special self-organisation conditions are provided by the exten-

sion to allow the modelling of different application scenarios. For example, conditions

related to movement mechanisms determine activation levels based on the presence of a

potential field or the length of the movement vector. Sample conditions for mechanisms

related to decision patterns lead to activation when the state or value of the robot has

changed. The provided conditions are not exhaustive and can be extended as required.

The main components for the execution of self-organisation within the RHBP are

behaviours. Several behaviours that execute the self-organisation mechanisms provided

by the framework are part of the RHBP self-organisation extension. Both movement

mechanisms and decision mechanisms are implemented based on abstract classes. Thus,

common methods exist for the different mechanisms that can be reused by the specific

behaviours to conduct self-organisation.

The Move Behaviour executes movement mechanisms within the RHBP by invoking

their common method move(). The method returns a movement vector that will be

transformed into a steering command which matches the robot type. Currently, the

extension provides a Move Behaviour that transforms the three-dimensional movement

vector to a linear velocity in the x-direction and an angular velocity around the z-axis.

Thus, it is suitable for all differential drive robots. However, providing additional be-

haviours for other robot types would only require implementing the mentioned conversion

from a movement vector to the particular steering command.

The Decision Behaviour executes decision mechanisms within the RHBP by invoking

their common method spread(). This method determines the value and state of an agent

and spreads those values in a gradient message. The distribution of an agent’s value and

state is a core aspect for the realisation of decision patterns as each agent determines its

own value and state based on its neighbours’ data.

Several additional behaviours were integrated into the extension to realise behaviours

that are not common for all mechanisms. For example, the ant foraging pattern requires

that the state of the agents is set to specific values in several cases. Hence, a special
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RHBP behaviour allows to set the state related to a mechanism to a predefined value.

Listing 19.2 illustrates how the presented self-organisation extension of RHBP based

on the so data package is applied in the context of the definition of a particular behaviour

model. In the example is illustrated how the created SoBuffer instance is used at the

same time in the GradientSensor as well as the Move Behaviour, which calculates the

motion commands based on the current gradient vector. The example does omit that

the created conditions and behaviours could also be combined directly with non-self-

organisation related conditions, behaviours, and goals as shown before in Listing 18.1,

due to the fact that they are implemented on top of the same object-oriented domain

model.

Listing 19.2: Python example of the RHBP self-organisation extension applied in a sim-
plified behaviour model definition.

# creating an instance of SoBuffer with a specific view range,

# also several buffers can be used in parallel

so_buffer = SoBuffer(id=’robot_id’, view_distance=2.0)

# creating an instance of a particular mechanism implementation,

# here the repulsion mechanism from Fernandez Marquez et al. is created

mechanism = RepulsionFernandez(so_buffer)

# creating a GradientSensor to integrate gradient sensing into the model

gradient_sensor = GradientSensor(’sensor_name’, mechanism)

# creating a Boolean condition that is true if a gradient is sensed

so_condition = VectorBoolCondition(gradient_sensor, BooleanActivator())

# creating an instance of a self-organisation enabled movement behaviour

move_behaviour = MoveBehaviour(name="behaviour_name", mechanism)

# adding the so_condition as a precondition to the behaviour

move_behaviour.add_precondition(so_condition)

#defining a sensor effect, indicator describes effect strength and direction

example_effect = Effect(so_condition, indicator=-1.0, sensor_type=bool)

# effect is bound to the behaviour

move_behaviour.add_effect(example_effect)
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19.4. Selecting Self-Organisation Mechanisms

Selecting an appropriate self-organisation mechanism for the intended system behaviour

is a challenging task, which is discussed intensively in Part II. Usually, system designers

have to choose a suitable coordination mechanism during design time to let multi-robot

systems collaborate in the desired fashion to fulfil an intended task. However, the suit-

ability of a chosen coordination mechanism might change during task execution as the

environment or system capabilities might change. Hence, the Coordination Mechanism

Selector (CMS) was realised, which provides a foundation to determine the most suitable

self-organisation mechanism in a given situation based on expert knowledge or experience

and a self-organisation goal that indicates the task of the agent. Thus, system designers

are relieved from the task to select a self-organisation mechanism during design time,

and it is possible to improve the adaptation capabilities of the resulting system.
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Figure 19.5.: Integration of the Coordination Mechanism Selector in the structure of the
RHBP. Each SO Coordinator is always bound to an individual agent in a
decentralised fashion.

The Self-Organisation Coordinator (SO Coordinator) consists of two components,

namely its own RHBP core instance and the Coordination Mechanism Selector, as

illustrated in Figure 19.5. Self-organisation mechanisms can be encapsulated by the

Self-Organisation Coordinator as all components required for the realisation of a self-

-organisation mechanism, e.g. behaviours and goals, are assigned to its own core in-
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stance. Thus, a higher-level core instance can treat the self-organisation mechanism as

one behaviour, in the form of the Self-Organisation Coordinator, no matter how many

components are required for its realisation. Hence, its own RHBP core instance is used

to monitor and control the particular self-organisation mechanism realised within our

framework. In detail, this is realised by further extending the NetworkBehaviour base

class, see Section 18.5, and incorporate the self-organisation specific extensions. It is

also possible to integrate or combine several self-organisation mechanisms by using mul-

tiple Self-Organisation Coordinator instances per behaviour network. This architecture

helps to separate the application-specific modelling using the RHBP from a generic

self-organisation mechanism implementation and makes the mechanism implementation

exchangeable and reusable.

As illustrated in Figure 19.6, the Coordination Mechanism Selector consists of four

components, namely Expert Knowledge, Expert Strategy as particular instance of the

Decision Making Strategy interface, SO Specification, and Self-Organisation Components

(SO Components). Additionally, each Self-Organisation Coordinator requires a self-

organisation goal (SO Goal), which indicates the task of the multi-robot system, as

input.

SO Goal Coordination Mechanism Selector

Expert Strategy

SO Specification

SO Components

«interface» 
Decision-Making Strategy 

1 

1 

Use

Expert Knowledge

1 *

Figure 19.6.: Architecture of the Coordination Mechanism Selector.

The Expert Knowledge maps self-organisation goals (SO Goal) to a list of suitable

mechanism options. Each option consists of a configuration key, a score, and parameters.

The configuration key is an indicator for a self-organisation specification (SO Specifica-

tion) that can be used to fulfil a self-organisation goal. The indicated self-organisation
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specification are specified in a reusable library. Each specification includes RHBP com-

ponents and parameters as presented in Sections 19.1 and 19.3. The parameters of the

specification is replaced with the parameters included in the option to adjust the setting

based on the self-organisation goal. The score specified in each option rates the feasi-

bility of the self-organisation goal using the given self-organisation specification. This

allows to create a repository of suitable self-organisation specifications that have been

evaluated with respect to a given system goal. This concept is inspired by the proposed

hypothesis database of Edmonds, 2005.

The Decision-Making Strategy is the central interface component of the Coordina-

tion Mechanism Selector. A particular implementation has to determine a suitable

self-organisation specification based on a self-organisation goal. The specific realisation

Expert Strategy is determining the specification on the foundation of the provided Ex-

pert Knowledge. Moreover, it might be used to adjust the score included in the options

of the Expert Knowledge, e.g., using online learning (Matarić, 1995) or evolutionary

approaches (Francesca et al., 2015). Therewith, the decision-making process can incor-

porate experience, which is essential to determine the most suitable self-organisation

mechanism in a dynamic environment. As the environmental conditions might change

during task execution, the particular Decision-Making Strategy re-evaluates its decision

and adjusts the self-organisation mechanism during task execution if required. In the

current development stage, the Decision-Making Strategy selects the option with the

maximum score, which is an empirically determined value for a given self-organisation

goal.

After determining a configuration key for a self-organisation specification and its pa-

rameter adjustments, the Self-Organisation Components (SO Components) factory cre-

ates the specified RHBP components. These components are associated with the core

instance being part of the Self-Organisation Coordinator and are therewith encapsu-

lated. All subcomponents of the Coordination Mechanism Selector can be replaced or

enhanced straightforwardly due to its modular structure.

In Listing 19.3, a simplified Python code example is shown that applies the SO Coor-

dinator together with other RHBP components to define a behaviour model. In detail,

the SO Coordinator instance is instructed (SO Goal) to instantiate a nested behaviour

model that exhibits foraging. Moreover, the example illustrates that the SO Coordinator
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for foraging acts like a normal behaviour because it is based on the NetworkBehaviour

concept, which enables to combine it seamlessly with other RHBP components. How the

particular foraging mechanism is realised is separated and internally determined with

the concept presented above in this section. The implementation itself is then applying

the framework as presented in the previous section, for instance using the SoBuffer and

GradientSensors.

Listing 19.3: Python example of the application of the SO Coordinator within a RHBP
behaviour model definition.

# Creating a SO Coordinator instance that aims for exhibiting foraging

foraging = SoCoordinator(name=’behaviour_name’, id=’robot_id’,

params={’pose_frame’: ’robot_pose_frame’,

’motion_topic’: ’robot_motion_topic’},

so_goal=’foraging’)

# creating a sensor instance bound to a ROS topic

example_sensor = TopicSensor(name="sensor_name", topic="/example")

# creating an instance of a specific activator, here targeting a threshold

example_activator = ThresholdActivator(thresholdValue=1.0)

# creating a condition

example_cond = Condition(example_sensor, example_activator)

# adding a precondition to the foraging, which acts as a normal behaviour

foraging.add_precondition(example_cond)

#defining a high-level effect for the self-organised foraging behaviour

example_effect = Effect(sensor_name=example_sensor.name, indicator=1.0,

sensor_type=float)

# effect is bound to the behaviour

foraging.add_effect(example_effect)

19.5. Summary Combining Decision-Making and Planning with

Self-Organisation

In this chapter, we presented our solution for an integration of self-organisation al-

gorithms into the decision-making and planning of general-purpose robots. In detail,
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the presented approach relies on the developed library so data for expressing arbitrary

self-organisation mechanisms as abstract patterns based on a further extended gradient

pattern as its primary representation. Furthermore, we described how RHBP enables a

complete integration of our self-organisation library due to its dynamic state transitions

and heuristic calculations for decision-making. The combined approach of implementing

self-organisation based on so data and general-purpose decision-making and planning

with RHBP allows for a goal-directed application of self-organisation and provides a

foundation for an automated selection of suitable mechanisms with the Self-Organisation

Coordinator.

20. Increasing Adaptability with

Reinforcement Learning

Extending the already adaptive and opportunistic properties of RHBP with additional

machine learning features allows to further increase the self-adaptation capabilities of

the entire approach. Such additional learning features allow to further relief the system

designer or engineer from the burden of designing a model of the system that considers

all future situations the system will have to handle.

In particular, the class of RL algorithms is interesting because they enable continuous

online learning and adaptation of a system during its execution. Common concepts and

necessary backgrounds are provided in Chapter 13. In the remainder of the chapter, we

go into detail about the integration of RL into RHBP as well as the particular realisation.

20.1. Integration Concept

We already discussed different methods that are used to implement RL in Chapter 13.

In this context, we especially highlighted that the selection of algorithms depends on the

particular learning problem, see Section 13.1.

The RHBP framework is a general-purpose framework for multi-robot systems that

operate in partially-observable and dynamic environments. The goal of integrating RL
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into RHBP is to improve the self-adaptation capabilities of the robots in general. For

this reason, the RL implementation has to be flexible with respect to the actual learning

problem and should avoid limitations to certain problem domains.

Following Sutton and Barto, 1998 a RL problem is a Markov decision process that is

defined by the environment of the agent – sensation, the possible actions, and the goals.

This can be directly mapped to the first class objects sensors, behaviours, and goals of

the RHBP core. Here, a particularly important point is the goal-directedness of RHBP

because the goal components can be used to automatically formulate required utility

functions for the integration of RL.

Additionally, robotic environments in real-life are usually continuous and only partially-

observable. This results in a very large search space. For this reason, a traditional

Q-Learning approach is not applicable from the performance point of view because it

would be difficult to store all the state, action, reward tuples. To address this challenge,

ANN-based approaches can be used to approximate the continuous input state. Ad-

ditionally, ANNs have the advantage that the policy application of an already trained

model with forward propagation is very fast in contrast to the search in large Q-Learning

tables. Such a fast selection of the action based on the policy is especially important in

real-time environments that are common for robotics applications.

An additional requirement in the context of RHBP is a non-intrusive integration to

keep the entire solution configurable and flexible for different application scenarios with

an adjustable level of influence from the learning component.

The RHBP core implementation contains several possible starting points for the in-

tegration of additional RL capabilities. Several existing options with advantages and

disadvantages are discussed in the following.

Learning effects The behaviour model requires the definition of behaviour effects. Ef-

fects describe a likely influence of the behaviour on certain sensors, respectively the

sensed environment. Instead of modelling the effects, it would be possible to learn

the effects through experience by observing the sensor changes after the execu-

tion of behaviours. This would enable to either start without any modelled effects

or to continuously refine the effects of the robot model over time. Nevertheless,

there exist some problems that would have to be handled. First, it is difficult to

determine if the sensed environment changes are induced by the behaviour itself,
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independent environmental changes, or results of former interaction that changed

the environment to some extent. Secondly, the RHBP allows for the execution

of parallel behaviours, which complicates the mapping between behaviours and

effects.

Learning activation thresholds The behaviour network of the RHBP applies various

threshold values, such as the global activation threshold that defines when be-

haviours are executed, thresholds in the activators, and thresholds that describe

the level of fulfilment of preconditions (satisfaction). Learning thresholds would

simplify the modelling and tuning of the system, but it is challenging to be imple-

mented in practice. The activator and satisfaction thresholds are having a strong

influence on the entire system stability and directly reflect the safety constraints

of the system designer, automatically adjusting these values could result in very

unpredictable results. Learning the global activation threshold would adjust the

reactivity instead of using the current static statistical calculation. This is difficult

because it cannot be directly expressed in a utility function and might lead to

unexpected oscillations.

Learning activation weights Activation weights define the specific influence of the seven

activation/inhibition sources (precondition activation, predecessors activation, suc-

cessors activation, goals activation, goal inhibition, plan activation, conflicting be-

haviour inhibition), which are aggregated to the activation of a behaviour. These

weights are used to define how opportunistic the system behaves and how strongly

it pursues its goals. Continuous learning of these weights could relieve from man-

ual tuning, even though the symbolic planner integration already minimises this

issue. Nevertheless, this is particularly challenging because we cannot apply goals

to generate a utility function as adjusting the weights has a direct influence on the

capability of achieving goals at all.

Learning an activation source A less intrusive integration of learning can be achieved

by integrating an additional eighth activation source that works similarly as the

activation that is calculated from the planner results. Here, the learning system

calculates an activation value independently of the behaviours that expresses the

preference from former experience, which is then fed into the overall activation
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calculation. An advantage of this solution is that the system designer can eas-

ily adjust with an additional activation weight how much influence the learning

capability is having with respect to the other activation sources. Furthermore,

the learning influence would not be able to overwrite safety constraints that are

modelled in preconditions and effects.

The discussed advantages and disadvantages lead to the decision of integrating RL

into the RHBP following the last option of learning an activation source. The clear

advantage of this solution is that it avoids a completely unpredictable behaviour of

the robot because the defined behaviour and goal model is still evaluated and used for

decision-making. Similar to the integration of the symbolic planner, the RL component

is rather working as an experience guide and not an ultimate decision-maker as in ex-

isting approaches like presented by Hester, Quinlan, and Stone, 2012. The resulting less

intrusive integration is also supporting the concept of adjustable autonomy (Sierhuis

et al., 2003) with policies controlling the scope of autonomous adaptation. Learning

an activation source avoids the problem of all other options that potentially wrongly

learned coherences could gain exclusive control of the system.

20.2. Algorithmic Integration

In the previous section, it has been argued that a suitable integration of RL is achiev-

able with the integration of an additional activation source. This integration approach

enables adjustable autonomy with respect to the learning component. Furthermore, it

results in a solution that is similar to the planner integration more guiding the sys-

tem with the learned model instead of having a solution that is fully relying on it. In

the following subsections, we are iteratively developing the extension of the RHBP core

activation algorithm. First, we start with the introduction of the additional activation

source. Secondly, we discuss how this has to be extended to enable exploration strategies.

Thirdly, we describe how rewards are automatically determined.

20.2.1. Activation Algorithm

In order to integrate RL into the existing activation algorithm, it is necessary to extend

the formulas of the 7 core activation sources that have been discussed in Section 18.1.2.
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The Equation 20.3 shows the additional activation formula that integrates the RL re-

sult. Here, the minimal and maximal reinforcement value overall currently executable

behaviours, which is determined by the RL component, is used to normalise the acti-

vation within a step. By default, the highest learned reinforcement value is mapped

to an activation of 1 and the lowest reinforcement (suppression) to -1. Finally, the RL

activation is weighted with the weight βrl that allows to configure the influence of the

component.

a = activation;B = behaviour;

βrl = weight parameter;AB = set of all behaviours

rl(B) = Reinforcement of a B

maxa = max activation bound;

mina = min activation bound;

minrl = min
∀b∈AB

rl(b) (20.1)

maxrl = max
∀b∈AB

rl(b) (20.2)

arl = (maxa −mina) ·
rl(B)−minrl

maxrl −minrl
· βrl (20.3)

An advantage of the combination of RHBP and RL is that the declarative and model-

based approach of RHBP can be used to guide a model-free RL approach. More specific,

the defined conditions of a behaviour model can be used to direct the learning by elimi-

nating selectable actions to avoid impossible, unwanted, or dangerous system behaviour.

Moreover, such conditions also enable a faster converging because the system can benefit

from the domain knowledge that was already implemented by the system designer. In

consequence, the system does not have to learn itself actions that are not applicable in

certain situations. Hence, using the defined conditions of the RHBP behaviour model

is practically reducing the search space of the learning algorithm. In order to integrate

conditions into the learning process, the model is trained with automatically generated

additional high negative rewards for all behaviours in situations that are not executable

due to their preconditions.

Equation 20.4 shows an adapted version of the initial Equation 20.3 that sets the
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activation to the minimal activation value if a behaviour is not executable due to its

preconditions. sT describes the percentage of precondition fulfilment that makes a be-

haviour executable.

s = satisfaction; sT = satisfaction threshold of B

arl = βrl ·

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩(maxa −mina) · rl(B)−minrl
maxrl−minrl

s ≥ sT

mina otherwise
(20.4)

20.2.2. Exploration Strategy

A particular challenge in this work is how to enable exploration in the scope defined

by the RHBP behaviour model. Following Equation 20.5 shows the finally implemented

extension of Equation 20.4 that enables exploration independent of the actually used

exploration strategy.

arl = βrl ·

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
maxa exploring() = True

(maxa −mina) · rl(B)−minrl
maxrl−minrl

s ≥ sT

mina otherwise

(20.5)

Here, the exploring() function returns True if an exploration should take place, which

results in the maximal activation for the specific behaviour, while all other behaviours

get the configured minimal activation value from RL. Nevertheless, the finally executed

behaviour is selected by the manager component of the RHBP core by combining all

activation sources to an overall behaviour activation; hence, an exploration may not

be executed even though the learning component initiated an exploration. The not

guaranteed execution of an exploration operation is limiting the exploration strategy to

some extent but is also ensuring that the system is not exploring behaviour out of the

scope defined by the system designer.

The implemented exploration strategy is following the action-value method, see also

Section 13.5. The action-value method has been favoured over a more sophisticated

Boltzmann Exploration to avoid the dependency on another exploration model or a
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further increased dependency upon the RHBP behaviour model.

In particular, the epsilon-greedy algorithm has been implemented, which is depicted

in Equation 20.6.

exploring() = random() < ϵ (20.6)

The ϵ is reduced over time until a minimum, which is configurable by the system

designer. In general, the minimum will be close to zero.

Additionally, the implemented exploration strategy supports a pre-training stage. The

pre-training stage is only randomly selecting behaviours to widen the search at the

beginning of the learning. Using a pre-training stage can be especially useful if an

application is first tested in simulation before it is deployed on real robots to first shape

the model safely in simulation with a broad exploration before it is tuned on the real

system.

20.2.3. Reward

Defining the reward for actions in RL is always challenging because there does not often

exist an unambiguous reward, and several possibilities are available. In most cases, the

system designer is engineering the most suitable solution corresponding to the desired

state of the system. In RHBP, the desired world state is already defined by the Goal

components that describe the desired state with conditions. The fulfilment of conditions

is already quantified to floating-point values between 0 and 1 as well as the priority of the

goals with positive numbers ascending from zero. In consequence, the difference between

fulfilment and priority information can directly be used to deduce an abstract reward for

each possible world state. In particular, the delta of the goal fulfilment change since the

action has been executed is multiplied with the normalised goal priority and summed up

across all goals. The goal priority normalisation is detailed in Equation 20.8, whereas

the combination with the goal fulfilment is given in Equation 20.9.
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G = goal;B = behaviour

f = goal fulfilment; pgoal = goal priority weight

prange = max(GPrio)−min(GPrio) (20.7)

pgoal =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
GPrio
prange

+ (2− max(GPrio)
prange

) if prange ̸= 0

1 otherwise
(20.8)

reward(B)goal =
∑
G

(fcurrent − flast) · pgoal (20.9)

20.3. Reinforcement Learning Extension Architecture

This section focuses on the architecture and realised components for the integration of

the algorithms of the previous section into RHBP.

The architecture of the Reinforcement Learner component that is described in this

chapter is illustrated in Figure 20.1. The figure is a refinement of the overall system

architecture shown in Figure 17.3 but is focusing on the core aspects for a single agent

without again showing other optional components like the Self-Organisation Coordinator

and the Delegation.

The architecture shows that the Reinforcement Learner component consists of a RL

Activation Algorithm, the actual RL Algorithm, the Exploration Algorithm, the RL

Transformer, and the RL-Parameter-Extension. Particularly, the Reinforcement Learner

is a modular extension to the RHBP core, whereas the RHBP core itself contains the

Manager component that is handling the overall decision-making and planning lifecy-

cle. Here, the decision is taken based on the activation algorithm, which we extend to

incorporate RL through an additional activation source, see before in Section 20.2.1, in

the RL Activation Algorithm component. The RL Activation Algorithm is an extended

version of the common Activation Algorithm that was introduced in Section 18.1.2. A

configuration parameter allows to configure the used activation algorithm individually

for each manager component in multi-agent configurations or nested behaviour mod-

els. The RL Activation Algorithm is using a service interface to train the actual RL

algorithm implementation or request the reinforcement for behaviours from a separated
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Figure 20.1.: Details about the Reinforcement Learner component within a simplified
system architecture for a single agent.
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RL Algorithm component. This component can either be encapsulated within the RL

Activation Algorithm or executed as an external process. The latter option has the ad-

vantage that high computation load during the training updates is separated from the

operational decision-making. The actual implementation of a RL Algorithm is entirely

independent of RHBP and the addressed scenario. It is only receiving the input states

with environment states, rewards, and possible actions as normalised and abstracted

vectors. Information about the environment state and the action state of the system

is necessary to calculate the reinforcement of a particular behaviour and to train the

underlying ANN. Furthermore, the reward of an executed behaviour has to be deter-

mined. The conversion of all this information to abstract vectors is managed by the RL

Transformer component.

The RL Transformer component is determining the environment state directly through

sensor components in RHBP, which are linked to the (pre-)conditions of behaviours and

goals. Sensor values have different data types, hence conversion is eventually necessary.

Simple data types, such as Boolean, floats, and integers can directly be mapped. In

particular, Booleans are only having two possible values, while floats and integers have

an unambiguous rank order. Other data types like strings or integers encoding other

nominal information have to be encoded to avoid unintended interpretations of the al-

gorithms during learning. In the case of nominal values, it is necessary that the system

designer defines a suitable encoding strategy or mapping. The additional encoding strat-

egy can be defined in specific sensor extension modules named RL Parameter Extension .

The RL Parameter Extension can be optionally connected to all sensor components. It

allows to configure a one-hot encoding, which maps all nominal values to a vector of 0

or 1 with only the current value set to 1. An example could be a traffic light sensor

encoding the state red, yellow, green in 1-3, which would result, e.g. in the vector [0, 0,

1] for green. This encoding avoids including any unintended ranking within the num-

bers. Nevertheless, a disadvantage is that the value range has to be known in advance.

Furthermore, the RL Parameter Extension allows configuring if a specific sensor should

be considered for learning at all.

Additional information about the environment is encoded in the RHBP model with

preconditions of behaviours. These preconditions limit the problem scope and help the

system designer to avoid unintended or dangerous behaviour of the robot. However, this
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additional expert information about the environment is also used to potentially increase

the learning speed by avoiding learning certain world properties that are already known

in advance. The integration of the conditions is using the calculated wishes for each

condition instead of the satisfaction information. The advantage of using Wishes is that

the satisfaction is potentially less expressive because they are already further processed

with Activators, which potentially simplifies the information. An example could be a

condition with a ThresholdActivator and a distance sensor that defines the minimum

distance between a robot and a human. Here, the satisfaction would discretise the

information to just true or false, respectively 0 and 1, while the wish provides the full

information about what distance change is needed to fulfil the condition.

The action state includes the executed and available actions, which are directly repre-

sented by the behaviours within the RHBP model. Every behaviour represents an action,

and the executed behaviour represents the last executed action. Special consideration

is necessary to handle the feature of RHBP to execute multiple behaviours in parallel,

which is usually not considered in RL problems. One option would be to additionally

learn the combination of behaviours, but this is cumbersome because it would largely

increase the action space. The selected and more appropriate solution is to learn the

model for each behaviour independently to implicitly favour combinations of behaviours

because all would benefit from the same reward. Nevertheless, this approach has the

disadvantage that combinations are not explicitly represented.

Instead of implementing the exploration algorithm directly within the RL Algorithm,

it is decoupled into an own component named Exploration Algorithm as part of the RL

Activation Algorithm. This modularisation allows to easily replace or select different

exploration strategies. Moreover, it makes the RL Algorithm completely independent

of the runtime of the system by abstracting information such as the number of learning

iterations. The specific exploration strategy implementation corresponds to the formu-

las described in Section 20.2.2. Here, we first determine if the algorithm is triggering

an exploration to avoid an unnecessary feed-forward calculation of reinforcement for a

behaviour.
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20.4. Reinforcement Learning Algorithm Implementation

As we already discussed, the optimal general-purpose RL method does not exist, rather

the method has to be carefully selected for the given scenario considering the individual

requirements and properties. Applying RL in the RHBP framework is intuitively indicat-

ing properties that are common for most robotic applications. The common properties

are a sufficient handling of continuous input and output values. Continuous input values

are required to handle arbitrary sensor information including various such different types

as Booleans, integers and floats. Commonly the output values are also continuous to

interface motor controllers, velocities, or angles. In fact, the last point with continuous

output values is different for the integration into RHBP because we do not want direct

end-to-end learning. Instead, RL is used to select behaviour implementations and not

specific parameter values. In the RHBP approach, the behaviours are taking care of

the calculation of continuous output if necessary. In consequence, the learning output

values are discrete due to the limited behaviour set. Furthermore, in most robot scenar-

ios, which have been evaluated so far with RHBP, the number of possible behaviours is

rather limited. The number of behaviours is commonly below 20 behaviours, probably

never having more than 100 behaviours even for very complex scenarios.

In order to address continuous input values with RL, an implementation based on

ANN is a suitable choice because it allows to approximate the continuous value space

efficiently. As we discussed earlier, the literature shows that for discrete output values

value function algorithms are a preferable choice. Nevertheless, a particular value func-

tion implementation has to be able to handle integer and float inputs, which is not the

case for all implementations. Furthermore, we want to calculate the positive and nega-

tive reinforcement for all executable behaviours and not just a discrete selection of one

specific behaviour like many value function algorithms. Moreover, the implementation

needs to deal with delayed rewards as it is the case for most robotic applications because

it usually needs some time (several decision-making steps) until a taken decision shows

its specific reward.

Handling delayed rewards is an intrinsic characteristic of all RL algorithms. Never-

theless, some approaches are able to cope with them more efficiently.

The mentioned properties and requirements are well covered by value-function-based
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DQN approaches that have already been used in various research projects for complex

tasks (Mnih et al., 2013; Silver et al., 2016). DQN is based on ANN and hence is able

to handle arbitrary input values. Only nominal information such as provided by strings

has to be encoded. Even though the above-mentioned research projects are using CNN

architectures, DQN is not limited to them. Instead, the most suitable ANN architecture

can be selected with respect to the input values and application scenario. In consequence,

also fully-connected networks for general-purpose learning can be chosen to make DQN

applicable for the integration into RHBP, too.

More details about the DQN approach in general, are given in the Section 13.4. This

includes the presentation of several extensions that further improve the performance and

applicability of DQN in the context of this dissertation. Particularly, the extension called

DDQN is important as a foundation for the implementation of RL in this dissertation to

avoid overfitting of the bias by differentiating between selection and evaluation of actions

(Hasselt, 2010). Other existing extensions such as Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient

(DDPG) (Lillicrap et al., 2015) are not relevant because they improve the applicability

in a continuous action space, which is limited and discrete in the RHBP framework.

The following sections discuss in detail how the selected DDQN approach is integrated

into RHBP.

20.4.1. Adaptation of the DDQN approach

The background and ideas of the selected DQN approach, respectively the extended

version DDQN, which have been presented before, have to be adjusted to enable the

integration into the RHBP framework. First, we focus on the components that are used

for the initialisation. Secondly, the functions for applying the algorithm are described.

Initialisation

The base of the algorithm is a Q-Network implemented on the foundation of an ANN,

another ANN to realise the Target Network, and an experience buffer. Both ANNs are

identical during the initialisation. Depending on the configuration, they have an input

and output layer that are connected by one or more hidden layers. This architecture

can be configured depending on the scenario. The number of neurons on the input layer
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corresponds to the number of encoded sensor values from the perception of the agents

that describe the state of the environment. The number of neurons on the output layer

corresponds to the number of available behaviours in the RHBP framework.

Functions

The Q-Network of the implemented DDQN is used in two ways. First, the feed-forward

function is used to determine the activation (reinforcement) of behaviours/actions for

a particular state. In most RL approaches, only the action with the highest activation

is returned, but the integration into RHBP requires getting activation values for all

behaviours. Secondly, another method is used to train the network. Training is triggered

in configurable intervals independent of the RHBP decision-making cycle. The input for

training is batches of randomly selected tuples {State, Action, Reward, Next-State} that

are taken from the Experience Buffer, which continuously records the experience in a

FIFO replay memory of configurable size. The Q-Network and the Target Network are

trained simultaneously but independent of each other.

Updating the Q-Network is based on the expected future reward, which is determined

with the following calculation.

1. Calculation of the Target-Q-Value with Target-Q-Value = Reward+Discount-Factor·
Double-Q-Value

2. The Double-Q-Value is calculated from the Q-Value of the Target Network for the

expected next action (Next-State). The Double-Q-Value is used to update the

Q-Network.

3. The loss function for the network is defined as the Squared Error between Target-

Q-Value and the Q-Value output from the network. This loss function is minimised

(depending on the configuration Adam optimiser or Gradient descent) to let the

network converge to an optimal solution.

4. In the next step, the Target Network is trained and updated depending on the

variable τ . τ describes the influence of a training step, which results in a smoother

network update in small steps to avoid instability in the training process.
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The described process and underlying network architecture are visualised in Fig-

ure 20.2. Many parameters such as the size of the experience buffer, batch size, training

interval factor τ , training discount factor, number of hidden layers and cells are config-

urable to be customisable for the particular scenario. In contrast to the shown archi-

tecture, the less complex DQN approach would calculate the Target-Q-Value with the

same network that is also used to determine the next expected action.

Double-Q-Value

Batch: {Next-State}

Backpropagation(Minimize Squared-Error) depending on τ

Q-Value = Reward + Discount-Factor x Double-Q-Value
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Figure 20.2.: DDQN learning and prediction architecture and process.

The implementation of the DDQN makes use of the popular open source machine

learning framework TensorFlow to realise the ANN architecture. TensorFlow (Abadi et

al., 2016) was selected because of its reasonable performance, flexibility to easily adjust

it for specific use cases, and the available Python API that simplifies the integration into

RHBP. Furthermore, TensorFlow can be executed on a Central Processing Unit (CPU)

as well as a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), which makes it applicable for robots of

various types. Although other frameworks like Neon provide higher performance for

specific use-cases, they lack flexibility (Abadi et al., 2016). TensorFlow provides a high-

level API to define a computational graph with nodes corresponding to specific operations

like matrix-multiplication. Nodes can have several inputs and outputs while the data

flows alongside the edges of the graph. This approach allows to easily customise ANN

architectures as well as to distribute the calculation to several devices.
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20.4.2. Parametrisation

All machine learning approaches have in common that the particular result heavily de-

pends on the chosen configuration. The time until the algorithm converges as well as the

final result depends on various parameters. Most parameters are only influencing the

required time, respectively the number of steps, until convergence. However, some pa-

rameters are also influencing the result the algorithm is selecting as the optimal solution.

In the following subsection, we discuss various important parameters and their influence

on the implemented RL approach. The parameters are classified into the groups: explo-

ration, neural network parameters, and DDQN parameters.

Exploration

The implemented epsilon-greedy algorithm with pre-train phase for exploration has two

important properties, the epsilon, and the duration of the pre-train phase.

The epsilon ϵ defines the probability of selecting a random behaviour instead of re-

turning the reinforcement for the behaviours from the feed-forward calculation. Here,

the epsilon is usually reduced over time to explore the action space more intensively in

the beginning and reduce the tendency for exploration in a later stage when the learned

model already stabilised. The rate of reduction over time, as well as the initial and

final epsilon values, are configurable. A common configuration is to start with ϵ = 1 to

purely explore in the beginning. The final epsilon value is selected based on the specific

application scenario. In a static learning problem without uncertainty and a dynamic

environment, the final epsilon can be reduced until ϵ = 0, which would result in no

exploration at all after a certain time. Due to the fact that the RHBP framework is

targeting (multi-)robot systems, scenarios will not be static. For this reason, a default

final epsilon of ϵ = 0.1 or ϵ = 0.05 is a more suitable configuration to enable also the

exploration and adaptation to changes in the environment in a later stage, even though

the algorithm already converged.

The rate of reduction for the epsilon value depends purely upon the problem domain

and has to be determined empirically. A general rule is that a more complex learning

problem requires a slower reduction, whereas a less complex problem benefits from a

faster reduction because of the smaller search space that would have to be explored.
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The pre-train phase is optional in general and only influences the time to convergence,

but some learning scenarios can benefit from this pre-filling of the experience buffer

before the learning is actually started. Enabling a pre-train phase of a certain duration

is especially recommended for problems that can be first tested in simulation and which

have many input values (sensors) and large action space. Using a pre-train phase of a

specific number of steps helps to stabilise the learning process. If the pre-train phase is

configured too long, the learning process will be slowed down.

Neural Network Parameters

A very important parameter to influence the learning process of a neural network is the

learning rate. The learning rate defines the rate of adjustment of the neural network

weights with respect to new training data. A small learning rate results in minor ad-

justments of the weights, whereas a higher learning rate favours the faster adaptation of

the weights during training. The selection of the learning rate depends again on the ap-

plication scenario. If the scenario and environment are uncertain and dynamic, a higher

learning rate supports faster adaptation. The disadvantage of a higher learning rate is

that the learned model is less stable due to the possible massive changes of the network

weights.

Furthermore, the chosen optimiser has an influence on the time to convergence for a

neural network. The optimiser calculates the gradients of the cost function based on

the learning rate, the cost function, and the weights. Here, the gradients define the

direction of change of the weights during the learning process. Common optimisers are

the stochastic gradient descent optimiser and the Adam optimiser, which is an extension

of the gradient descent. The Adam optimiser requires less parameter tuning but requires

more computation in comparison to the simpler gradient descent approach. Which

optimiser works best in a certain scenario, has to be determined empirically.

Another configuration parameter for neural networks is the selected network architec-

ture that can strongly affect the learning result. The literature does not provide clear

answers or rules on how the optimal architecture can be chosen. A common approach

is either to empirically determine a suitable architecture for a scenario or to use archi-

tectures that worked well in similar problems in the past. In general, the architecture

is described by the number of layers, the number of neurons per layer and the type of
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layers. A general recommendation is to first start with a simple network (smaller amount

of hidden layers), which reduces the computation requirements, and increase the number

of hidden layers if the achieved results are not sufficient. Due to the fact that RHBP

is aiming for general-purpose learning, independent of special input sensors like images,

the default configuration uses fully-connected layers and not CNN, which are common

in computer vision tasks. The number of neurons for the input layer is given by the

number of sensors and there encoding in the RHBP behaviour model, which are enabled

to be used for learning, while the number of output neurons is defined by the number of

behaviours in the system. The number of neurons for the hidden layers is configured by

the user and should be in between the number of input and output neurons.

DDQN Parameters

Additionally to the neural network parameters, the implemented DDQN is based on, the

approach has the extra parameters, buffer size, batch size, training interval and discount

factor.

The buffer size defines the size of the experience buffer that corresponds to the number

of past transitions that are stored in the FIFO buffer. A smaller buffer would only keep

recent transitions that might result in getting stuck in local optima, which can be avoided

by a larger buffer size. If the buffer size is configured too large, the learning process can

be slowed down because of repeated training with transitions that did not direct in the

right direction. Determining the optimal size is difficult as well and mostly depends on

the complexity of the learning problem, which is defined by the number of input and

output states, respectively the number of input sensors and behaviours.

The batch size parameter configures the number of transition tuples that are used

for training in one training step. In general, a larger batch size should correspond to a

faster convergence, but it can also destabilise the learning process due to larger changes

(jumps) of the network weights in every training step. In consequence, it is possible that

the algorithm is not able to converge to the most optimal solution. If the batch size is

too small, the training is slowed down but is less prone to get stuck in local optima.

The training interval is the configuration for the training frequency in RHBP decision

steps. Here, it is important to consider the dependence on the batch size, which should

be larger than the training interval to use each transition multiple times on average in
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the training. The training interval also depends on the problem scenario. If each action

has a strong influence on the environment, the interval should be chosen smaller. If the

training interval is too small, the algorithm is more prone to get stuck in local optima.

Moreover, the training interval has an impact on the computational performance of the

system and other components. If the interval is higher, the training is performed more

often, which would require more computational resources if the same batch size is used.

The most important parameter for the DDQN is the discount factor ; it determines

the importance of future rewards in comparison to direct rewards. In consequence, the

discount factor heavily affects which solution is considered as the optimal solution the

algorithm is converging to over time. If the discount factor is chosen too high, the solution

will oscillate around the optimum. If the discount factor is too small, the convergence

will slow down. It is also possible to dynamically decrease the discount factor over time,

similar to the epsilon of the epsilon-greedy algorithm in the exploration. Such a dynamic

adjustment would result in first favouring actions with short-term reward because long-

term rewards might not be known yet, whereas in a later stage with increased experience,

the long-term reward would be favoured.

20.5. Reinforcement Learning Integration Summary

In general, decision-making and planning require a priori definitions of capabilities, rules,

decision models, or world knowledge. Similarly, the RHBP approach, discussed in this

dissertation, relies on a declaratively described behaviour model. Due to the challenge

of handling the uncertainty of robot applications in dynamic and uncontrolled envi-

ronments, such definitions or descriptions are always incomplete, hence the possible

adaptation capabilities are limited.

The approach described in this chapter extends the RHBP solution consistently with

reinforcement learning means through the integration of an additional eighth activation

source. The presented concept guarantees through its strict separation of concerns that

a developer can easily adjust and configure the specific reinforcement learning setup to

meet the particular scenario requirements.
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21. Task Decomposition, Allocation and

Delegation in a Multi-Robot System

Decomposition is the capability of breaking down a complex goal into multiple less

complex sub-goals. The RHBP core concept with the hybrid approach of a behaviour

network guided by a planner allows already to dynamically decompose modelled goals

into sequences of suitable behaviours, which can also be considered as some kind of

sub-goal. This is providing a first level of adaptation through decomposition because it

allows to dynamically select suitable behaviours considering the current context of the

agent. At this point, the system is also able to select the most suitable behaviour from

several alternatives.

Furthermore, considering the concept of NetworkBehaviours, which allows to encapsu-

late behaviour network models within one behaviour on a higher-level (see Section 18.5),

as another kind of sub goals, we have another level of adaptation through decomposi-

tion. Here, a higher-level goal is decomposed into higher-level behaviours that consist of

other behaviours and goals. While the set of behaviours, goals, effects, and conditions is

statically defined, the particular decomposition into selected behaviours, which are used

to achieve the given goal, is dynamically determined. The goal for nested behaviour

networks is defined by the effects of the NetworkBehaviours.

Nevertheless, the decomposition with NetworkBehaviours has limitations as it is only

working in a centralised RHBP model, e.g. a central model that controls multiple agents,

and relies on a statically modelled behaviour network set with its precondition and effect

dependencies. This can be especially cumbersome in practice with multi-robot systems

because it limits parallelisms. Moreover, it is problematic if robots do not have persistent

connectivity or in systems that have agents which are not working together continuously,

e.g. if robots are added and removed during runtime.

The task decomposition, as described above, can be potentially enhanced by an au-

tomatic task decomposition that decomposes given goals dynamically in sub-goals inde-

pendent of predefined behaviour sets. Such automatic task decomposition is especially

beneficial and desired in situations where enabled goals are not achievable by one agent

with its behaviour capabilities on its own. Here, it would be necessary to combine the
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capabilities of several agents with suitable sub-goals for the individuals to achieve the

common goal.

To fulfil a common goal that is decomposed into several sub-goals, it is necessary to

allocate and delegate the decomposed tasks to other agents. An automated allocation

and delegation of the decomposed goals is the foundation for an explicit coordination

amongst agents. This is in contrast to the implicit coordination that is realised with

the self-organisation extension of Chapter 19. Both approaches, explicit and implicit

coordination, potentially increase the adaptability of a multi-agent system through the

distribution of tasks to several identities, which makes the entire system more robust

against failures of individuals. Nevertheless, implicit coordination with self-organisation

algorithms cannot easily handle complex goals. This is especially the case if achieving a

goal requires the cooperation of multiple agents over several independent decomposition

levels. The term multiple decomposition levels means that goals require other sub-goals

being fulfilled, with sub-goals that have to be decomposed again into lower-level sub-

goals etc.

In this chapter, we will further discuss the implementation of the Delegation compo-

nent that has been developed in order to extend the RHBP framework with an automated

and dynamic task decomposition, allocation, and delegation for multiple (heterogeneous)

agents. Due to the exceptionally dynamic nature of robot environments, the solution

is especially considering robustness against failures of individuals as well as unreliable

communication channels.

In the next section, we will look at the requirements that have been considered for

the implementation of the framework extension.

21.1. Delegation Component Concept

Task decomposition is breaking down given complex and potentially not directly resolv-

able goals into sub-goals. In the following, we discuss possibilities and select the most

suitable concepts, first for the decomposition, next for the allocation, and last for the

delegation.

The state-of-the-art in task decomposition is usually focusing on a priori modelled

decompositions. A priori modelling is limiting the system to decompositions the sys-
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tem designer has considered beforehand, which results in limited adaptation capabilities.

Especially in the multi-robot domain, we can expect a great variety of goals that are

dynamically created. Even more, if we consider future robots working autonomously in

uncertain real-life environments. In consequence, it is necessary to enable a dynamic de-

composition of goals within the system that considers the currently available capabilities

and assigned obligations.

In many scenarios, it is possible that several decompositions are available within in

a multi-agent system. Selecting the best fitting decomposition is a challenge and needs

to be addressed. Various different parameters for the selection of the decomposition

with the best utility are imaginable, such as time, resource costs, and reliability. In

most cases, selecting the most efficient solution that completes the goal in the shortest

time is a reasonable approach. Nevertheless, it is necessary to keep in mind that se-

lecting the decomposition might result in high computational costs, especially if many

decompositions are available.

Another question is if the calculation and selection of the decomposition are done in

a central system component that requests all necessary information or if a decentralised

solution based on individual assessments is favoured. The central solution has the ad-

vantage of a more complete view on the problem, which potentially allows for a more

optimal solution. However, this advantage comes with higher computational costs at a

single point, including reduced failure safety, and the increased amount of exchanged

information. A decentralised solution has the advantage of being more reliable against

failures and reduced computational costs due to the implicit partitioning of the problem

that is analysed by the individual agents considering only their local view.

The targeted environment of systems that apply RHBP are working in uncertain and

complex environments. For this reason, a decentralised solution that does not require

extensive a priori modelling of the decomposition is chosen. Moreover, the selection of

the most suitable decomposition is based on configurable utility functions to support

various different use cases.

The aim of the allocation is to fulfil a set of given goals within a multi-agent system.

In the ideal case, all goals are fulfilled, if this is not possible either as many goals as

possible are fulfilled or a certain set with respect to given priorities. Commonly, it is

also a target to fulfil the goals, e.g. in the most efficient way with respect to the duration
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or another different utility function.

In order to increase the efficiency of allocation in a multi-agent system, we need knowl-

edge from the individual agents about their estimated costs to fulfil a goal as well if they

are capable of achieving it in general. Costs can be the duration or other used re-

sources. However, determining the cost is challenging, especially because it also depends

on the decomposition and other allocated goals. The local estimation of costs is always

an estimation of unknown quality because it is based on current knowledge and plans

calculated in an uncertain domain, which has to cope with unforeseen changes. Never-

theless, we aim for a local estimation of goal costs with a reasonable quality considering

the necessary computational costs. The dependency on the decomposition results from

different possible sets of sub-goals that are potentially allowing to distribute and allocate

to different agents with different costs. In consequence, the particular implementation

is considering how far decomposition and allocation are combined.

After a suitable allocation to agents is determined, it is necessary to delegate the

sub-goals to other agents finally. Here, we especially aim for robustness in terms of

communication to foster the information exchange about new delegations, fulfilled dele-

gations and failed delegations.

In general, the implementation aims for a solution that is able to handle frequent

changes in a dynamic environment to increase the adaptability of the entire approach.

However, it is not the goal to advance the state-of-the-art in multi-agent task allocation

on the algorithmic level. Instead, it is the aspiration to show how suitable existing

approaches can be integrated comprehensively into the existing RHBP framework.

21.2. Decomposition

We already discussed that the symbolic planner in RHBP is already doing a task de-

composition on a first level for a single behaviour model. In order to apply it as well in

a decentralised multi-robot scenario, respectively in a situation with multiple indepen-

dent and distributed behaviour models, some extensions are necessary. In the current

situation, behaviours represent the local capabilities of an agent. To extend this, it is

necessary to determine which external behaviours are needed in order to solve the given

problem.
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The most dynamic approach would be to explore the search space with a symbolic

planner and try to identify all edges (behaviours) between the states in a state graph

that are missing or would provide an alternative path to find a solution. Unfortunately,

this is a very challenging question because there is eventually an infinite number of

behaviours that could expand the search space in the right direction. Furthermore, this

could also lead to unintended potentially dangerous solutions that we want to avoid in

a system that strives for adjustable autonomy. Moreover, such an overcomplete search

requires much computation time, and none of the existing PDDL-based planners allows

such insights.

Even though we are discussing the decomposition and the delegation independently

in this chapter as far as possible, the overall approach combines the decomposition with

the delegation by directly making use of the decomposition for the delegation similar as

(Zlot and Stentz, 2005). An alternative approach would be to consider the decomposition

independently first and allocate and delegate the atomic tasks in a second step. While

such an approach is generally possible, it has the drawback of leading to very suboptimal

solutions because the consideration of what is done is separated from when it is done.

Here, we follow Zlot and Stentz (2005, p.1515) who states that ‘[...] it is not possible

to know how to efficiently allocate complex tasks among the robots if it is not known

how these tasks will be decomposed. Similarly, it is not possible to optimally decompose

complex tasks before deciding which robots are to execute them (or their subtasks).’

Due to the reason that we want to guide the autonomy of our system, we need to

provide some instructions about where decomposition and delegation are beneficial and

desirable. For this reason, we introduce the concept of DelegationBehaviours. A Dele-

gationBehaviour marks certain effects in a behaviour model as externally delegable. On

that foundation, it is possible to model a part that can be dynamically executed by

other agents, or in other words to model an externally operated sub-goal. This com-

pletely abstracts from how the required effects are achieved as well as how many agents

are necessary to achieve it. The DelegationBehaviour provides an entry point for the

automated allocation and delegation of goals. From the perspective of the behaviour

model, the DelegationBehaviour operates like any other behaviour. For that reason, the

DelegationBehaviour is considered in the symbolic planning and decision-making in the

same way as any other behaviour. Similar to the base behaviour concept, a Delegation-
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Behaviour can have preconditions to control the situations when it is allowed to be used,

hence to control when decomposition can take place.

The introduction of the DelegationBehaviour provides more freedom for dynamically

allocating and delegating task by reducing the amount of a priori modelled information

in the system as well as the amount of information that is exchanged in comparison with

task trees. Nevertheless, this approach is also limited in the adaptability in compari-

son to a computationally expensive complete free decomposition based on all possible

behaviour effects because it is necessary to model a DelegationBehaviour explicitly. On

the other hand, the explicitly modelled effects do also minimise the complexity of the de-

composition by only enabling certain aspects to be decomposable and delegable, which

is also reducing the required communication. Furthermore, this approach gives addi-

tional control about the system behaviour to the system designer, fostering the idea of

adjustable autonomy.

Due to the fact that multiple DelegationBehaviour are allowed in a behaviour model,

and each agent can have them, it is possible to have several levels of delegation as well

as alternating behaviour execution between multiple robots. An alternating behaviour

execution refers to situations where both agent’s goal fulfilment is mutually dependent

on one another.

The DelegationBehaviour is also allowing a dynamic adaptation during runtime with

the known means of RHBP such as plan monitoring, replanning, and reinforcement

learning, always based on the currently available sensor information.

While the concept of the DelegationBehaviour is a designated hook for a delegation

within a behaviour network, another component called DegableBehaviour provides means

for an optional delegation. The DegableBehaviour is a DelegationBehaviour that is also

capable of achieving modelled effects itself locally, but in contrast to a normal behaviour,

it is comparing its own local costs with alternative solutions from other agents using

features of the DelegationBehaviour to find the most optimal solution.

Additionally, the component DelegationGoal can be used to inject goals from outside

into a running multi-agent system. The DelegationGoal is not bound to a particular

agent or behaviour network, it is a component that allows to use the delegation process

to automatically allocate goals to the most suitable agent in a decentralised way. For

instance, the DelegationGoal can be used to integrate an external user interface, which is
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allocating goals to a group of agents instead of adding the goal to a particular behaviour

network instance of a single agent.

In the next section, we discuss how the sub-goals represented by DelegationBehaviours,

DegableBehaviours, and DelegationGoals are allocated and delegated to other agents in

a distributed fashion.

21.3. Allocation

An efficient allocation is a two-stage process. In the first stage, it is the target to

determine an agent that can complete a goal most efficiently with respect to a certain

utility. In the second stage, the actual goal is allocated and delegated to a particular

agent.

21.3.1. Selecting an Agent

In order to determine the most suitable agent, it is necessary to find the costs for all

available agents. To realise the cost estimation in a distributed manner, we apply a

first-price sealed-bid auction algorithm (Dias et al., 2006), which is suitable because we

consider only one sub-goal at a time and assume that the agents in our multi-robot

system are cooperating trustfully.

Auction process

An agent with a DelegationBehaviour becomes an auctioneer after the DelegationBe-

haviour has been activated by the surrounding behaviour network. Likewise, the in-

stantiation of a DelegationGoal provides means for starting and controlling auctions

externally. The auction process is illustrated in Figure 21.1 from the perspective of the

auctioneer agent. Here, the auction is initiated with a broadcast message, the so-called

Call for Proposal (CFP). The CFP includes all necessary information about the sub-

goal, which can then be used by other agents to estimate if they could help to achieve

this goal by calculating their costs respectively bids. Bids are replied to the auctioneer,

which waits for a configurable time to close the auction. Alternatively, it is possible to

configure the amount of minimally replied proposals to wait for. If the agent is not able
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to support the goal, it is not replying to minimise the amount of exchanged messages.

The participating agent is not storing any information about the auction and would

also reply to other parallel auctions during the auction time. After the auction time is

exceeded, which is calculated in decision steps or returned proposals, the auctioneer is

selecting the bid with the lowest costs and informs the bidding agent with a PRECOM

message that it would be the desired delegate. If no bid was received during the auction

time, the agent repeats the CFP. The PRECOM includes the same information as the

CFP plus the successful bid of the agent. In consequence, the auction process on the site

of the participating agent is completely stateless, which increases the robustness of the

solution. Based on the information in the PRECOM, the agent is estimating its costs

again because the environment might have changed in the meanwhile. Next, the agent

acknowledges the PRECOM to the auctioneer if the costs are smaller or equal to the

initial bid. If the costs are higher, the agent replies with a new bid to give the auction-

eer the opportunity to select a different agent with lower costs. After the PRECOM is

acknowledged, the agents start the delegation process.

Send CFP

Wait for
bids 

Select best bid Send PRECOM to
bidder of selected

bid
Wait for

acknowlege 

Begin delegation
process

[Bids available]

[No bid available]

[No acknowledge
received]

[Received
acknowlege]

[Bid still valid]

auctioneer

[Former bid invalid
or higher cost for

updated bid]

Figure 21.1.: The process of the auctioneer visualised as UML activity diagram. Wait
for bids considers either auction time or the number of returned proposals
depending on the configuration.

The perspective of the participating agent is visualised in Figure 21.2. The diagram
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shows that the participating agent is using its planning component to estimate the

costs of achieving the broadcasted sub-goal. The particular implementation is using the

symbolic planner within the RHBP framework to estimate the general feasibility and the

required costs. More details about the cost estimation will be provided in the following

subsection.

Cost estimation

The foundation for local cost estimations and creation of a bid for the PROPOSE mes-

sage are planning results determined with the symbolic PDDL planner of RHBP.

The information sent with the CFP or PRECOM message is used to create temporary

goal conditions that are fed into the PDDL planner together with the domain knowledge

that is given by the behaviours of the agent and its current goals. The planning process

is executed independently and in parallel in an own process to avoid interference with

the decision-making and planning of the RHBP core. In fact, the planner is used to

calculate two different plans, one plan that tries to achieve only the sub-goal from the

CFP or PRECOM and one that tries to achieve already existing goals together with the

sub-goal. The first plan is considered as the simple plan, the second plan is named full

plan. Additionally, the currently followed plan of the agent, the base plan, is evaluated

as well.

If the simple plan or full plan cannot be achieved with a plan, the proposed sub-goal

is considered as not fulfillable, and the agent is normally not replying with a PROPOSE

or is cancelling its participation in a PRECOM-REPLY. Nevertheless, an alternative

configuration allows for replying with proposals of infinite costs to enable monitoring

the number of participating agents.

The three different planning results are combined in Equation 21.1 to provide an overall

cost estimation considering different cost factors reflecting influences like the number

of involved agents, the additional amount of required work, and nested delegations.

Depending on the scenario, it is possible to balance the specific cost factors with the

weights fx with x ∈ {tu, wp, aw, ad, ca, cn}. Here, fx > 0 increases the influence of a

weight of a cost factor, with fx = 0 a factor is neutral, and 0 > fx > −1 can be used to

reduce the influence of a factor. The different weights make the cost estimation highly

configurable.
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participant

Waiting for
messages,
executing
concurrent
tasks

Planning

Determine cost based
on found plan

PRECOM-REPLY: 
Plan not valid anymore,

canceling

Send PROPOSE: 
using costs as bid

PRECOM-REPLY:
Acknowledge former bid

PRECOM-REPLY:
Send new bid

Wait for 
delegation

process being
initiated

[No plan
found]

[Plan found]

[Received
message is CFP]

[Received
message is
PRECOM]

[Costs less
or equal to
initial bid]

[Costs
increased]

[Received
message
is CFP]

[Received
message is
PRECOM]

[Always reply
configured]

[Always
reply not
configured]

Send PROPOSE: 
using infinite costs

Figure 21.2.: The process of the auction participant visualised as UML activity diagram.
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cost = stepsfullplan (21.1)

· (1 + ftu · tcurr
tmax

)

· (1 + fwp ·
stepssimpleplan

stepsfullplan
)

· (1 + faw ·
stepsbaseplan
stepsfullplan

)

· (1 + fad · newdelegation · dcurr
dmax

)

· (1 + fca ·
stepsdelegations
stepssimpleplan

)

· (1 + fcn · newcontractor · (1− ccurr
(dcurr + 1)

))

The main cost is always given by the number of steps for the stepsfullplan, all other

factors are used to tune the result towards a desired direction.

In detail, the first factor, Task-Limit-Utilisation-Factor (1 + ftu · tcurr
tmax

), adjusts the

costs regarding the limit of maximum accepted external sub-goals. tcurr is the number

of maximum accepted goals; tcurr the number of currently accepted goals.

The Workload-Proportional-Factor (1 + fwp ·
stepssimpleplan

stepsfullplan
), models the fraction of re-

quired work (number of steps) for the new sub-goal within the full plan.

The Additional-Workload-Factor (1 + faw · stepsbaseplan
stepsfullplan

) determines the fraction of ad-

ditional work induced by the new sub-goal within the full plan. If many additional steps

are needed to fulfil the new sub-goal, which is integrated into the existing plan, the costs

increase.

The Additional-Delegation-Factor (1 + fad · newdelegation · dcurr
dmax

) can be used to ad-

just the costs according to additionally required delegation dependencies. It allows to

configure if additional dependencies induced by additional nested delegations are desir-

able or not. Here, dcurr is the current delegation depth, dmax the configured maximum

delegation depth and newdelegation, which is 1 if at least one DelegationBehaviour or

DelegableBehaviour is part of the simple plan, otherwise newdelegation = 0.

The Cooperation-Amount-Factor (1+ fca ·
stepsdelegations
stepssimpleplan

) reflects the costs by the num-

ber of involved agents, hence it determines if spreading the labour or minimising the

number of involved agents should be favoured. stepsdelegations is the number of Delega-
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tionBehaviour or DelegableBehaviour steps within the simple plan. The difference to the

Additional-Delegation-Factor is that it is only considering delegations on one delegation

level, while Additional-Delegation-Factor considers multiple nested delegations.

The last factor, the Contractor-Number-Factor (1+fcn ·newcontractor ·(1− ccurr
(dcurr+1))),

models the costs induced by involving additional agents in the delegation in reference

to the current delegation depth dcurr. In consequence, the costs would stay the same

for additional delegation within the same group of agents but would increase for newly

involved agents depending on the delegation depth. dcurr is the number of currently

involved agents, newcontractor = 1 if the agent is not yet involved in the delegation,

otherwise newcontractor = 0.

21.3.2. Delegation

After the auction process is finished and an agent is selected for the execution of a sub-

goal based on the estimated costs of each agent, the agent acknowledges its delegation

with the PRECOM-REPLY message. Next, the actual delegation of the sub-goal is

processed. At this point in time, the auctioneer becomes the contractee, and the auction

participating agents becomes the contractor. Now, the contractor is responsible for

fulfilling the delegated goal.

The actual delegation makes use of existing RHBP functionality. The contractee

is just remotely registering a new goal at the manager instance of the contractor. This

allows the contractee to check the current state as well as the progress. Additionally, the

contractor is using a FAILURE message to notify the contractee in case it is no longer

capable of fulfilling the goal, for instance, due to changed environmental conditions.

Another feature to monitor the delegation and improve the robustness is the CHECK

message, which is continuously sent from the contractee to the contractor to check if it is

still responsive and working. If the CHECK is not successful for a configurable amount

of time, the contractee considers the delegation as failed and assumes the delegated sub-

goal will not be fulfilled. In such a case, the complete allocation and delegation process

has to be repeated.
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21.3.3. Communication

The implemented communication protocol is aiming for robust communication that is

able to work with agent failures, lost messages, and timeouts. The implementation is

based on the common communication features of the ROS framework.

ROS communication is based on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), which

ensures the retransmission and session handling on the network package level. In our

implementation, we apply ROS services for all direct bidirectional communication to have

a guaranteed response or to be able to react to timeouts. PRECOM and PRECOM-

REPLY are implemented as ROS services because they are crucial for the stability of the

system. Moreover, they are combined in one service utilising the ROS Service-Request

and Service-Response to speed up the communication by reducing the overhead.

The communication involving multiple agents is implemented with ROS topics. In

particular, the CFP is implemented with ROS topics because it is a broadcast that does

not require a direct answer and which would not destabilise the system if it gets lost. In

the worst case, a lost CFP would only result in a less optimal or repeated delegation. The

PROPOSE is also implemented as a ROS service, even though the guaranteed response

is not required but it simplifies the implementation by avoiding to create new topics for

each new auction, where only two agents would be involved in the communication.

Multiple auctions and auction participations can be operated in parallel because the

related messages can be distinguished with the transferred auction and goal IDs.

Table 21.1 summarises all the messages mentioned in the auction process description

of Section 21.3.1, like CFP, PROPOSE, PRECOM, PRECOM-REPLY. Furthermore,

the table includes additional messages that are used during the delegation process after

the most suitable agent has been determined, such as SEND-GOAL, REVOKE-GOAL,

FAILURE, and CHECK. Because all communication during the actual delegation process

is important for the stability of the system, all related communication is implemented

on the foundation of ROS services. The CHECK implementation is a special case, here

we are only using the first part (handshake) of the ROS service process that checks if

the service is accessible to minimise the communication between the agents.
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Table 21.1.: Message types with descriptions, most relevant content parameters, and
ROS realisation.

Message
type

Description Parameters ROS
realisation

CFP Call for proposal: Requesting
bids for a goal

Target conditions,
auction ID

Topic

PROPOSE Proposed costs as reply to
specific CFP

Bid, auction ID Service

PRECOM Tentative accept of a PROPOSE,
request for acknowledgement

Target conditions,
accepted bid, auction
ID

Service-
Request

PRECOM-
REPLY

Acknowledgement / Cancellation
of a tentative PRECOM

Acknowlegement /
Cancellation, updated
bid

Service-
Response

SEND-GOAL Delegation begin Goal RHBP-
Service

REVOKE-
GOAL

Delegation end, revoked
delegation

Goal ID RHBP-
Service

FAILURE Goal not responding timeout Goal ID Service
CHECK Connection and response test

message
- WaitForService()

function

21.4. Task Delegation Component Architecture

The delegation component consists of two modules. First, the delegation module that

covers a RHBP independent implementation of our first-price sealed-bid auction algo-

rithm and the corresponding communication means. The delegation module is imple-

mented on the foundation of the ROS framework and could also be used stand-alone in

combination with other ROS task planning frameworks. Secondly, the rhbp delegation

module consists of a RHBP specific extension that is implemented on the foundation

of the delegation module and the RHBP core API. An overview of the architecture is

depicted in Figure 21.3, additional details are explained in the following subsections.

21.4.1. Delegation Module

The DelegationManager forms the core of the delegation module, this class handles the

entire auction process, including the ROS communication, as well as the high-level man-

agement of the following delegation. This class is used for the implementation of the
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Figure 21.3.: Object-oriented delegation module and RHBP integration architecture vi-
sualised as UML class diagram with additional package scope.
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auctioneer as well as the auction participant. In order to reduce redundancy and increase

the performance, only one DelegationManager has to be instantiated per ROS node.

The particular delegation management is implemented in the Delegation class, which

are also holding the bids of the agent’s proposals. Already delegated goals are managed

as Task objects by the DelegationManager.

The CostEvaluatorBase and the GoalWrapperBase are abstract classes that have to

be extended specifically for the used task planning framework. CostEvaluatorBase is

covering all cost estimations for creating bids of a certain goal. The GoalWrapperBase

represents the abstract goal understanding of the delegation module and enables a seam-

less integration into various frameworks.

The interface for implementing the contractee and contractor is provided by the ab-

stract class DelegationClientBase. It allows to initiate new auctions and is the interface

for all agents that are participating in auctions. The particular DelegationClient imple-

mentation is also managing currently allocated goals and has to be used to inform the

DelegationManager about finished or cancelled delegations. Furthermore, the Delega-

tionClient is responsible for the registration of a framework-specific CostEvaluator.

21.4.2. RHBP Decomposition

The module rhbp decomposition covers all specific extensions of delegation module that

are necessary to integrate the delegation component into RHBP.

The costs for an announced delegation within an auction are determined with the

PDDLCostEvaluator. It implements the cost function with its configurable weights that

has been explained in Section 21.3.1. The PDDLCostEvaluator is making use of an inter-

face in the RHBP manager that allows to create plans with the symbolic PDDL planner

of the framework independent of the current operation but using current environment

information and already allocated goals.

The RHBPDelegationClient integrates the DelegationClientBase into RHBP. It in-

cludes all common DelegationClient RHBP-specific code and is used to create an in-

stance of the DelegationManager if no instance is available on the ROS node. Moreover,

it is registering itself at the DelegationManager and creates the RHBPGoalWrapper.

The RHBPDelegableClient is a special version of the RHBPDelegationClient that allows

to consider also costs of the behaviour itself, to enable the optional local execution of
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the behaviour instead of the explicit delegation. The RHBPManagerDelegationClient

is another extension of the common RHBPDelegationClient that provides the interface

to the RHBP manager component. In particular, it is responsible for registering the

PDDLCostEvaluator for PDDL-based cost estimations.

Furthermore, the default RHBP manager component is extended to the Delegation-

Manager. It is necessary to always use this special version of the manager in a scenario

where delegations are used. The DelegationManager instance is used to create a RHBP-

ManagerDelegationClient instance that is necessary for getting access to the manager

information. In particular, this information is used to monitor the goal fulfilment and to

measure the delegation progress based on the decision-making steps of the manager. The

information about goals like finished, cancelled, and current progress are crucial infor-

mation for the DelegationClient implementation, which is integrated by the Delegation-

Manager. An alternative implementation could also integrate the DelegationManager

through ROS service hooks, which would result in a more decoupled implementation,

but this would induce more communication overhead.

The DelegationBehaviour extends the RHBP behaviour base class and functions as a

normal behaviour. DelegationBehaviour enables the integration of the delegation into

the RHBP behaviour model. It initiates and processes the allocation and delegation

process once it is activated. In order to provide additional freedom for modelling, it is

able to handle different types of effects that are either considered as targeted sub-goal

for the delegation or which are used only locally in the behaviour model to describe, e.g.

effects on a different logical level. If a DelegationBehaviour is stopped by its surround-

ing behaviour networks, respectively the corresponding manager, all currently running

delegations are stopped as well. The DelegationBehaviour is stopping itself in case the

delegated sub-goal is fulfilled. As already mentioned, the DelegableBehaviour is a special

version of the DelegationBehaviour that is also executable itself with designated costs

but which is trying to find a potentially more efficient solution through delegation first.

The concept behind the DelegationGoal was also already explained before, it can be

used to inject new goals for the delegation from external systems that are not directly

modelled or considered in RHBP. Due to the fact that the DelegationGoal is not run-

ning in the RHBP decision-making lifecycle, the included delegation process has to be

triggered externally. For this reason, the external system has to start manually the
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delegation as well as it has to update continuously the module to indicate elapsed time

similar to the step-function in the RHBP manager. Nevertheless, the targeted condi-

tions for a goal have to be modelled with common RHBP domain model objects using

conditions, sensors, and activators. After the delegation process is finished, the Delega-

tionGoal is registering the required RHBP goals in the manager of the agent that won

the auction.

21.5. Summary Decomposition, Allocation, and Delegation

The presented solution extends RHBP with an explicitly coordinated task decomposi-

tion, allocation, and delegation. The implemented delegation module is tightly inte-

grated into RHBP through additional behaviour types. Particularly, the new behaviour

types DelegationBehaviour and DelegableBehaviour function as objects for modelling

an (optional) decomposition as well as hooks for initiating the actual allocation and

delegation. Furthermore, the DelegationGoal allows for injecting goals from external

components, such as other agent behaviours or user interfaces. The realised modelling

enables a reasonable control of the decomposition by system designers and avoids a

complex and complete modelling in advance. In detail, the allocation itself is based on

the first-price sealed-bid auction algorithm, which enables distributed decompositions in

other agents and the distributed calculation of costs for achieving goals. Moreover, the

implemented cost function is providing a generic foundation for adjustments towards

a specific scenario. The function can easily be configured using several weight factors.

All in all, the implementation focuses on a robust communication with minimised com-

munication efforts to address the requirements of dynamic and uncertain multi-robot

environments.
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Part V.

Application and Evaluation



The realised RHBP framework consists of various building blocks separated into sev-

eral modules and specific functions. This part evaluates the realised RHBP framework in

various use-cases and example applications. First, Chapter 22 focuses on diverse robot

simulation experiments with different simulation engines for testing general or specific

functionalities of the implementation. Secondly, in Chapter 23 we have a closer look on

more complex applications realised with RHBP in different research projects that proves

the applicability in practice. Furthermore, the complex applications provide examples of

possible integration architectures in comprehensive software ensembles. Thirdly, Chap-

ter 24 is giving a classification of RHBP against related frameworks.

Most of the presented evaluations are based on the corresponding publications that

have introduced the particular component or application scenario but have been com-

prehensibly revised and extended, which includes, for instance, new or recreated figures,

additional details and comparisons, as well as updated evaluation results using a fur-

ther elaborated framework version. In detail, Chapter 22.1 and Chapter 22.2 are based

on (Hrabia, Wypler, and Albayrak, 2017), the foundation for Chapter 22.3 is (Hrabia,

Kaiser, and Albayrak, 2017). The Chapter 23.1 about the project SpaceBot Cup is based

on (Hrabia et al., 2017) and Chapter 23.3 is substantiated by (Hrabia et al., 2018a, 2019)

but extended with an additional experiment incorporating the delegation extension of

RHBP. Finally, the Chapter 23.2 covering the two years of contest participation has its

foundation in (Hrabia et al., 2018b) for the sections discussing the participation in 2017

as well as in (Hrabia et al., 2020) and (Hrabia, Ettlinger, and Hessler, 2020) for the

sections related to the two teams that participated in 2018.

22. Experiments

The experiments presented in this chapter use rather simple simulation environments

with limited complexity to test the core functionalities of the RHBP framework in an

isolated fashion within a controlled environment. This allows it to check and analyse

the implementation without interferences and issues induced by the environment.

First, we compare our solution against its ancestor in Section 22.1 by implementing
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the same artificial test scenario as Maes, 1989 has used for evaluating her purely reactive

behaviour system. This experiment is a first proof-of-concept of the RHBP core module

and tests its capability for general-purpose decision-making and planning. In detail, this

experiment is already showing the successful realisation of the requirements R1, R7, and

R8, which reflect the formerly proposed objectives O1, O5, and O6. Furthermore, the

experiment shows the superior performance of the further developed hybrid approach

against the original purely reactive behaviour network of Maes. Next, Section 22.2

explores the applicability of RHBP for lower-level controls and is the first experiment

that considers multi-robot control to also support above mentioned requirements and

objectives in such an environment (O4 ). Subsequently, Section 22.3 illustrates the ap-

plication of the RHBP self-organisation extension with another simulated multi-robot

example scenario to prove the feasibility of combining decision-making and planning with

self-organisation, which directly validates the realisation of the requirements R4 and R5

that are based on Objective O3. Lastly, Section 22.4 confirms the expedience of the

RL integration in a revisited and extended version of the Maes’ scenario already used in

Section 22.1. This underlines the achievement of Requirement R2 and the corresponding

Objective O2. Due to the fact that all experiments make use of ROS and Python, they

all support the Requirement R9.

22.1. Maes Automation Scenario

The original evaluation scenario from Maes, 1989 is a simulated artificial automation

scenario. We revisit this scenario in an initial proof-of-concept to test the feasibility of

our approach in terms of general-purpose decision-making and planning. The scenario

consists of a robot with two arms, which has the goal of sanding a board and spray-

painting itself. After the robot has spray-painted itself, it is no longer operational,

which is a precondition to sanding the board. Hence, the robot needs to sand the board

before it spray-paints itself to fulfil the complete mission. Additionally, there is a vice

at the workplace to place in the board. Furthermore, a board, a sander, and a sprayer

are reachable by the robot’s arms and have to be grasped to execute certain actions.

Possible plans for solving the task would be to pick up the board and sander, sand the

board, put down either of it, pick up the sprayer in the free hand and spray-paint itself.
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Alternatively, the robot could use the vice to avoid putting the sander or board down.

It is important to note that the robot must not spray-paint itself before it has sanded

the board, although this action would directly lead to the fulfilment of one goal. Hence,

the system has to handle conflicting goals that require a particular order of execution.

In order to keep our solution comparable, the same behaviours have been implemented

as in the original scenario. These are PickUpSprayer, PickUpSander, PickUpBoard, Put-

DownSprayer, PutDownSander, PutDownBoard, PlaceBoardInVice, SandBoardInHand,

SandBoardInVice, and SprayPaintSelf. The simulation is discrete with all behaviours

executing instantly and completing their action within one decision-making cycle. Be-

haviours are only having an effect on the environment state if their particular precondi-

tions are met, such as having a board in hand to be able to put it down. If a precondition

is violated the system does not fail, only execution will take more time. However, the

state representation is slightly different from Maes regarding the point that we model

the used hand for picking an item explicitly. Although one particular goal of the origi-

nal scenario was to show the resource management abilities of the planner, Maes’ state

representation makes this challenge relatively simple for the planner by having two in-

distinguishable hands. Thus, the system does not have to track which of the two hands

can carry out the correct operation. Maes’ simplification allows a hand to put down

an object as long as it is currently located in any of the two hands. Our extended sce-

nario implementation also applies the new RHBP features of numeric sensor values and

conditional effects in order to minimise the state space in comparison to pure Boolean

state representations and less abstracted behaviours. To track the location of objects,

its position is in encoded in an integer value: 0 means that the object is not in any hand,

1 means that it is grabbed by the left hand, and -1 means that it is located in the right

hand. These values determine the conditional effect that putting down an object has

on the hand-occupancy sensors. The modelled RHBP solution with behaviours, goals

and corresponding preconditions and effects is visualised in Figure 22.1. The diagram

visualises how the particular RHBP components are connected with each other and how

the behaviour network is spanned between behaviours, goals, and sensor through the

connection of effects and preconditions. In the remainder of this part, we will always

use the same diagram type to allow for comparison amongst the different scenarios and

experiments. The diagram type is explicitly developed for RHBP and called behaviour
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model diagram.
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Figure 22.1.: RHBP behaviour model of the Maes’ scenario.

Figure 22.2 shows the activation of each behaviour at the end of the planning step

before action selection is performed. Behaviours above the black activation threshold

may be selected for execution if they are active, their preconditions are fulfilled, and

they do no not conflict with any other already running behaviour. At the end of their

execution, the activation is reset to zero. In this particular scenario, all behaviours are

finishing instantaneous so that their activation is reset before the next planning iteration

starts. This is clearly visible in the plot as a sudden decrease of activation and marks

the point of activation clearly. This results in a behaviour sequence of PickUpBoard,

PickUpSander, SandBoardInHand, PutDownBoard, PickUpSprayer, and SprayPaintSelf.
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Figure 22.2.: RHBP activation plot of the hybridly planned scenario from Maes, 1989.

Our hybrid implementation using the same behaviour domain model with the addi-

tional used-hand limitation outperforms Maes’ with 7 instead of 19 required planning,

respectively decision-making steps. Moreover, we encountered that our solution was

able to solve the problem without any parameter tuning of the behaviour layer, in

contrast to Maes’ implementation, due to the goal-directing influence of the symbolic

planning layer. The experiment with activated planner uses weight 1.0 for all weight

configurations. For comparison, our solution using only the behaviour network layer

and tuned weight parameters requires 18 iterations instead of 19 in the original im-

plementation. The corresponding diagram is also shown in Figure 22.3. This small

improvement about one decision-making step is probably grounded in the further im-

proved activation formulas of our implementation. In particular, the empirically tuned

configuration without the symbolic planner uses plan weight = 0.0 to deactivate the

planner and situation weight = 0.2, predecesor weight = 0.5, successor weight = 0.92,

conflictor weight = 0.4, goal weight = 0.05.

This very first proof-of-concept of the RHBP core component, which is focusing on

decision-making and planning, showed that our approach is capable of solving a reason-

able complex task-level planning problem for a single agent. Particularly, we successfully

tested that the approach can handle multiple conflicting goals as well as alternative so-
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Figure 22.3.: RHBP activation plot of the scenario from Maes, 1989 with behaviour
network only using empirically tuned weights. activationThreshold is also
starting at 7, diagram is clipped to improve readability.

lution paths. Additionally, we determined that the hybrid approach solves the problem

without parameter tuning as required for a pure behaviour-network-based approach.

Furthermore, the presented RHBP solution has been able to outperform its ancestor in

terms of planning efficiency resulting in > 63% fewer decision steps.

22.2. Planning and Decision-Making in a Multi-Robot

Simulation

The following experiment was the first test of RHBP’s multi-robot control capabilities

as well as study regarding the suitability for lower-level behaviour control decisions. In

particular, we tested the RHBP in a multi-robot scenario using the well-known turtlesim

simulation of the ROS tutorial package. The simulation allows to control the motion of

turtle robots with differential-drive velocity commands. These commands are applied

for a short amount of time allowing for simulation in a stepwise execution. In particular,

we implemented a simple pathfinding scenario, which included random start and two

target positions for each robot and a constraint of avoiding collisions with each other.
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For that, we extended the turtlesim simulation with a simple collision detection of the

nearest neighbour robot and additional visual representations (e.g. to highlight collision

sensing range of turtles and target positions)1.

In order to test the basic multi-robot support, we implemented a centralised approach

with one RHBP core instance (behaviour network and symbolic planner) managing all

robot behaviours. As an example of a specific realisation, the implemented and used

behaviour modules for each robot are described below. All behaviours and sensors

are instantiated for each robot, configured with the particular name and corresponding

topics. The two target position goals are shared amongst all robots, while every robot

has an individual goal to avoid collisions. The implemented model is also visualised in

Figure 22.4.

• TargetDistance-Sensor extends the provided sensor wrapper RawTopicSensor to

subscribe to the Pose-Topic of the robot and calculate the distance to a given tar-

get. RawTopicSensor simply provides any sensor type to the connected activator

without any type conversion, thus requiring a matching activator implementation

or scenario specific extension.

• TeamMateDistance-Sensor is an instance of the AggregationSensor that subscribes

to the Neighbour-Pose topic, which provides the position of the closest team-mate

position in a perception radius, and the Pose-Topic of the robot to determine their

Euclidean distance.

• LinearActivator of RHBP’s is used to compute activation based relative to the

distance.

• Move-Behaviour is a custom behaviour implementation that calculates the nec-

essary velocity command based on the current distance and publishes it on the

Twist-Topic of the turtle robot. Move-Behaviour is instantiated in two con-

figurations, first as MoveToLeftBottom-Behaviour and second as MoveRightTop-

Behaviour leading to the two target positions with effects on the TargetDistance-

Sensor.

• MoveTeam-Behaviour is a specialisation ofMove-Behaviour implementing a simple

1Source code available: https://github.com/cehberlin/ros_tutorials
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collision avoidance behaviour (rotating away counter-clockwise from the detected

neighbour and moving with a velocity proportional to the neighbour distance) in

order to keep the distance to other robots with effect on TeamMateDistance-Sensor.

• Two common acquisition goals are instantiated that use a condition formulated

with the TargetDistance-Sensor and the LinearActivator to express the target

positions.

• A maintenance goal instance applies the LinearActivator and TeamMateDistance-

Sensor to express the collision avoidance.

Robot n

MoveTeam

MoveToLeftBottom

avoidCollision

posRightTop

LinearAcitvatorTargetDistance

reachedDestination

MoveToRightTop

LinearAcitvator

closeToTeamMate

TeamMateDistance

posLeftBottom

LinearAcitvatorTargetDistance

reachedDestination

Sensor

Activator

ConditionBehaviour

Precondition

Effect

Goal

Negated	Precondition

Aggregation

Figure 22.4.: RHBP behaviour model of the multi-robot turtle experiment. The scope
Robot n is initialised for each robot.

It is important to consider that the above approach is one possibility of modelling

the problem with RHBP. Alternatively, the collision avoidance could also be realised

by using two single dimensional real sensors providing distance and orientation of the

closest team-mate and instead of using two goals, the same could have been expressed

with a different precondition configuration.

The modelled application scenario was tested on 10 randomly generated start config-

urations for 5 robots. The execution was monitored, and the required number of plan-
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ning and decision-making steps have been recorded until all goals have been achieved.

Whereby the two target positions stayed the same for all evaluation runs. Moreover,

the selected target position in the lower-left and top-right corner of the quadratic en-

vironment represent conflicting goals for the robots as they are exactly mirroring each

other on the diagonal axes of the environment. The decision-making cycle of RHBP

was configured to 1Hz to simplify monitoring and tracking. Additionally, the weight

configuration without the planner uses plan weight = 0.0 to deactivate the planner, and

in the other case plan weight = 1.0 to activate the planner. All other weights (situation

weight, predecessor weight, successor weight, conflictor weight, goal weight) are set to

the default weight of 1.0.

Figure 22.5 shows scenario 7 as an example, including the start configuration and the

two resulting final situations using only our Behaviour Network layer and the full hybrid

solution of RHBP. The given example illustrates the advantage of the hybrid planning

architecture as the planner helps to generate more efficient coordination amongst the

robots and leads to a more optimal solution.

Table 22.1 summarises the results of the comparison between the experiment exe-

cutions using RHBP in behaviour network only mode and in the full hybrid planner

configuration using the behaviour network together with the PDDL planner. The aggre-

gated results show that the configuration using the planner requires 40% less planning

cycles to resolve the scenario, which is directly related to execution time in our simple

simulation. Only start configuration 2 needed more planning steps in the hybrid plan-

ning configuration. Here, the plan led to a collision avoidance situation that was difficult

to resolve and could not be considered by the planner in advance due to the simplified

model of the world.

The experiment shows that the combination of a behaviour network with a symbolic

planner leads to more efficient solutions and the integration of a planner helps to coor-

dinate multiple robots. However, the experiments also show that centralised planning

of multiple robots using RHBP is limited in the way that the currently used symbolic

planner (Metric-FF) does not support parallel behaviour execution. For that reason, our

planned extension has to consider parallel behaviour execution not only on the behaviour

network level to further improve the results. Furthermore, the multi-robot simulation

experiment proved that our solution is also capable of lower level robot control by im-
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(a) Start configuration

(b) Result with behaviour network only (c) Result with behaviour network and symbolic
planner

Figure 22.5.: Turtlesim multi-robot example scenario 7 with start configuration (a) and
final results comparing behaviour network only (b) with complete hybrid
planner approach (c).
Red points highlight the target positions. Circles around robots indicate
the collision detection range. Grey lines mark the robot trajectories.
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Table 22.1.: Comparison of a RHBP behaviour network layer only configuration against
the hybrid-planning configuration in a multi-robot path finding scenario.

Decision steps

Scenario Hybrid Planner Behaviour Network
1 24 26
2 87 48
3 54 95
4 24 39
5 37 44
6 45 70
7 34 137
8 10 56
9 35 93
10 55 71

Sum 405 679
Mean 40,5 67,9

Median 36 63
STD 20,3 31,4

plementing behaviours that directly steer robot motion, besides validating the current

multi-robot planning and decision-making capabilities.

22.3. Multi-Robot Experiment Self-Organisations with

Decision-Making and Planning

The experiment presented in this section illustrates the beneficial combination of self-

organisation with decision-making and planning in a multi-robot scenario. Likewise, the

experiment is a proof-of-concept of the realised RHBP self-organisation extension.

The example scenario considered in this section comprises multiple robots that have

to maintain an unknown open space by keeping it clean and managing the recycling

and dumping process of found garbage items. Particularly, the recycling and dumping

process requires that once garbage is found, first it needs to be transported to a recycling

station before all leftovers are transported to the dump station. Moreover, the robots

have to patrol the environment repeatedly over time. Likewise, robots have to make sure

that they avoid collisions with each other.
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The cleaning process with several dependent stages is different from typical swarm

robot experiments that focus on achieving one certain stable state in a decentralised

manner. We have integrated this additional complexity in order to illustrate the benefi-

cial combination of self-organisation with more complex decision-making and planning.

However, we still keep this simulated experiment comparably simple to improve trans-

parency.

For the simulation, we use a further extended version of the basic turtlesim simulation,

commonly known from the ROS beginner tutorials, and which was already used in

Section 22.2. This simulation allows to control multiple differential wheeled robots in

an empty space. Our version2 extends the original implementation with capabilities of

sensing other robots, allowing to configure a torus environment without borders, adding

various visualisation options to draw additional elements into the world, and replacing

the turtle robots with cleaning robots. To simulate the garbage items and their detection

we make use of the SoBuffer module of the so data package to randomly spread garbage

gradients with a special identifier in the environment, which then can be sensed with

the corresponding gradient sensors. A real-life application would need an additional

intermediary component that translates the corresponding sensor perception to virtual

gradients. The simulation environment in a particular start configuration and during

execution is shown in Figure 22.6.

The modelled RHBP solution with behaviours, goals and corresponding preconditions

and effects is visualised in Figure 22.7. Each robot instantiates this model indepen-

dently resulting in a decentralised solution with coordination and interaction amongst

the robots only carried out through the simulation environment by sensing each other

as well as exchanging information through the virtual gradient space of the SoBuffers.

Three goals formulate the target conditions for the robots, PatrolEnvironment expressing

the need for a repeated cleaning process in the environment, GarbageCleaned modelling

the need to clean garbage items once they are found, and AvoidCollision to keep the

robots in a safe distance of each other. Particularly, the garbage recycling and dumping

state is tracked by influencing special ROS topics in the related behaviours and accessing

them through so-called KnowledgeSensors. Here, the picking of garbage is implemented

by sending gradient information that result in the deletion of garbage gradients at this

2https://github.com/cehberlin/ros_tutorials/tree/clean_robots
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(a) Start

(b) Execution 1 (c) Execution 2

Figure 22.6.: Visualised self-organisation simulation scenario. Green circles are garbage
items; Red solid circles around robots denote the sensor range. Red dotted
cycles show virtual pheromones, the size corresponds to the evaporation
stage (smaller=older). Garbage bin and recycling symbol visualise dump
and recycling station. Grey lines mark robot trajectories; Purple lines mark
trajectories after garbage was collected; Orange lines mark trajectories after
garbage was recycled.
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position. Additionally, the behaviours MoveToDump and MoveToRecycling are using

distance conditions formulated with LinearActivators, which provide higher activation

for a larger distance to the target, and Pose sensors for the current robot position.
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Figure 22.7.: Model of the RHBP solution for an individual robot of the experiment
illustrating the relationships with preconditions, behaviours and effects.

So far, this part of the model is expressed with RHBP core components. Nevertheless,

the exploration and patrolling apply self-organisation with a patrol mechanism that is

based on the virtual pheromone pattern. In our implementation, each robot spreads

evaporating gradients at its current position while moving through the environment and

calculates the movement vector using a repulsion pattern to push itself away from the

gradient field. Both together results in robot motion that prefers the motion into un-

known space or space that has not been visited for a longer time period. All robots

share these virtual pheromones through the SoBuffer library communication infrastruc-

ture; thus, they are able to coordinate in a self-organised manner.

In the shown model, we have two self-organisation mechanisms for combined exploration-

patrol and collision avoidance. For collision avoidance, we apply the So Coordinator

that automatically selects a suitable mechanism based on the given self-organisation

goal AvoidCollision and the available scores in our database. The different character-
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istic of the goal is also indicated by the visualised aggregation relationship instead of a

link to a condition. In contrast to collision avoidance, patrolling is manually selected

by integrating the Patrol mechanism directly. The direct selection of a mechanism has

the disadvantage of making a later exchange of the mechanism more difficult. How-

ever, we have taken this approach here to illustrate different possible usage styles of our

framework, although the specific Patrol mechanisms could be replaced easily by a SO

Coordinator instance with a corresponding self-organisation goal.

The scenario visualised in Figure 22.6 with the model of Figure 22.7 has been tested

with 5 robots and 10 garbage items randomly positioned in 5 different start configurations

(scenarios). The positions of recycling and dump station have not been altered between

the trials. Moreover, we have manually manipulated the expert knowledge scores to force

the SO Coordinator to run all 5 scenarios once with the collision avoidance mechanisms

based on the repulsion pattern from Fernandez-Marquez et al., 2012 and once with the

algorithm from Balch and Hybinette, 2000. Both patterns rely on robot pose gradients

to allow the robots to determine the repulsive forces from each other.

Table 22.2.: Experiment results of a comparison between different available self-
organisation patterns for collision avoidance.

Fernandez-Marquez et al. Balch and Hybinette

Scenario Duration in s Collisions/s Duration in s Collisions/s
1 270.39 2.02 89.84 2.65
2 1484.70 1.42 177.26 1.42
3 1162.18 1.60 471.90 1.55
4 952.40 1.22 326.14 2.08
5 363.93 2.25 267.02 3.11

Mean 846.72 1.70 266.43 2.16
Median 952.40 1.60 267.02 2.08

STD 465.39 0.38 130.32 0.64

The experiment results are listed in Table 22.2 and show different characteristics for

both applied mechanisms. We see that the runs with the mechanism from Balch and

Hybinette clearly outperform runs with the mechanism from Fernandez-Marquez et al.

in terms of execution time (duration) for completing the mission. However, runs with

the Fernandez-Marquez et al. mechanism are having fewer collisions per time. For the

number of collisions over time, it has to be considered that one collision might be counted
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several times, depending on the sensor frequency of the simulation, if the robots stay for

a moment in the collision pose.

The obtained results of this experiment could now be used to create a score for the

mechanism configurations in our expert knowledge library. However, we have not yet

fine-tuned the parameters of the mechanisms, which might influence the results. Thus,

it would be useful to repeat the experiment with other parameter configurations. Nev-

ertheless, the presented results illustrate the application of our work and highlight the

importance of an inexpensive exchange of self-organisation mechanisms and their config-

uration within a decision-making and planning framework. Moreover, it also indicates

that our SO coordinator concept is providing a suitable foundation for the integration

of experience and expert knowledge with self-organisation pattern.

22.4. Learning and Self-Adaptation in the Maes Automation

Scenario

In order to evaluate our RL integration approach, we reuse the experimental setup that

has initially been introduced by Maes, 1989 and that was also used as a first proof-of-

concept of RHBP in Section 22.1. Please refer back to this section for a description of

the scenario.

To analyse if our extension of RHBP with RL improves the self-adaptation capabilities,

the original experiment is extended in two ways. First, we repeatedly execute the mission

to be able to learn from experience. Secondly, every 150 simulation episodes, the mission

constraints are interchanged. Particularly, the required order of fulfilling the goals is

interchanged. In the beginning, we follow the original scenario from Section 22.1, before

we change that sanding the board makes the system non-operational, which results in

the required task execution order of first spray-painting the robot before sanding the

board.

In contrast to Section 22.1, the RHBP model in this experiment only contains goals,

behaviours, and their preconditions, respectively target conditions. We do not model

the effects of behaviours a priori to test if our learning-based approach allows us to infer

behaviour effects implicitly from experience. The simplified model does not allow to

complete the mission successfully stand-alone without learning, because neither the be-
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haviour network decision-making layer nor the planner is able to connect the behaviours

with each other without modelled effects.

For the experiment, we have chosen the following configuration. Exploration with

epsilon-greedy is starting with ϵ = 0.5 and ending with ϵ = 0.09 over 100 annealing

steps. Moreover, the RL process is running continuously, enabling online learning. The

ANN is configured with 3 hidden layers having 16 neurons each, which are a multiple

of 2 in between the number of inputs (23 due to the one-hot encoding of sensors) and

outputs (10 behaviours), Discount-Factor = 0.01, and training interval factor τ = 0.01.

Furthermore, we have not applied a pre-training stage but used the experience buffer

with a size of 140 and a batch size of 36. Training is executed in cycles of 12 deci-

sion steps. The activation weights for the RHBP decision-making are set to 0.5 for

each activation component (predecessors, successor, goal, precondition, goal inhibition,

conflicting behaviours) except for the RL activation, which is set to 1.0 to be able to

overrule decisions with RL. The particular configuration was determined with empirical

tests. Here, especially the selection of the Discount-Factor and τ had a major influence

on the result.

The results of the experiment are visualised in Figure 22.8. The diagram shows that

our approach enables the system to learn the required decisions to complete the mission

continuously after 116 steps of exploration and learning from experience. Furthermore,

we can also see that the system dynamically adapts to longer episodes with different

action sequences, due to the triggered exploration, and still successfully completes the

mission once the model initially converged. Moreover, the system shows that it is able

to recover after each interchange of the goal target order after 150 episodes. The time

of adaptation in the shown sample is 11, 125, and 9 steps. We started with the original

Maes’ scenario where the spray-painting makes the robot non-operational and then inter-

changed to the scenario where sanding the board makes non-operational and vice versa.

Hence, it seems like adapting to the second scenario is faster to accomplish. This overall

pattern stays similar for repeated experiment executions as well as longer samples, which

we omitted to be able to visualise the entire sample.

The results are supporting our hypothesis that the integration of RL is fostering self-

adaptation capabilities of RHBP and even more enables to learn correct decision without

a priori defined effects. Nevertheless, the preparation of the experiment led us to the
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insight that it is still necessary to carefully select the configuration of the learning setup,

depending on the application scenario. Furthermore, the results show that even though

the setup is slightly tuned, learning requires a reasonable amount of training episodes,

which is difficult to realise if the system is already deployed to a robot. In consequence, an

application in practice can potentially benefit from learning in a simulation environment

before deployment.
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Figure 22.8.: Required decision steps until mission success or failure over learning
episodes. Success and failure are differentiated in episodes with and with-
out exploration steps. After 150 episodes the required order of the mission
goals is interchanged.

Additionally, we compared the quantitative performance of the RL-based decision-

making with the results of RHBP using only the core framework with hybrid decision-

making using symbolic planner and behaviour network as well as the behaviour network

only with manually tuned weights. These two comparison scenarios reflect the experi-

ments in (Hrabia, Wypler, and Albayrak, 2017), respectively Section 22.1. In detail, the

hybrid approach represents the default application of RHBP that benefits from the com-

bination of long-term goal-pursuance provided by the symbolic planner and short-term

fast responses, and opportunistic influence of the behaviour network. The approach with

the behaviour network only is used for comparison because it was also evaluated in the

original experiment.

The results in Table 22.3 show that learned decision sequences are in average 4 decision

steps faster than the RHBP solution with a behaviour network only with tuned weights

and 7 steps slower than the hybrid approach. Here, the approaches without RL are

not deviating in the results due to the static nature of the experiment environment that

always leads to the same sequence depending on the particular RHBP configuration.

The major reason for the supplementary steps taken by the RL approach is the required
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exploration steps that are influencing the overall performance. For this reason, the RL

results are classified into successful and failed trials as well as trials with and without

exploration. Here, we can observe that failing trials are having fewer steps on average,

which indicates that the potentially more optimal RL solutions are more prone to fail.

Hence, our RL approach is able to find a solution (local optima) but fails to find the

global optimum.

Table 22.3.: Mission steps and success differentiated by exploration.

mean std

RHBP Planner and Behaviour Network 7.0 0.0
RHBP tuned Behaviour Network only 18.0 0.0

RHBP RL with Success 13.8 3.3
RHBP RL with Success with Exploration 15.3 4.0

RHBP RL with Success without Exploration 13.5 3.1
RHBP RL with Fail 9.4 1.2

RHBP RL with Fail with Exploration 9.8 2.1
RHBP RL with Fail without Exploration 9.3 1.1

Nevertheless, the additional effort for learning seems reasonable to further increase the

overall adaptivity of the system. The conducted experiment underlines the feasibility of

the taken approach in terms of being able to learn correct task-decisions with missing

information. Moreover, using RL is improving self-adaptation and enabling the system

to successfully handle dynamically changed (environmental) target conditions, which

have not been known or modelled in advance.

23. Projects

In this chapter, we consider use cases and application from research projects, which ap-

plied the RHBP framework in practice. In Section 23.1 details about the first application

on a real robot system within a national robot competition are provided. This project

especially tests the integration capabilities in a complex ROS environment and proves

the general real-time capabilities of the framework. This application verifies again the

same requirements (R1, R7, and R8 ) and objectives (O1, O5, and O6 ) as the first Maes
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experiment but on a real robot in a more challenging environment.

Even though the two related projects presented in Section 23.2 are also using a simu-

lated environment, the considered application scenarios of the discussed contests are

exceptionally complex and allow to test especially the performance, scalability, and

adaptation capabilities of RHBP. Here, the participation in the first year shows that

Requirement R6 and the corresponding Objective O4 are feasible in combination with

RHBP. The second part, focusing on the participation in 2018 is providing a rich case

study on how the proposed combination of decision-making and planning together with

self-organisation can look like in a complex application, which especially covers R3 and

R4, respectively Objective O3. Furthermore, the insights gained in the project also

support answering the Research Question R2.

Next, Section 23.3 presents details about the application of RHBP in a three-year

Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) research project. The discussed applications are using

both a realistic simulation environment and real-life experiments. In contrast to the

former evaluation use-cases, the research project is also considering the integration with

end-users of the robotic system that are providing dynamic goal inputs, while also having

a strong focus on the adaptation capabilities of the framework. This project covers

many of the general objectives and requirements, such as R1, R3, R7, and R8, and their

related objectives O1, O2, O5, and O6. However, especially interesting are the insights

about the tests of R6 and R9. Here, the scope of integration through ROS is even

extended to external system components. Additionally, the results of the EffFeu project

demonstrators and experiments support addressing Research Question R1.

23.1. SpaceBot Cup 2015 Project

The project and experiments described in this section represent the first application

of RHBP on a real robot. This application in practice demonstrates the integration

capabilities in a complex ROS environment and substantiates the general real-time ca-

pabilities of the framework. Particularly, we applied the RHBP solution on a UAS that

was developed for the national German SpaceBot Camp Competition 2015, which was

initially named SpaceBot Cup. In the contest, autonomous robots are challenged to find

objects in an artificial extraterrestrial indoor environment simulating space exploration.
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In detail, two of these objects have to be collected, carried to a third object, and

assembled together to build a device, which also has to be turned on in order to complete

the task 1.

For the 2015 event, the ground rover of team SEAR (Small Exploration Assistant

Rover) from the Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics of the Technische Universität

Berlin (TUB) (Kryza et al., 2015) was supplemented by an autonomous UAV developed

by our group of the Distributed Artificial Intelligence Lab (DAI).

The developed ground rover features a manipulator to perform all grasping tasks and

is assisted by the UAV in exploration and object localisation. Hence, mapping the

unknown environment and locating the objects are the main tasks of the accompanying

UAV.

The aerial system can take advantage of its capabilities of being faster than a ground-

based system and having fewer issues with rough and dangerous terrain. For this reason,

it was the concept of providing an autonomous UAV that rapidly explores the GNSS-

denied environment, gathering as much information as possible and providing it to the

rover as a foundation for efficient path and mission planning. In particular, it was the

goal to support the ground rover with map information as well as locations from the

three target objects.

The multi-rotor UAV is based on a commercial assembly kit including a low- level

flight controller that is extended with additional sensors and a higher-level computation

platform. All intelligence and advanced software modules are used and developed within

the ROS environment.

The UAV executes its mission in a completely autonomous fashion and does not rely

on remote processing at all.

In particular, all higher-level behaviour is controlled by RHBP. The atomic behaviours

for take-off, land, emergency-landing, collision avoidance and exploration are using pro-

vided base classes of the framework and are running on one ROS node. RHBP is also

supporting a distributed node architecture for the behaviours, but we did not take advan-

tage of it because of the computationally simple nature of most behaviours. Nevertheless,

the generalised implementations of the more complex tasks of collision avoidance and

exploration are separated in own packages with corresponding separated nodes.

1Complete task description in German at http://www.dlr.de/rd/Portaldata/28/Resources/

dokumente/rr/AufgabenbeschreibungSpaceBotCup2015.pdf
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Figure 23.1.: SpaceBot Cup behaviour model.
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In order to implement the desired behaviour, we implemented the behaviour model

illustrated in Figure 23.1. In order to do so, the provided behaviour base class have been

extended for the individual behaviours. Available sensors and abstracted information of

the system have been integrated as virtual sensors into the RHBP framework. For that,

it was necessary to implement some special sensor wrappers, which extract the needed

information from complex ROS message types, like poses (TFs). Furthermore, a special

distance activator was implemented to determine the activation in the network based

on a geometry msgs.msg.Pose and a desired target pose. The exploration sensor is a

wrapper for the exploration module that describes the completeness of the exploration.

The realised UAV capabilities are to take-off and land (regularly at the landing zone

after the mission is completed, the time is over, or the battery is depleted or anywhere

else in emergency situations), select a position to move to (performed by exploration or

return-to-home behaviour and overridden by the obstacle avoidance), and move to the

selected location while maintaining constant altitude over ground. While it is operating,

the UAV continuously maps the terrain and searches for objects. These activities do

not need to be turned on or off explicitly. Given the initial situation that the aircraft

is fully charged, on the ground, at the landing zone (also referred to as “home”), and

the mission starts, the network will activate the start behaviour first and then cycle be-

tween exploration (which retrieves a target location) and, if required, collision avoidance,

(thereby mapping the terrain and scanning for objects) until it runs out of battery or

completed its exploration mission. Finally, it will select the home location as the target,

move there and land.

In general, the developed UAS system is able to autonomously start, land, hover on

a position, follow given trajectories, and detect the target objects of the mission. Here,

trajectories are generated by an external exploration module and collisions are avoided

with the potential field approach, while the whole process is controlled by RHBP as a

high-level goal-oriented decision-making and planning component. The capabilities have

been empirically tested in the simulation environment MORSE (Echeverria et al., 2011),

in the laboratory environment and the contest itself.

The finally integrated system is successfully running onboard of a laptop-like hardware

platform (Intel R⃝ NUC D54250WYB with Intel R⃝ Core i5-4250U and 8GB RAM), with

the CPU having almost 100% load. Nevertheless, the system is responsive and able
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to execute all modules in an appropriate refresh rate. Furthermore, most CPU load

is generated by the processing of the visual camera data in the object detection and

localisation and mapping. The memory usage can be neglected in general, the whole

system consumes less than 1GB with an initial map. In the given scenario, the RHBP

component is executed with 1Hz and is generating only 1% of the CPU load.

Even though the SpaceBot Cup scenario did not include crucial points in terms of

decision-making and planning, rather, it could have been implemented with a simple

HSM approach, we have been able to prove that RHBP performs well on real systems

running ROS in a dynamic real-time environment. Moreover, we could demonstrate

that additional computation demands can be neglected and are not interfering with

other more computationally intensive functions such as localisation and mapping. Addi-

tionally, this first proof-of-concept on a real robot system showed that the RHBP concept

allows for fast and simple integration with other ROS components.

23.2. Multi-Agent Programming Contest

The Multi-Agent Programming Contest (MAPC) is an annual international scientific

contest organised by the Clausthal University of Technology2. Since 2005, the organisers

prepare almost every year a new challenging multi-agent simulation scenario, which has

to be solved by the participants (Ahlbrecht, Dix, and Fiekas, 2018; Behrens et al.,

2010). The goal of the contest is stimulation of research and education in the area

of multi-agent system development and programming through identifying fundamental

problems, collecting suitable benchmarks, and gathering test cases for all kind of multi-

agent programming languages, platforms, frameworks, and tools.

Participating in the contest has a long tradition at the TUB (e.g. (Heßler, Hirsch,

and Keiser, 2007; Heßler, Hirsch, and Küster, 2010; Heßler et al., 2013)), starting in

2007 with different versions of the Java-based Intelligent Agent Componentware (JIAC)

framework (Fricke et al., 2001; Hirsch, Konnerth, and Heßler, 2009). The motivation

for participation in the contest was always to use it as a platform to apply the generic

multi-agent frameworks developed in the institution to several multi-agent problems of

the contest and to test the robustness and performance of our solutions. Starting from

2https://multiagentcontest.org
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2017 this tradition is continued, although now evaluating the RHBP framework, which

has its roots in the robotics domain and which is based on the ROS framework.

In particular, RHBP is applied for the implementation of the individual task-level

decision-making and planning of the agents, while ROS is used for all inter-agent com-

munication. Due to numerous challenges, we are facing in the application of real robot

scenarios (hardware failures, very uncertain environments, and challenges in basic robotic

capabilities like object detection and localisation (Hrabia et al., 2017)) it is difficult to

evaluate the RHBP framework in applications with a comparable complexity on the task-

level like the contest scenario. For this reason, we take advantage of assessing RHBP in

such a simulated contest scenario with simplified environmental conditions, which allows

us to focus on the general capabilities of our decision-making and planning approach.

In the years of 2016 to 2018, the simulated application scenario was using a discrete

and distributed last-mile delivery simulation (Multi-Agent Systems Simulation Platform

(MASSim)) on top of geographic map data from different real cities (OpenStreetMap

data). The simulation allows competition of several teams consisting of independent

agents. In all three years, delivery jobs are randomly generated and split into three

categories: Mission jobs are compulsorily assigned, auction jobs are assigned by prior

auction, and regular jobs are open to everyone. Jobs are monetarily rewarded on fulfil-

ment and can only be accomplished once. Moreover, jobs consist of several items that

can be purchased at shops (2016-2017) or gathered in resource nodes(2017-2018), as well

as stored in warehouses.

23.2.1. Multi-Agent Programming Contest 2017

The MAPC 2017 team of the TUB results from the project course Application System

Project that has taken place in the summer term 2017. In this course, two mixed teams of

Master’s students from business informatics and computer science developed solutions

for a simplified version of the official contest scenario, only using 6 agents per team,

instead of 28, and reduced task complexity. In particular, the given target was to apply

the RHBP framework. The united team for the official contest, named TUBDAI, is

formed by volunteer students from the course and their supervisors.

The implementation has been started from scratch in preparation for the summer

term, while the final contest implementation was developed based on the most elaborate
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student team version of the project course.

The primary strategy of the TUBDAI team is to robustly fulfil as many jobs (mission,

priced, auction) as possible. In particular, we favour missions and auctions overpriced

jobs because fulfilling mission jobs would avoid fines and auction job have the advantage

of being exclusive for a team once the auction is won. Furthermore, our solution tries

to adapt and recover from unexpected situations, for instance, not anymore available

items, failed actions, or jobs already fulfilled by another team. Due to the reason that

the 2017 implementation was started from scratch, we did not implement posting own

jobs or putting special considerations on the opponent observation. Furthermore, we

only use a limited set of possible agent actions that are minimally required to fulfil the

jobs.

The implemented solution is generally decentralised; each agent processes the per-

ception individually and in parallel. Each agent has its own independent RHBP-based

decision-making and planning component. Moreover, the agents exchange messages

about their task rating and state, which allows them to determine if they or another

agent is responsible for a task. Furthermore, we divided the agents into groups; each

group contains an equal amount of agents per role. The groups are automatically as-

signed at the beginning of the simulation. The number of groups is chosen to have at

least one agent per role in a group in order to cope with the role-dependent tool han-

dling capabilities. In consequence, the provided agent role configuration in the contest

with 28 agents in the roles of 4 drones, 8 motorcycles, 8 cars, and 8 trucks resulted in

4 static groups, to have at least one drone per group. In each group, one lead agent is

responsible for rating and selecting jobs for its group, before it decomposes them into

tasks for further coordination. All tasks of a job are rated by all agents of a group. Each

agent is communicating its rating to all other agents of its group. This allows agents

to determine the task assignment in a decentralised way based on the lowest rate for

each task. Each group is operating independently, except for the leaders, who are shar-

ing information about taken jobs and auction bidding with each other to avoid parallel

operation on the same job and to not overbid each other in auctions. Additionally, the

lead agent of each group is responsible for the bidding process to acquire auction jobs.

The groups are used to process different jobs in parallel.

The agents change their behaviour during the simulation runtime with respect to the
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assigned task. All agents use the same behaviour implementations. Specific behaviours

are configured depending on the agent role, currently assigned task, or events, like de-

tected failures. However, we do not implement special strategies for individual agents,

like agents being responsible for buying, delivering, or gathering.

The agents plan their operation (on action-level) until the end of the currently assigned

task. An atomic agent task in our implementation is something like deliver, buy, gather,

assemble, or assist assemble an item. Thus, the planning considers what to do and where

to do it while maintaining and planning all required charging in order to achieve this

in the most effective way. Moreover, we applied the routing software GraphHopper3 to

directly provide further reasoned information (role specific distances) from the perception

as input to the planning. GraphHopper uses the same routing engine as the MASSim

server simulation of the contest. Job decomposition implicitly provides the number of

steps to be planned depending on the size and complexity of the job.

At the beginning of each simulation step, the task distribution is executed by the

group leader to select the next job for the agent group. The task distribution and

coordination is a custom implementation that does not apply any other framework for

decision-making and planning. Here, we could also have applied the RHBP extension for

automated delegation of tasks including decomposition and allocation, but the extension

was not yet available at that time. Nevertheless, the experience gained in the contest led

to the insight that such extension is necessary for a comprehensive multi-robot decision-

making and planning framework.

The individual operational execution of an agent’s task is implemented with the RHBP

core. On the task execution level, the agent autonomously fulfils a given task, like

delivery, assembly, or gather, while it takes care of its battery level and tries to optimise

its operation for fast task completion.

The architecture for one individual agent, hence this is instantiated 28 times for all

agents, is shown in Figure 23.2. Here, each agent uses a communication bridge com-

ponent, which we named mac ros bridge, to communicate with the MASSim simulation

server. It handles the authentication process and XML message parsing and generation

while converting it into our ROS message domain model. Our domain model basi-

cally splits all perception that is provided in one large message into several independent

3https://www.graphhopper.com
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Figure 23.2.: Agent architecture of a single agent in MAPC 2017.

ROS messages, e.g. specific messages for shops, workshops, agents, jobs, auctions, and

resources. Here, we also apply some preprocessing, for instance scaling values or con-

verting units. The conversion to ROS messages has the advantage that such messages

can easily be consumed by RHBP’s virtual sensor interfaces, as well as enabling the use

of ROS debugging capabilities for inspecting the current system state. At the same time,

the mac ros bridge listens for the action feedback on a dedicated communication topic

and sends replies to the MASSim server.

Agents exchange messages using the ROS messaging system, which applies a publish-

subscribe pattern, called topics. Moreover, the agents use the knowledge base from

the RHBP framework that allows for persisting information tuples in a centralised or

decentralised fashion. The required core communication in our approach consists of one

message per agent and task per simulation round, which has been decomposed from a job.

These task messages, which are exchanged by the Distributed Job/Task Coordination, are

also used to automatically reconfigure the agent’s behaviour implementation to address

the current task.

The agent class implementation with a perceive-think-act cycle is making use of one

Manager and Symbolic Planner instance of the RHBP. A callback in this class executes
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first the Distributed Job/Task Coordination and then the decision-making and planning

cycle on every simulation step, triggered by the request action, which represents the

perception, from the MASSim server. The request action is converted to a ROS message

by the mac ros bridge. The decision-making and planning cycle is considered as the

think. However, in our implementation, it is possible that one decision-making and

planning cycle does not directly lead to one simulation action (the act) that can be

communicated to the server. For this reason, we repeat the decision-making and planning

cycle until we get a decision that results in an action or as long as we are in the time limit

of a simulation step. In case of failures or timeouts, the agents reply with a recharge

action.

The actual operational agent’s behaviour is modelled and implemented on the foun-

dation of the RHBP base classes for goals, behaviours, sensors, activators, and con-

ditions. The scenario-specific behaviour model is illustrated in Figure 23.3. The two

goals, money goal and charging goal, already frame the targeted autonomous behaviour

of an agent. An agent should maintain its battery level and should try to make as much

money as possible, with the precondition that the charging goal requires no active task.

In order to describe the money goal, we make use of RHBP’s GreedyActivator that can

be used to formulate conditions that are never satisfied with the current sensor state

and always strive for a change. The agents can earn money by executing item actions,

even though this is only directly the case for delivery tasks. The task-related behaviours

item actions and goto task location are abstract behaviours that are dynamically config-

ured by the currently assigned task. This task assignment is persisted in the knowledge

base and determined by a higher-level coordination logic, which is a custom implemen-

tation for the MAPC scenario independent of RHBP. Hence, the combination of the two

behaviours item actions and goto task location allows an agent to travel to the correct

location to execute its item-specific task, for instance going to a resource node for gath-

ering, going to a shop for buying, going to a workshop to assist assembly, or going to a

storage for delivery. In order to be able to execute the item action behaviour, the agent

has to be at the correct and task-dependent location. Travelling to the task-specific

location is achieved by executing the goto task location behaviour. To incorporate the

distances to destinations and estimating the required amount of battery, we have im-

plemented the special sensors RoleChargeDistanceToLocationSensor, ClosestFacilityDis-
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tanceSensor, and RoleDistanceToLocationSensor. These sensors allow determining the

required battery level to travel to a location, the closest facility of a certain type (e.g.

charging station or shop) and the distance in meters to a location. Here, the role is

considered for the different required routing options (air-routes and street routes) and

velocities. The street route distances are determined with the help of the GraphHopper

map server. For this purpose, the implemented special sensors automatically calculate

distances depending on the current agent position, role, and the task-dependent desti-

nation. The effects of behaviours use the static battery costs per simulation step, as well

as role and location dependent charging rates and velocities.

An example of a generated PDDL domain and problem description from one simulation

step of the discussed model is given in Listing 23.1 and Listing 23.2. The generation is

initiated in the behaviours and goals that request information from their bound effects

and conditions in every decision step. Behaviours are directly mapped to PDDL actions.

Then each condition collects the raw PDDL data that is generated by the connected

activators. The generated information depends on the activator type and is threefold,

it includes the current sensor state for the PDDL problem, the condition as action

precondition or goal condition, and the predicate, respectively function name. The

effects return the necessary information about the influenced sensor directly. Next, all

the information is aggregated in the manager component of RHBP before it is passed

to the connected PDDL planner. At this point, redundant information is also filtered,

and the planning progress monitored. Finally, processing the shown planning problem

results in a plan sequence of goto location and item action. The resulting sequence is

then applied to calculate a plan activation value based on the index position of the

behaviour in the plan. This activation value allows to guide the decision-making in the

behaviour network because it is combined with the other activation sources from, e.g.

predecessors, successors, and preconditions.

The reactive nature of the modelled behaviour network enables fast reactions to un-

expected events, like blackouts and failed actions. At the same time, the deliberative

part of RHBP allows to optimise for shortest routes and suitable resource management

as charging.

In order to determine concrete performance measures for the implemented decision-

making and planning approach, an experimental match was conducted with one team
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Figure 23.3.: RHBP Behaviour model for agent task execution of TUBDAI 2017.
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Listing 23.1: Example PDDL domain generated by RHBP for one agent.

(define (domain agentA1)
(:requirements :strips :adl :equality :negation :conditional−effects :fluents)
(:predicates

(has task))
(:functions

(money sensor)
(cs distance)
(charge sensor)
(loc distance)
(required charging)
(costs))

(:action goto location
:parameters ()
:precondition (and (has task) ( >= (required charging) 10.0)

(not ( <= (loc distance) 0.000010 )))
:effect (and (increase (costs) 1.0) (decrease (loc distance) 1.0)

(increase (cs distance) 1.0) (decrease (charge sensor) 10)))
(:action item action

:parameters ()
:precondition (and (has task) ( <= (loc distance) 0.00001 ))
:effect (and (increase (costs) 1.0) (increase (money sensor) 50)

(not (has task))))
(:action recharge

:parameters ()
:precondition (not ( >= (charge sensor) 250.0 ))
:effect (and (increase (costs) 1.0) (increase (charge sensor) 5)))

(:action goto charge
:parameters ()
:precondition (and (not ( <= (cs distance) 0.00001 ))

( >= (charge sensor) 10.0 ))
:effect (and (increase (costs) 1.0) (decrease (cs distance) 1.0)

(increase (loc distance) 1.0) (decrease (charge sensor) 10)))
(:action charge

:parameters ()
:precondition (and ( <= (cs distance) 0.00001 )

(not ( >= (charge sensor) 250.0 )))
:effect (and (increase (costs) 1.0) (increase (charge sensor) 150))))
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Listing 23.2: Example PDDL problem generated by RHBP for one agent.

(define (problem problem−agentA1)
(:domain agentA1)
(:init
(has task)
( = (required charging) 10.0 )
( = (loc distance) 0.147355 )
( = (charge sensor) 200.0 )
( = (cs distance) 1.82968 )
( = (money sensor) 49983.0 )
( = (costs) 0)

)
(:goal (and ( >= (money sensor) 50033.0) ( >= (charge sensor) 34.0 )

(not (has task))))
(:metric minimize (costs))

)

of 28 agents and 3 simulations with 1000 steps each per simulation. This results in

84000 simulation steps that correspond to the same number of decision-making cycles.

The resulting mean duration for an action decision has been 0.538s with a standard

deviation of 0.131s. In this case, one decision-making cycle is considered as the time from

the beginning of the simulation step until the agent has returned its selected action, as

explained above this can already include several RHBP decision-making iterations within

one step. The experiment was processed on a machine with an Intel R⃝ CoreTMi7-4930K

@ 3.40GHz CPU (6 cores with hyper-threading), 32GB RAM and a Samsung SSD 840.

Additionally, the computer was running the MASSim simulation at the same time. The

system load of the machine is plotted in Figure 23.4. Particularly, the plot shows that

the system still has reserves for additional agents or more complex behaviour models.

During the contest preparation, we have also been able to test with two instances of

our implementation with 28 agents each on the same machine. However, the plot also

indicates increasing memory consumption over time, which is probably rooted in the

agent behaviour implementation and not in the decision-making itself. We are already

aware of some implementation parts that are not properly freeing their resources, as

this is not crucial in the limited contest time of max. 3000 steps for one match over 3

simulations.
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All in all, the measures from our experiment reveal that the decision-making and

planning framework RHBP is scaling up well and it can sufficiently be applied with a

large number of agents, respectively robots.

Figure 23.4.: System load during experimental match with 3 simulations á 1000 steps.

The final contest ranking of MAPC 2017 is listed in Table 23.1, while the individual

simulation match results are summarised in Table 23.2. To guarantee replicability the

source code of all teams, the simulation server, and replays from all matches are avail-

able on the official contest homepage4. The overall result makes visible that our solution

in 2017 was not yet competitive with respect to the quantitative and scenario-specific

measures of the contest. During the contest, we were constantly improving our imple-

mentation. The implementation was never free of bugs, and for this reason, we kept

working and debugging on the code until the last match. Moreover, on the first day

of the competition week, our auction bidding implementation was not properly tested

4https://multiagentcontest.org/2017/
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and functioning as expected and therefore we deactivated it after the first simulation

for the first day of the competition. The most problematic and critical part of our im-

plementation was the assignment of tasks to individual agents. Here, we had to deal

with several bugs and concurrency issues that eventually result in unsolvable jobs or

deadlocks. Moreover, during the contest, we discovered several implementation bugs in

the team coordination logic. Several constraints, originating in varying role capabilities,

lead in major problems, too.

Table 23.1.: MAPC 2017 final ranking.

Pos. Team University Framework Total
/ Language Score

1 BusyBeaver Technische Universität
Clausthal (Germany)

Pyson 54

2 Flisvos 2017 (“Hot
Stuff” edition)

Rutgers University (USA) Python 36

2 Jason-DTU Technical University of
Denmark (DTU)

Jason +
CArtAgO

36

4 SMART-JaCaMo Pontif́ıcia Universidade Católica
do Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS)

JaCaMo 33

5 lampe Technische Universität
Clausthal (Germany)

LAMPE 16

6 TUBDAI Technische Universität Berlin
(Germany)

RHBP 6

7 Chameleon Shahid Beheshti University
(Iran)

Java 4

Nevertheless, the strongest part of our team is the adaptivity and robustness of the

solution, which are very important characteristics in robotics but less important in the

2017 edition of the MAPC. Our implementation can cope well with unexpected situations

and misleading perception. We have proven this in the (unfortunately) not counted first

simulation of the match against team lampe. In this simulation, a truck of each team

was deadlocked in the middle of the map, due to an unexpected simulation server error,

this was already mentioned above. Our team was able to deal with the situation of one

unusable agent and still made a profit in the simulation. In contrast, the lampe team

suffered a lot from this event and experienced substantial loss.
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23.2.2. Multi-Agent Programming Contest 2018

The 2018 edition of the contest featured a modified scenario of 2017. The differences

with respect to the delivery jobs have already been mentioned above. Additionally,

the scenario was extended with the obligation of building wells for generating the actual

points required for winning the matches. Building wells required money that is earned by

completing delivery jobs or selling resource items in a shop. The well-building extension

in 2018 fosters more interaction and direct competition between the teams aside from

increasing the overall search space for finding the most optimal solution. Moreover, the

number of used agents per team was increased from 28 to 34 agents.

In the 2018 participation, it was the target to evaluate more recent features of RHBP

that have not been tested before. In particular, we examined the knowledge base com-

ponent more intensively, behaviour hierarchies realised with the NetworkBehaviours and

the application of the self-organisation extension so data.

The 2018 edition of the contest had 5 international participants, with two independent

participations from the TUB. Both teams from TUB are applying a RHBP-based imple-

mentation as a succession of the introduction of RHBP in the 2017 contest. However,

both teams did only share the starting point with general components developed in the

year before, like the protocol proxy mac ros bridge and the integration of the routing

library GraphHopper. Despite these general components, both teams developed their

solution completely from scratch, which resulted in two very different general strategies.

Nevertheless, both implementations are highly decentralised with all agents taking op-

erational decisions autonomously using RHBP behaviour models. Only the evaluation

of published delivery jobs is done in centralised components in both cases. Moreover,

both teams apply an own contract-net based implementation for the coordination of the

assembly and delivery for fulfilling the jobs.

In the following Section 23.2.2, we analyse the implementation and results of the

Team Dumping to gather, which is formed by two students of the Applied Artificial

Intelligence Project. Subsequently, in Section 23.2.2 we discuss details from the second

team TUBDAI that was realised as a Master’s thesis project. Both teams have been

supported by the technical supervision of the author of this dissertation. Nevertheless,

strategic decision or implementation was never communicated or shared between both

teams. The application-specific implementation was only done by the students. The final
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ranking of the 2018 contest is listed in Table 23.3, with detailed simulation match results

in Table 23.4. To guarantee replicability the source code of all teams, the simulation

server, and replays from all matches are available on the official contest homepage6.

Table 23.3.: MAPC 2018 final ranking.

Pos. Team University Framework Total
/ Language Score

1/2 SMART JaCaMo Pontif́ıcia Universidade Católica
do Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS)

JaCaMo 33

1/2 TUBDAI Technische Universität Berlin
(Germany)

RHBP 27

3 Jason-DTU Technical University of
Denmark (DTU)

Jason +
CArtAgO

21

4 Dumping to
Gather

Technische Universität Berlin
(Germany)

RHBP 9

5 Akuanduba-
UDESC

Santa Catarina State University
(UDESC)

n/a 0

Team Dumping to gather

The team Dumping to gather opted for a team-oriented strategy where all agents are

able to do all types of tasks and independently choose amongst them while cooperat-

ing in order to prevent redundant work. In this respect, all agents are responsible for

exploration and resource gathering.

The implemented main strategy followed the RHBP approach of 2017 with on demand

job processing and item gathering. The implementation is addressing all job types

except for auction jobs. Additionally, the newly required well building is also executed

on-demand if sufficient money is available.

In general, all agents share information about items, facilities, wells, agents, and visited

grid points with each other. The sharing of all permanent information is comprehen-

sibly making use of the RHBP knowledge base component that we have introduced in

Section 18.4. All non-persistent information is shared through dedicated ROS topics

in a broadcast-like manner, which is the case for all information that is automatically

updated every simulation step by the MASSim simulation server.

6https://multiagentcontest.org/2018/
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Table 23.4.: MAPC 2018 simulation match results. 3 simulations per match. 3 score
points per won simulation. 1 score point for a draw. Simulation match
results in plain text. Score points are boldfaced.

vs Dumping to Gather Jason-DTU SMART JaCaMo TUBDAI

A
k
u
a
n
d
u
b
a

-U
D
E
S
C

130 : 6402 401 : 11586 74 : 22271 0 : 13692
0 : 18677 1014 : 25366 18 : 101995 0 : 46008
0 : 16936 0 : 1693 65 : 37062 0 : 12228

0:9 0:9 0:9 0:9

D
u
m
p
in
g

to
G
a
th

e
r 3030 : 3472 2303 : 4581 216 : 11404

9973 : 14332 9163 : 62413 1192 : 25954
5847 : 8545 4367 : 29543 798 : 5577
0:9 0:9 0:9

J
a
so

n
-

D
T
U

3644 : 6800 146 : 13368
9142 : 7079 699 : 35190
770 : 41324 1391 : 9061
3:6 0:9

S
M

A
R
T

J
a
C
a
M

o 2337 : 515
5098 : 1808
2598 : 600
9 : 0
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For the implementation of the exploration, the simulation map area is partitioned into

grid cells reflecting the cell size of the simulation. The coordination of the exploration

is implicit: Already visited grid cells are being shared amongst the agents through

the knowledge base so that each agent can choose a not yet visited point. Here, the

agents are choosing the closest not yet visited cell until all resource nodes have been

discovered. However, this implicit self-organised exploration is an own scenario specific

implementation that does not apply the self-organisation extension of RHBP.

Furthermore, the new MAPC 2018 scenario features upgrades and selling of item is

not used because upgrades seemed too expensive in comparison to the money required

for building wells and selling items was also considered as less beneficial in comparison

to fulfilling entire jobs.

To coordinate the job fulfilment Dumping to gather uses a contract-net-based protocol

(Smith, 1980) that enables decentralised coordination. For this reason, each agent has an

auctioneer node, which is responsible for managing the auctioning process amongst the

agents, and a bidder node, which selects and bids for a sub-task. Every incoming job is

assigned to an auctioneer node in a round-robin fashion. The auction is done in stages.

First, the job is decomposed into different tasks according to the items and required

capacity. It is possible that the tasks are linked since they can depend on a preceding

task. For example, if one task contains the gathering of an item, and another task

contains the delivery of that item to a store, both tasks should be operated by the same

agent. The auctioneer node decomposes the job and publishes the sub-tasks. Secondly,

the bidder nodes of the agents decide if they are able to do a sub-task by considering

their load, the task’s time restrictions and their already assigned plans and bid for the

task with the corresponding computed plan. Selecting a bid is done by choosing the

plan that will be finished first in simulation step time. In case a job cannot be finished

in time, all unused items are stored in storages and later reused.

The agents are largely autonomous without any central decision-making. Although

the agents rely on the auctioneer nodes of the other agents to publish sub-tasks and

coordinate the internal auctions, the system is resilient against failures of individuals

due to the round-robin assignment of the coordinating agent as described before.

If an agent is not executing a sub-task of a delivery job, it is having some idle time. If

that is the case, the agents have the following priorities: First, fulfilling jobs, secondly,
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building wells if sufficient money is available, thirdly dismantling wells of opponents and

lastly exploring the environment. In addition, exploration is done by all agents at the

beginning of all simulations to discover all resource nodes that are required to assemble

items. Well construction is done in a group of agents to speed up the construction

process. The build-up wells are positioned around the border of the simulation map to

minimise the probability of accidental discovery by the opponent because the borders

are not visited without explicit exploration order.

The implemented general architecture is very similar to the agent architecture of 2017,

but it is extended with separated ROS nodes for initiating and participating in auctions

used for the contract-net based coordination.

Furthermore, the team developed its own implementation pattern that they called

BehaviourGraph. A BehaviourGraph is an abstract component that is used to group

certain behaviours, sensors, conditions, and goals of a higher-level task. In contrast to the

NetworkBehaviour, which are applied by the TUBDAI implementation, the Behaviour-

Graphs are not adding additional decision-making layers, all behaviours and goals are

still registered to the same RHBP manager. BehaviourGraphs are used only for pro-

viding convenience functions for common initialisations, updating knowledge, adding

preconditions to all contained behaviours, resetting, as well as task-specific functional-

ities. BehaviourGraphs particularly simplify modelling by avoiding repeated condition

assignments.

The implemented behaviour model used for decision-making is visualised in Fig-

ure 23.5. Notably, the conditions modelled for the BehaviourGraphs are reflecting the

aforementioned main priorities of the agents. Each main task is modelled in one Be-

haviourGraph. The implementation of the job fulfilment and related coordination, see

lower left BehaviourGraph, is integrated similarly to the implementation of TUBDAI

2017. Here, the actual job tasks are determined by the RHBP-independent coordinator

and then operated by the multi-purpose execute plan and finish plan behaviour, which is

similar to the approach of TUBDAI 2017. The comparison between the model of Dump-

ing to gather in Figure 23.5 and the previous version of TUBDAI 2017 in Figure 23.3 is

also visualising the increased complexity of the model with more behaviours, conditions,

and goals. In detail, the old TUBDAI model contained only 5 behaviours and 2 goals,

whereas we have 5 BehaviourGraphs with all in all 5 goals and 13 behaviours. Never-
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theless, a detailed comparison shows that the increased complexity is deduced from the

new scenario that requires additionally well-building, well dismantling, and exploration.

In the 2017 scenario, exploration was not mandatory because resource nodes have not

been required to assemble items.

exploration

finish_exploration

exploration_coverage

grid_point_distance

exploration_finished
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exploration_point_finished

explore_environment
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Figure 23.5.: Behaviour model for agent task execution of Dumping to gather. Be-
haviourGraphs are containers to apply conditions to multiple behaviours.

The team Dumping to gather achieved a consistent performance with their implemen-

tation, resulting in a 4th place. They have been able to address all mandatory elements of
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the scenario and made points and gained money in all simulation matches. They gained

a clear win against team UDESC, which was having general problems with timeouts etc.

Furthermore, the match against Jason-DTU has been very close and counterbalanced

but was barely lost. The other two matches against the two best teams of TUBDAI

(2018) and Smart JaCaMo have been lost more clearly.

Team TUBDAI

The main strategy of the TUBDAI implementation is a stockpile with feedback strat-

egy. Here, it is the goal to gather resources, assemble items in advance, and fulfil jobs

that can be performed with the available item stock. First, the agents explore the en-

vironment until a resource node for each base item is discovered. Then all agents start

to gather resources to achieve a stock of base items depending on the assigned prior-

ity for further assembly. Agent groups are formed dynamically to assemble items once

the agent capacity is exceeded. The jobs are then prioritised according to a calculated

reward. The reward is given by a ratio of required work and revenue. If a job reaches

the defined reward threshold and all items of the job are currently in stock, the job is

executed. Furthermore, urgent item demands such as induced by mission jobs, which

would result in fines if not fulfilled, are also considered on demand based on feedback

from other higher-level components like the job planner by dynamically adjusting the

priorities of the respective items. The feedback allows reacting and changing the priori-

ties of finished products and base items, which results in better adaptability to changes

on demand, while still maintaining the efficiency of a general stockpile strategy. The

advantage of this stockpile with feedback strategy is a fast job performance, enabling de-

centralised decision-making by individual agents to avoid a single point of failure, while

also enabling on-demand execution based on the priority feedback. A disadvantage is

that assembled finished products may not match any job and cannot be used, hence

potentially wasting time resources.

Even though TUBDAI aimed for a decentralised solution, the rating of jobs is cen-

tralised in one agent for simplification because there is no difference in between the job

perception amongst the agents and the cost-benefit analysis is as well agent indepen-

dent. The distribution of task from the decomposed jobs is then realised using a contract

net protocol (Smith, 1980) involving all agents in a decentralised and distributed fash-
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ion. All other components are completely decentralised, too. Each agent has its own

RHBP-based decision-making and planning component.

For the execution of jobs, an algorithm involving a chain of decisions has been devel-

oped. At the end of the chain, the scenario-specific job planner inspects which items

currently provide high money returns. This information is converted into a finished prod-

uct prioritisation. This prioritisation is then used by the next link in the decision chain,

the assembly decision. The agents always decide autonomously which items should be

assembled next and share their decision with the others. This decision is mainly based

on what is needed for job execution as well as on the available items, and the finished

products that are already assembled. In turn, this decision creates a prioritisation of

base items that are most needed for assembly. These prioritisations are then used by the

gathering algorithm to decide which base item to gather. An important point is that

the taken decisions are exchanged amongst the agents to avoid conflicts and unwanted

parallel work.

One advantage of the stockpiling strategy is that it creates job idle time, respectively

agents for dismantling, building, and exploration because not all agents are always striv-

ing for fulfilling the currently available jobs. Particularly, this additional freedom for

individual context-specific decisions of the agents is fostering the adaptation and reaction

to varying opponent strategies.

The self-organised exploration of the environment is implemented with the so data

library of RHBP. Each agent emits its own location with SoMessages, so others do not

explore these points as well while selecting a target location close-by that has not been

visited for the longest time. The exchanged SoMessages are filtered in a decentralised

manner in each agent by the SoBuffer module instance of the so data library, which

provides the base for the calculation of a discrete heat map. Likewise, the heat map is

used to select the appropriate exploration target locations, while the initial exploration

phase is stopped after resource nodes for all available base items have been discovered.

Later during the match, one drone agent is also exclusively patrolling the map border to

discover opponent wells, which would be difficult to discover accidentally during normal

job operation.

The general idea behind the well-building is to build wells at locations that are difficult

to discover or difficult to reach by the agents of the other team to neglect the requirement
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of an explicit well defence strategy. More details about the particular implementation

are provided below in this section.

The dismantling of opponent wells is executed if no own wells are constructed by the

agent and if opponent well locations are known. In particular, the agents are prioritising

the closest near-by wells for dismantling.

The agent architecture is as well based on the 2017 approach but it replaces significant

parts of the ROS-topic-based communication in the perception with custom information

provider modules, which are feeding the information more directly into RHBP sensors.

The information providers avoid some communication overhead coming from ROS com-

munication to increase the efficiency of the implementation. Furthermore, the TUBDAI

implementation is not making use of the knowledge base and instead it shares informa-

tion more distributively with the self-organisation library so data of RHBP .

In contrast to the last-years participation and to the implementation of Dumping to

gather NetworkBehaviours are frequently used for structuring and controlling the major

responsibilities of the agents on the highest decision-making level. In particular, Net-

workBehaviours are modelled for controlling resource exploration, discovering opponent

wells, dismantling opponent wells, building wells, gathering base items, assembling fin-

ished item products, and delivering jobs. All NetworkBehaviour implementations are

inheriting from an abstract scenario-specific NetworkBehaviour implementation GoAnd-

DoNetworkBehaviour that incorporates battery management and travelling on the sim-

ulated map, which is a basic capability of all higher-level tasks in the MAPC scenario.

The high-level decision-making behaviour model is visualised in Figure 23.6. Consid-

ering the fact that this model covers only the highest-level of decision-making with

additional nested models within each of the shown NetworkBehaviours a comparison

with the model of the previous participation in 2017, illustrated in Figure 23.3, indicates

that the complexity of the 2018 TUBDAI implementation is considerably larger. Simi-

larly, a comparison against the other TUB team of 2018 shows that the model has more

conditions and relationships, as we have to compare the NetworkBehaviours against

the BehaviourGraphs of Dumping to gather. Moreover, we see that the structure of

the high-level tasks is considerable different, while TUBDAI is inherently including the

charging responsibility in each NetworkBehaviour, Dumping to gather is using a distinct

BehaviourGraph for it. Overall, we see that the structure of TUBDAI is more fine-
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grained, e.g., we have distinct NetworkBehaviours for assembly, delivery, and gathering.

Likewise, the entire number of behaviour and goal instances is considerably larger, but

this is partly because of redundant charging goals and behaviours in each NetworkBe-

haviour. In detail, the old TUBDAI model contained only 5 behaviours and 2 goals,

whereas TUBDAI 2018 has 3 goals and 7 NetworkBehaviours each again containing 2

goals and 4-5 behaviours.

During the realisation of the TUBDAI implementation, we discovered a new general

implementation pattern for lower-level decisions in sensor, condition, behaviour, and goal

implementations. The new implementation pattern is taken from the self-organisation

extension of RHBP, which offers a component called DecisionPattern that can be used by

certain behaviours and sensors to share low-level decisions between the decision-making

layer of RHBP and the actual implementation of the behaviour. This implementation

pattern is further generalised and not anymore applied only for self-organisation related

low-level decisions. Instead, the DecisionPattern works as an aggregate that takes a low-

level decision like selecting the closest charging station, which is then shared amongst

the sensors and conditions of behaviours and goals as well as the actual behaviour im-

plementation. This pattern was found to be useful for sharing information between

behaviours and sensors of one agent. At the end, this pattern is used frequently for

sharing information between behaviours and sensors of one agent for various lower-level

decisions, including those that did not involve self-organisation.

All in all, the last-minute changes of the well-building strategy paid off because this has

been a unique strategy, which was not expected by the opponents. Here, this particular

strategy becomes especially attractive, as the original well-building strategy has been

changed three days before the contest and the RHBP-based architecture supported a

quick integration of the new strategy, which did not require comprehensive code changes.

Originally, it was the plan to build wells with trucks at the edges of the map area.

Unfortunately, this turned out to be less efficient with the final contest maps published

three days before the contest. Instead, we shifted to the strategy that making use of so-

called off-road locations on the map in order to neglect an explicit well defence strategy.

Off-road locations are locations that are not connected to the street network and thus

only reachable by drones.

The conducted last-minute changes comprise shifted role responsibilities like only
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Figure 23.6.: High-level decision-making behaviour model for agent task execution of
TUBDAI 2018. All listed behaviours are NetworkBehaviours containing
nested behaviour models. Each NetworkBehaviour contains 2 goals and
4-5 behaviours.
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drones building wells; a changed exploration that is not focusing anymore on the map

borders; less priority on the job fulfilment because the mandatory and rare drones are

often busy with well-building; and a higher priority on dismantling to efficiently use the

increased job idle time for non-drone agents.

The encapsulation of code within behaviours and aggregation in NetworkBehaviours

made these changes very intuitive and robust. By duplicating certain NetworkBehaviours

and switching around preconditions and effects, most of the strategy was adapted, re-

quiring only small code changes within the behaviours. It was stated by the student

that similar changes would have been potentially much more difficult to achieve with a

traditional sequential programming approach.

The runtime adaptiveness of RHBP could be observed at the match against Akuanduba-

UDESC. While many resources were usually used for dismantling opponent wells, there

was no dismantling required against Akuanduba-UDESC because of their timeout is-

sues, which resulted in almost 100% inactivity of their agents. This freed up resources

for other tasks for our agents. The agents were able to adapt to this unexpected situation

and increased their job performance from an average of 63 jobs to 127 jobs. This shows

that TUBDAI agents adapted well to a situation without opponent wells by shifting

priorities accordingly.

Moreover, the simulation configuration used in the contest was very different from

the sample configurations that have been published together with the server source code

for the contest preparation. The biggest difference was that it was very easy to gain

money for building wells within the contest. While in the sample configurations (which

we assumed to be similar to the contest configuration) most jobs offered rewards of

less than 500, the jobs in the contest had much higher rewards, , i.e. jobs exceeding

10,000 in reward, whereas building wells stayed on the same price level. In consequence,

building wells became easier, and the strategy of building and defending more critical.

Nevertheless, the TUBDAI implementation has shown that it was able to adapt and

handle this unexpected setup successfully.

In the end, TUBDAI only lost the final match against SMART JaCaMo. The reason

was that they efficiently dismantled our non-defended off-road constructed wells exclu-

sively with two of their drones, which have been only responsible for discovering and

dismantling of our wells. Moreover, their skill was upgraded directly at simulation start,
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so they dismantled more efficiently. Furthermore, due to the road-agents not dismantling

at all, team SMART JaCaMo did not suffer from failed goto actions like other teams.

A question that might come up at this point is why our RHBP-based approach was not

able to adapt automatically to this situation. The reason is that RHBP is only having

the opportunity of adaptation if alternative behaviour implementations are available,

which was not the case for the TUBDAI implementation.

Nevertheless, a detailed analysis of the replays and the published code of SMART -

JaCaMo showed that their unique strategy was also not a result of their adaptive strategy

or implementation, but rather a result of their last-minute changes in implementation

the human team has made after analysing the matches before the very last match of the

competition between TUBDAI and SMART JaCaMo. We could prove this by playing

about 30 simulations with the a priori published simulation sample configurations and the

not modified SMART JaCaMo code in which SMART JaCaMo was not able to win any

simulation against our team. In detail, the SMART JaCaMo team added a second drone

for exploration, implemented immediate skill upgrade after simulation start, disabled

dismantling in trucks, enabled dismantling for exploration drones, and created a second

drone exploration algorithm, that targets locations that are typically used by our agents

to build wells. All these changes were made in short time-frame while we were competing

against the other three teams. The changes seemed to be very robust and side-effect free,

which is impressive for such a substantial last-minute change. Nevertheless, it has to be

stated that the SMART JaCaMo approach did not follow the rules of the competition

because teams are encouraged to refrain from code changes during the contest that are

not pure bug fixes of their own strategy. This fact also leads to an official correction of

the final placement by the steering committee of the competition resulting in a shared

top spot between TUBDAI and team SMART JaCaMo7.

23.2.3. Multi-Agent Programming Contest Conclusion

The evaluation in the MAPC shows that RHBP has reached a maturity level that allows

for successful competition with other multi-agent frameworks in a quantitative evalu-

ation in general, which is especially demonstrated by winning the shared top spot of

TUBDAI in 2018. However, the results are still dependent on the developed scenario-

7https://multiagentcontest.org/2019/01/23/results.html
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specific strategy, which is proven by the different success of the two teams using RHBP in

2018. Nevertheless, the participation in both years provided several examples that have

verified the robustness and adaptation capabilities of the approach in totally unexpected

situations, such as the server deadlock in 2017, strongly biased simulation configurations

and the unexpected passive competitor Akuanduba-UDESC in 2018. Furthermore, the

2018 edition again illustrated the scalability of our solution because even with the in-

creased number of agents, it was still possible to run both solutions in two ROS instances

on the same machine as in 2017.

Additionally, the participating students reported that the necessary separation of con-

cerns and the creation of small components due to the given sensor, behaviour, and goal

structure of RHBP is fostering a modular system architecture. Similarly, this modu-

larisation allows to adapt a solution quickly to changed requirements from a developer

point of view. Especially these advantages have been demonstrated with the last-minute

changes of the well-building strategy of TUBDAI in 2018, which have been implemented

only three days before the contest.

Future participation could also explore the application of RHBP for the task/job

coordination as well as testing not yet in the MAPC context used features of the RHBP

framework. For instance, the explicit task coordination with the Decomposition Manager

for the coordination and cooperation of a multi-agent system as well as the reinforcement

learning extension could be examined in more detail in future contest editions.

23.3. EffFeu Project: Efficient Operation of Unmanned Aerial

Vehicles for Industrial Firefighters

The project described in the following evaluates the RHBP in a complex robotics sce-

nario testing various capabilities of the framework such as the self-adaptation of the

decision-making and planning. Different from previous evaluation experiments and re-

search projects, this project is also considering the integration with end-users of the

robotic system and how actual user commands are mapped to the RHBP approach.

The number of unmanned aerial system (UAS) applications for supporting common

firefighters and industrial firefighters is growing in recent years (Skorput, Mandzuka,

and Vojvodic, 2016; Twidwell et al., 2016). In particular, exploration, surveillance,
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monitoring, and documentation of accidents, dangerous places, and critical infrastructure

are evaluated. Up to this point, most gathered information, for instance, video footage,

is analysed manually by trained professionals without any additional support. Moreover,

aerial systems do always require a trained pilot, an extra person who is using either semi-

automated control based on GNSS or full manual control in GNSS-denied environments

(e.g. indoors or close to environmental structures such as buildings or trees). Such

analysis and control create an enormous psychological and emotional load, especially

in critical and hectic situations, apart from the fact that needing two extra persons to

operate the drone is unacceptable.

In order to enable a mission-guided application of drones and reduce the load of manual

control and analysis, the project Efficient Operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles for

Industrial Fire Fighters(EffFeu) aims for a holistic integration of UAS in the daily work

of industrial firefighters.

The project is organised into three subprojects, one for each of the three consortial

partners: Gemtec GmbH is dealing with the integration of UAS into the safety and

security management system and the development of the drone hardware, ART+COM

AG investigates interactive user interfaces for UAS, and DAI-Labor of TU Berlin extends

the intelligence of the UAS.

In detail, the Gemtec subproject is focused on integrating the sensory output of drones,

its sensor payloads and UAS controls into their safety and security management system

so that data and information acquired can be seamlessly used by control room personnel

and task force for human decision-making.

The ART+COM subproject works on the augmentation of the camera stream with

additional relevant information in real-time. They also develop user interfaces that

guarantee the intuitive and goal-oriented interaction with the drone, by either by the

control room personnel or by the task force on-site.

The subproject of the DAI-Labor focuses especially on objects and situation recogni-

tion, autonomous navigation, and the intelligent mission-oriented control of aerial sys-

tems. In the context of this dissertation, the focus lies on the mission-oriented control

of the aerial systems, which is realised on the foundation of the RHBP framework.

In the following, we introduce the overall architecture of the project and its compo-

nents first in Section 23.3.1. Subsequently, we describe how the mission-guided control
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based on RHBP has been realised in Section 23.3.2, which provides details about three

particularly implemented scenarios. Finally, Section 23.3.3 assesses the results obtained

with RHBP as well as the perspective of the overall project.

23.3.1. EffFeu System Architecture

In order to provide some technical background about the project infrastructure and the

involved components, the EffFeu architecture is briefly described in the following.

The nature of the EffFeu architecture is a holistic structure of a distributed system of

distributed systems. Figure 23.7 gives an overview of the overall EffFeu architecture.
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Figure 23.7.: EffFeu system architecture. Arrows indicate the direction of the data flow.

The main components of the system are reflecting the responsibilities of the project

partners, namely the Safety and Security Management System, the Mission-Control-UI,

and the UAS System.

The Safety and Security Management System software allows to integrate, monitor,

and control various sensors and actors of industrial plants, for instance, fire warning

devices, video systems, and access control systems. Responsible for the operation of the

software are experts that manage occurring alarms and events in a central control room,

e.g. on an industrial plant with own fire brigade, like a chemical plant.

The Mission-Control-UI is an intuitive and goal-oriented user interface that is used

by the rescue forces in operation on a ruggedised mobile tablet computer. It allows

to select and configure high-level mission goals for the drones and gives access to the

automatically gathered information, like recognised objects, as well as the current system
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state. To manage several parallel clients, the component is split into a Front-End and

Back-End.

DAI-Labor is concentrating on the drone and ground station components and the pro-

visioning of interfaces, which can be used by the partners both for monitoring the drone

and its sensor outputs as well as for controlling it using high-level mission goals. The

UAS system consists of the major components: RHBP, Object Recognition, Localisation,

and Web Video Server. Each component is embedded in several ROS processes and can

reside and run either on the drone or on the ground station computer.

The RHBP component is responsible for the task-level decision-making and plan-

ning of the system. It is instructed by high-level mission goals that are selected and

parametrised in the user interface of the Safety and Security Management System com-

ponent or the Mission-Control-UI. The RHBP core interprets the goals and creates the

flow of activities that are then translated to low-level drone behaviours and executed.

More details are given below in Section 23.3.2.

The Localisation component enables seamless operation of the drones indoor and out-

door based on GNSS information, Red Green Blue Depth (RGBD)-based Simultaneous

Localization and Mapping (SLAM), visual odometry and prior known environment maps.

The Object Recognition component is a one-shot multi-object detector for multiple

categories and varying resolutions. The pre-trained part may reside on the drone itself,

the online training unit is running on the ground station. According to the firefighter’s

preferences and priorities, it is capable of detecting persons, vehicles and hazardous

goods in real-time, also reconstructing the 3D world coordinates of objects in the image.

The main task of the ground station is to provide gateway-like functions such as con-

verting telemetry data and sensor information into needed representations and provid-

ing them over different interfaces. Here, the function of the ground station is bilateral

because also incoming control messages will be translated and delivered to according

components.

The Localisation, Object Recognition, and the input from external components pro-

vided by the ground station interfaces contribute information that can be used by RHBP

for the task-level decision-making and planning.

The Safety Remote is only a backup control instance that allows taking over control in

case the system behaves maliciously aside from being currently required for regulatory
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reasons.

Furthermore, the drone itself is controlled on low-level by a Pixhawk autopilot system

with a PX4 software stack that is instructed by the RHBP. All higher-level components

of the UAS, including RHBP, Localisation, and Object Recognition, are implemented

with the ROS framework. The ROS component instances, so-called nodes, can be freely

distributed between the ground station computer and the drone itself. In particular, the

ROS nodes on the drone are running on a comparable powerful small-size x86 companion

computer (Intel R⃝ NUC7i7BNH) that has a serial connection with MAVLink protocol to

the Pixhawk.

The novelty of the project architecture is the realisation of a holistic integration of

UAS based on ROS with additional components that are required to achieve a seamless

and mission-oriented workflow for rescue forces. Here, the additional components from

the perspective of the UAS are the Safety and Security Management System and the

Mission-Control-UI. To our best knowledge, this is the first time that an industrial

Safety and Security Management System is equipped with means for controlling and

monitoring drones in operation. Furthermore, the integration with the Mission-Control-

UI is different from existing control approaches because it entirely focuses on a mission-

oriented and task-based perspective instead of a traditional motion-oriented control.

23.3.2. Mission-guided Control with RHBP

Today’s control of drones is very much focused on the spatial control of the systems; the

users either control full manually, or drones follow preprogrammed GNSS trajectories in

an automated fashion. However, most professional users are not interested in the actual

aerial system and which trajectories it has to fly in order to collect the required informa-

tion. An alternative is a mission-guided control that defines the scope of operation for

the drone with goal specifications. In order to realise a mission-guided control of drones

in the EffFeu project, RHBP is used to implement the execution and decision-making.

Before details about three different application scenarios are presented in Section 23.3.2,

Section 23.3.2, and Section 23.3.2, we first outline how RHBP is interfaced from an

end-user perspective in the project context in the following subsection.
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End-user and UI integration

In EffFeu, the user interfaces are connected to RHBP through an external goal API that

lists all available goals and possible parametrisations. Subsequently, the user interface

allows activating and configuring goals on demand through the external goal API. The

high-level goals that are enabled by the user are mapped to corresponding RHBP goals

that are automatically instantiated or configured by the interface component. Here, it is

also possible that a single goal from the user perspective, like follow a person, is internally

decomposed to several RHBP components. We differentiate such user goals from the

internal RHBP goal components. A user goal is, for instance, a combination of internal

safety goals considering the battery consumption and the actual goal of holding a certain

distance to the tracked object. Moreover, in some cases, user goals are a composition of

RHBP goals, behaviours, and sensors instances to be able to parametrise and configure

the behaviours. This is necessary because RHBP does not support the passing of param-

eters on the logical planning level, which are required for a behaviour to be executable.

In consequence, running behaviour instances that require additional information, like

the flight destination, need to be dynamically instantiated or adjusted during runtime,

independent of RHBP’s plan execution. In the EffFeu scenario, we dynamically create

instances of the behaviours with the goal specific parameters because altering existing

instances is problematic as the goals are allowed to be instantiated multiple times. For

other more abstract behaviours such as take-off, landing, and collision avoidance, the

corresponding user goal does only contain goals that consist of conditions formed with

RHBP sensors and activators. The detailed relationships and communications of the

EffFeu RHBP component introduced in Section 23.3.1 are visualised in Figure 23.8.

Furthermore, the diagram highlights that the management of the user goals is handled

in a scenario, respectively mission-specific manager component, which is responsible for

creating or deleting the RHBP components that are used to model the achievement of

a certain goal.

Subsequently, the architecture presented in Figure 23.9 is a further extended version

of Figure 23.8 that incorporates the mission-guided control of multiple drones. In detail,

this is achieved by replacing the direct goal instantiation from the Scenario Manager

with the creation of DelegationGoals and replacing the default RHBP Manager class with

the further extended DelegationManager. Both classes are from the RHBP Delegation
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Figure 23.8.: RHBP component relationships and external user goal API in UML com-
munication diagram style without particular communication sequence. Ar-
rows show messages and directions. Plural names of object instances indi-
cate that multiple objects of this type are possible.

Component and enable a distributed decomposition, allocation, and delegation of tasks

through an auction-based algorithm, as explained in Chapter 21. Due to the fact that

some user goals require special behaviour and sensor instances instantiated dynamically

during runtime, we have extended the approach for the mission-guided control of a

single drone from above. Likewise, such special instances are created by the Scenario

Manager, but in contrast to the single drone approach, these sensors and behaviour are

created before the decomposition is started and only the drone that gets the task finally

delegated retains them while they are removed from all other drones. Moreover, we use

the configuration of the DelegationManager that always responds to CFPs and run each

auction until all robots have replied.

Milestone scenario

A first simple example of the application of RHBP in EffFeu is illustrated in Figure 23.10.

The shown behaviour model was used as the mid-project milestone demonstrator as the

first proof-of-concept. In the scenario, the mission goal is to explore a selected envi-

ronment, and once a person is found to circumfly (inspect) the found person to gather
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more information about the situation. To model this scenario, we use two goals, one

for initiating the exploration behaviour, and one for detecting a person. The recog-

nised objects sensor connects to the results of our object detection, whereas the cov-

erage sensor describes the exploration completion of the selected area percentagewise.

Additionally, the implemented behaviour model considers the current battery level of

the drone to safely land in case of an empty battery or prevent mission launches without

sufficient battery.
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Figure 23.10.: EffFeu project mid-project milestone scenario behaviour network model.

Undoubtedly, the given scenario is comparable simple and it would not require a

complex planning and decision-making system. Nevertheless, the implemented model

performed well in a qualitative evaluation during the milestone demonstration, where

the drone showed the intended behaviour after the corresponding user goal was created.

Creating the goal was both demonstrated through theMission-Control-UI and the Safety

and Security Management System of our partners. The intention of this example is to
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illustrate the application and integration options with a simple scenario. A further

developed system being equipped with more different behaviours and other goal sets is

described and evaluated in the following subsection.

Dynamic scenario

The milestone scenario explained in the last section is statically initialised and executed

without showing the benefits of the RHBP approach in a dynamic environment. Notably,

different behaviours that can be used to achieve the same result but being different

in their particular characteristics, such as specific preconditions and effects, as well as

changing the mission goal during runtime make the application of a decision-making and

planning component meaningful because it allows to efficiently chose the most suitable

behaviour depending on the current situation. In the following, we will explore such

more complex and dynamic application scenario that has been realised after the project

milestone.

The complex scenario comprises some changes with respect to the milestone scenario.

First, the main task of the scenario is modified in the way that now finding a person

and inspecting the environment as well as exploring the given area for the purpose of

creating a map have the same priority. This is in contrast to the milestone scenario

wherein the exploration is only necessary to find the person.

Secondly, additional possible behaviours have been integrated, namely arm for arming

the drone automatically, idle to model an option of doing nothing on the ground, hover to

wait in the air, and two alternative exploration behaviours. The exploration behaviours

differ in the exploration speed and the quality of exploration. The slow exploration

is traversing the area of interest in parallel lines with a smaller distance and higher

overlap in comparison to the fast exploration. This difference results in a longer flight

trajectory for the slow exploration but a higher probability of finding objects with the

object recognition. The remember position is an example of a behaviour that is only

affecting internal system states by storing the position of the person after it has been

found.

The new behaviour network model is illustrated in Figure 23.11. The diagram also

shows that we added additional goals to improve the overall mission execution. Par-

ticularly, the exploration goal is fulfilled by completing the exploration of the area of
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interest. This can be potentially achieved by running both exploration behaviours; how-

ever, they have been modelled with different effect intensities to represent the above-

described differences, in detail, exploration slow has a greater influence on the recog-

nised objects sensor and a smaller influence on the progress of themission coverage sensor.

The inspect object goal is achievable by inspecting the area around the found object.

The additional battery goal is a maintenance goal that tries to minimise the usage of

the battery. Here, the so-called GreedyActivator of RHBP is used to model a condition

that is never satisfied and always aiming for a maximisation of the particular sensor.
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Figure 23.11.: More complex behaviour network model including more and alternative
behaviours for similar effects and additional goals.

In order to evaluate the complex behaviour model, we are using a simulation environ-

ment that we implemented with the generic Morse simulator (Echeverria et al., 2011).
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The simulation environment has been extended to mimic the same ROS API as we are

using on the real drone for external control. The original API in use is a combina-

tion of the MAVLink protocol of the PX4 firmware and the MAVROS package for the

automated creation of ROS bindings. This approach allows us to easily test our imple-

mentations before they can be seamlessly transferred to the actual hardware. This works

exceptionally well for the mission-guided control because here we are mostly interested

in the taken high-level decision and not in the detailed motion of the drone, which is

not simulated precisely. Using a simulator for evaluating the higher-level behaviour has

the advantage of always having the same conditions, which simplifies the reproduction

of experimental results.

A difference to former applications of the RHBP framework is that in the EffFeu

project goals are dynamically created, enabled, and disabled during runtime through the

above-described external user interface. Aside from feasibility experiments in (Hrabia,

Wypler, and Albayrak, 2017) and (Hrabia, Kaiser, and Albayrak, 2017) RHBP has been

so far used only with a single drone in a static mission of the SpaceBot Cup (Hrabia

et al., 2017), as well as with static mission goals in simulated multi-robot scenarios of

the Multi-Agent Programming Contest (Hrabia et al., 2018b; Krakowczyk et al., 2018).

In the following experiments, we wanted to see if our framework is able to properly

handle the adaptation to dynamically enabled/disabled goals. Moreover, we investigated

to which extent the influence of the symbolic planner in our hybrid approach is support-

ing the overall mission accomplishment and adaptation in such scenarios. Particularly,

we analysed the influence on the efficiency, how fast is the mission accomplished, as

well as the adaptation capabilities, how fast is the system reacting to environmental and

mission changes.

In order to examine the influence of dynamically created, enabled, and disabled goals,

we have scripted a scenario within the simulation environment for the above-described

behaviour model. The scenario starts with the goals find person, explore, and battery

enabled. After 18 decision-making steps the find person and explore goal are disabled

and enabled again after step 24. An additional inspect object goal is then created after

step 30. In this scenario, all goals except for the battery goal are achievement goals that

are removed after they are completed. Moreover, environmental changes, respectively

perception changes are simulated through the suddenly detected target object. Decision-
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making and planning is executed with one step per second.

For the investigation of the influence of the symbolic planner in such dynamic scenar-

ios, we repeated the experiment with different weights for the influence of the symbolic

planner, which have to be in a range of 0 to 1. Furthermore, we limited RHBP to en-

able only one behaviour at a time because in the given setup behaviours would heavily

conflict with each other by sending different low-level control commands at the same

time. Other activation weights: activation by situation, predecessors, successors, and

conflictors (see Section 18.1 for details) that are used in the RHBP decision-making are

set to a medium influence of 0.5 except for the activation by goals that we empirically

configured to 0.7 to foster goal pursuance in all experiments. We have fixed the weights

except the planner weight to empirically determined values because we are especially

interested in the influence of the planner as a major component of our hybrid approach.

All other weights are only relevant for the decision-making of the behaviour network

layer itself, and the fine-tuning of its decision-making, which influences the stability but

not the overall adaptation means.

The diagrams in Figure 23.12 visualise a selection of the most characteristic experiment

runs with logged decisions and corresponding goals. The drawn bars describe which

behaviour is selected for execution as well as which goals are enabled in a particular

decision-making step. We decided to show the run with very little symbolic planning

influence (weight=0.1) instead of the run without influence. The reason is that both

result sequences are very similar, but with weight=0.0 the complete execution takes

just longer (230 decision steps), which makes it more difficult to depict the diagram in

comparison to the other results. Decision steps without a decision taken are possible

if the current sensor’s respective drone state together with precondition setup does not

allow for any behaviour to be activated. This is sometimes occurring due to some not

in the behaviour model specified drone states, which can occur when the drone is in the

transition between being in-air and landed.

In general, the results show that in all configurations, the given mission is completed

after some time independent of the planner influence. Furthermore, RHBP is able to

handle dynamically created or enabled and disabled goals during runtime, see (a) and (b).

The goal pursuance of the system without (much) influence from the planner (c) is not

sufficient, the system is having problems to handle the conflicting goals of maintaining
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(a) Plan weight= 1.0

(b) Plan weight= 0.5

(c) Plan weight= 0.1

Figure 23.12.: Selected behaviours and enabled goals over time ( steps ). Comparison be-
tween different characteristic symbolic planning influences specified by
weights. A larger weight corresponds to a larger influence.
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the battery and completing all other tasks, which require battery capacity. This becomes

visible already in (b) where the system suddenly decides for landing one time after step

30. In (c) this is more obvious because without the additional inspect goal, the overall

activation of the battery consuming goals is not high enough to start the overall mission.

Alternative exploration behaviours are correctly selected in (a) and (b) depending on the

currently available boundary conditions. First, the exploration slow is selected until the

person is found. After the person is found, the exploration fast is favoured to fasten the

exploration of the remaining area. Adaptation capabilities in the sufficiently completed

missions of (a) and (b) are indicated by the number of required steps after the goals

are activated, deactivated, completed, and time to consider the detected person. Both

configurations (a) and (b) show a very similar performance. The adaptation time to

the found person is 2 steps, to reactivated goals (find person, explore) 2 steps, and to

completed goals (inspect object, explore) 1 step for both (a) and (b). Only the response

to the temporary deactivation of the goals (find person, explore) at the beginning of the

mission is slightly different. Here, configuration (a) is adapting after 3 steps, while (b)

requires 4 steps.

Greater influence from the planner fosters the efficiency, the entire mission is com-

pleted in a shorter time, (a) is faster than (b), and (b) is faster than (c). The adaptation

capabilities, once the goals are sufficiently pursued, are not much affected by the in-

fluence of the symbolic planner. Nevertheless, reducing the influence of the planner

makes decision-making less stable, see unnecessary take-offs and landings in (c). Even

though more stable decision-making could also be achieved by tuning the model and

weights more carefully, the result would depend on the particular scenario implemen-

tation and would have to be revised every time when the implementation is changed,

which underlines the results obtained with the initial experiments of Section 22.1.

Results underpin that the hybrid RHBP approach, which applies long-term planning

to direct the short term decision-making, is reasonable to foster the goal pursuance of

the system as well as the efficiency. Furthermore, the influence of the symbolic planner

is especially useful in situations of conflicting and dynamically changing goals, whereas

influence on adaptation time is negligible.
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Multi-robot scenario

This scenario is further extending the dynamic scenario of the previous section towards

multiple drones. In particular, the behaviour model of the dynamic scenario is in-

stantiated two times for two independent drones, each having its own RHBP core and

decision-making cycle. In detail, we apply the architecture for multiple robots outlined

at the end of Section 23.3.2. This results in user goals not being directly mapped to

RHBP goals, behaviours, and sensors that are assigned to the drone. Instead, each reg-

istered user goal is instantiated as a DelegationGoal first before it is finally delegated to

a particular robot. To simplify the integration, we have combined multiple goals of one

user goal to one DelegationGoal with a compound condition that represents all goals.

The RHBP weight configuration is the same as in the previous experiment with

plan weight = 1.0. Moreover, the cost function of the delegation module is using its

default configuration with Task-Limit-Utilisation-Factor= 1.0, Workload-Proportional-

Factor= −0.025, Additional-Workload-Factor= 1.0, Additional-Delegation-Factor= 1.0,

Cooperation-Amount-Factor= 1.0, and Contractor-Number-Factor= 0.1. This default

configuration is putting a higher priority on the individual costs required to fulfil the

additional goal and less on how much the overall plan will be extended.

The simulation and scenario from the previous single drone experiment are reused

in a slightly modified version to focus on the relevant aspects for testing the features

of the delegation component. In detail, two areas, instead of only one area, have to

be explored by the drones to find one person. Additionally, the inspect object goal is

created after the person has been found to enable a consideration of the person’s position

in the delegation. The underlying scenario script creates two user goals for exploration

and finding the person directly at the beginning of the execution in step 0. After 10

exploration steps of UAV1, the person is detected, and an additional inspection user goal

is registered. Moreover, we do not make use of the battery goal to focus entirely on user

goals that are delegated to one or the other drone, depending on the auction results.

Figure 23.13 shows a diagram representation of the sequence of activated behaviours

and enabled goals for both UAVs. Exploration behaviours are duplicated because we

have one set per area that was available at least during the decision steps of the auction.

We can observe that the two auctions for each exploration and finding the person goal

are delegated to one of the drones at the end. Each delegation, including the auction
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23.3. EffFeu Project

(a) UAV1

(b) UAV2

Figure 23.13.: Multi-robot scenario applying task decomposition, allocation, and delega-
tion. Selected behaviours and enabled goals over time ( steps ). Diagrams
for each UAV individually.
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23. Projects

execution takes two decision-making steps, which corresponds to the minimally required

additional steps for processing an auction. In consequence, we can also deduce that

none of the robustness features of the delegation component has been used such as the

selection of an alternative proposal or reiteration of the overall auction in case of failures.

In our scenario, the drone with shorter overall trajectory, corresponding to a more concise

plan, received one goal each. Moreover, both drones apply, similar to the experiment in

the previous section, the slow and more fine-grained exploration first, until the person

has been detected. After the person has been detected, it takes again two decision-

making cycles to execute the auction and assign the inspect object goal to UAV1. At the

same time, UAV2 switches to the faster and less precise exploration behaviour in order

to complete the rest of its previously assigned exploration area. The same is done by

UAV1 after it has completed the inspection of the area surrounding the found person.

Even though we are not making use of all the decomposition, allocation, and delec-

tation capabilities the RHBP component provides, such as the DelegationBehaviours

and DelegableBehaviours, the experiment illustrates how the component can be ap-

plied in practise in a multi-robot RHBP scenario. Particularly, it allows for avoiding

static assignments of goals and makes use of explicit coordination within the framework.

Furthermore, it was possible to successfully decompose, allocate, and delegate three in-

dependent user goals with the default utility function of the delegation component. At

the same time, the drones still adapted successfully to the changes in the environment.

Nevertheless, the experiment also shows that the decentralised process of decomposition,

allocation, and delegation requires additional decision-making steps for the execution of

the auctions, which slightly slows down the adaptation process.

23.3.3. EffFeu Project Summary

The scenarios of EffFeu project are interesting for the evaluation of the RHBP framework

presented in this work because they are another proof-of-concept on how the framework

can be applied in real-life applications and it especially shows how the framework can

be integrated into a complex distributed system architecture with end-user interfaces for

non-experts. Here, it is peculiarly remarkable that the system has proven its potential to

deal with dynamically created, deleted, enabled, and disabled goals. Furthermore, the

complex example does also illustrate the capabilities of the general approach in terms of
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adaptivity because the system has been able to dynamically select the most appropriate

behaviour of a similar type depending on the boundaries defined by the currently valid

goals. Moreover, the multi-robot, respectively multi-drone scenario serves as a proof-of-

concept for the application of the delegation component within the RHBP environment.

Particularly, we could present how the delegation extension can be used to inject external

user goals in an explicitly coordinated fashion.

All in all, the EffFeu project developed the foundation to make the integration of

UAVss into the safety and security management system easy and easy to use. The

efficient use of drones in the daily routine of industrial firefighters and in case of emer-

gency is still challenging. With our system under development, firefighters can already

benefit from a mission-guided control and enhanced adjustable autonomy of the system

that reduces their cognitive load. They can already assign mission goals with priori-

ties to drones, which are then reassembled and planned as sequences of actions by the

drone autonomously. Altogether, our approach enables a transition from motion and

trajectory-based drone control towards a goal and mission-oriented control and applica-

tion in the operation of autonomous drones.

24. Comparison with other Frameworks

RHBP is the first task-level decision-making and planning framework that comprises

general coordination means, self-organisation features, and general adaptation capabili-

ties. The analysis of the related work did not lead to an alternative framework that has

a comparable feature set. Even more, the hybrid approach of RHBP that combines tra-

ditional symbolic planning with reactive behaviour networks is inherently different from

all related work that is following one of the combined directions. All in all, this makes a

direct comparison very difficult because missing parts would have to be manually devel-

oped for alternative approaches. In consequence, the comparison would strongly depend

on such custom-made extensions.

Furthermore, the idea behind the development of this thesis is to develop a framework

that is striving for increased adaptation capabilities with respect to the given goals. In
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24. Comparison with other Frameworks

this account, we do not target the most optimal or most efficient solution. We are rather

looking for the most flexible approach that potentially has the highest degree of freedom

for adaptation. Nevertheless, measuring such potential for adaptation is difficult because

we are missing a quantitative scale, which would be intuitively available for an approach

that is more concerned about the efficiency of task fulfilment. In consequence, the so far

discussed evaluation scenarios are either presenting a proof-of-concept, which shows that

the approach works in general, see Chapter 22, or give concrete examples on how the

system has been successfully applied and integrated into research projects as presented

in Chapter 23. Nevertheless, the very successful participation in the MAPC shows that

RHBP is also able to compete with other multi-agent frameworks in a quantitative eval-

uation. However, the remainder of this chapter is giving an additional perspective by

looking on the possibilities and capabilities of related approaches in comparison to the

RHBP in order to provide a classification with respect to the state-of-the-art. Whereby

the following Section 24.1 presents a comparison against related symbolic planning frame-

works, behaviour network concepts, and hybrid approaches. Subsequently, Section 24.2

focuses solely on a structured comparison against related work from decomposition and

delegation due to the fact that none of the approaches, we compared against in the first

section, is considering decomposition and delegation explicitly.

24.1. Comparison against symbolic planning frameworks,

behaviour networks and hybrid planning approaches

Table 24.1 collects various features of different task-level decision-making and planning

approaches that have been discussed throughout this dissertation and compares several

of them regarding there feature fulfilment. For details about the particular frameworks,

please also see Chapter 11. The table makes visible that only the new RHBP approach

is able to combine all the capabilities in one comprehensive framework. Especially the

support of multiple robots and their coordination is neglected by most other approaches.

Here, RHBP is the only one that enables implicit coordination through its comprehensive

integration of self-organisation patterns. Moreover, aside from RHBP, only SkiROS

(Rovida et al., 2017) and partially ROSPlan (Cashmore et al., 2015) consider explicitly

the coordination of multiple robots at all, but this is limited to a centralised approach
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24.2. Comparison against other decomposition and delegation approaches

with one task manager/planner and centralised knowledge sharing. A decentralised

consideration of explicit coordination with decomposition, delegation, and allocation as

supported by RHBP is missing in general. For this reason, we are also evaluating this

part separately in the next Section 24.2 with corresponding related work independent of

particular frameworks. Likewise, besides RHBP, only the symbolic planning approaches

SkiROS and ROSPlan have features for knowledge sharing. Hence, RHBP is the first

behaviour network, respectively hybrid behaviour network, based approach that takes

into account knowledge sharing.

Furthermore, only a small amount of solutions support a direct ROS integration,

which makes their application and comparison in practice more challenging. Similarly,

the integration of learning is rather limited in the two approaches that have considered

it. Particularly, the realised approach of Jung, 1998 is able to learn direct correlations

of binary effects after the execution of behaviours, but delayed effects or fluent values

are not studied. Likewise, reinforcement learning was as well considered on a conceptual

level for determining effects by Decugis and Ferber, 1998, but this has never been realised

or evaluated.

24.2. Comparison against other decomposition and delegation

approaches

Due to the fact that RHBP is the only framework that comprises a decentralised con-

sideration of explicit coordination with decomposition, delegation, and allocation, we

separately compare this feature against general related work independent of a specific

task-level decision-making and planning framework integration.

In Table 24.2 and Table 24.3, we compare the decomposition, allocation, and delega-

tion features of the solution presented in Chapter 21 against several related approaches.

Please refer to Chapter 12 for additional background about the mentioned solutions.

Approaches that are not listed in both tables are either missing the decomposition or

delegation part.

In Table 24.2 No a priori definition means that the solution does not require a (com-

plete) definition of the decompositions in advance. Generatable during runtime is realised

if decompositions can be generated dynamically during runtime. Dependencies between
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24. Comparison with other Frameworks

Table 24.1.: Comparison of the presented RHBP (Hrabia 2019) against existing symbolic
planning frameworks, behaviour networks and hybrid planning approaches.
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24.2. Comparison against other decomposition and delegation approaches

sub-goals refers to the support of condition dependencies between multiple delegated

goals. Multi-agent decomposition describes if only a single agent or centralised instance

is decomposing or if different agents are doing this in a distributed fashion. Comparable

agent decompositions refers to the feature of an automated selection of the most suit-

able decomposition according to a certain utility function. Decentralised decomposition

selection is possible if multiple agents in the system are involved in the decomposition

selection in contrast to a single central agent. Utilising decomposition for allocation

is supported if the determined decomposition is forming the foundation for the task

allocation in the next step.

The listed features in Table 24.3 are comparing our delegation capabilities against

related work. Decentralised is available if the delegation is not coordinated by a central

instance. Agent as auctioneer means that each agent can become an auctioneer and no

external instances are required. Goal combinations possible is available if the allocation

supports the allocation and delegation of goal sets and does not require delegating each

sub-goal individually. Different decompositions possible describes a feature that enables

to compare and select from different possible delegations. Considering efficiency for

allocation is available if the approach is trying to find the most efficient allocation of

tasks and not just a possible solution. Decentralised efficiency determination is given

if the agents are calculating the efficiency autonomously in a decentralised way. Agent

solution paths not required is valid if the approach works without sharing the complete

decomposition and allocation with each other. Direct delegation refers to the option of

directly delegating a task between agents without selecting them explicitly based on a

certain algorithm.

All in all, both tables indicate that the realised RHBP solution has the most com-

prehensive feature set of the compared decompositions approaches. Only RHBP allows

for an automatic decomposition without a priori definition of a complete decomposition

model. Even though this is only partially possible due to the necessary usage of De-

compositionBehaviours that work as hooks for potential decompositions and delegations.

Moreover, only RHBP and (Doherty et al., 2016) support a decentralised selection of

the applied decomposition in case of several alternatives. Furthermore, only RHBP and

(Zlot and Stentz, 2005) are able to select the most suitable decomposition according to

a utility function.
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Table 24.2.: Comparing RHBP decomposition features against existing solutions.
[Y=Yes; N=No; P=Partially]
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Table 24.3.: Comparison of the RHBP delegation features against existing solutions.
[Y=Yes; N=No; P=Partially]
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The realised RHBP extension supports most delegation features, except for the allo-

cation and delegation of goal combinations. Here, RHBP requires to first allocate all

goals to an agent, which then could further delegate sub-goals again. However, solutions

that support goal combinations are less decentralised, which was a core requirement for

our approach to improve the robustness. Moreover, Direct delegation is only possible in

RHBP by making use of manually modelled NetworkBehaviours, which result in explicit

direct delegations. This minor disadvantage is not considered problematic as long as it

is possible to decompose and delegate sub-goals in general.
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Summary and Discussion



The remaining chapters of this dissertation are a retrospection on the results and

achievements as well as an outlook into the next possible research directions. In Chap-

ter 25, we highlight and summarise the important aspects of the realised approach.

Next, in Chapter 26, we review and answer the proposed research questions, objectives,

and requirements. This is continued with a discussion of experienced limitations of the

realised approach in Chapter 27. Finally, Chapter 28 outlines some possible research

directions that would further broaden the applicability of the results of this dissertation.

25. Conclusion

In this work, we presented and developed the RHBP framework1 that addresses the needs

of the robotics community and especially ROS community for a goal-driven adaptive

decision-making and planning package for task-level behaviour control and coordination

of multi-robot systems.

The concept for the development of the framework is based on findings of the initial

analysis of existing approaches and related work from the different affected research ar-

eas. Notably, we examined individual decision-making and planning for single robot sys-

tems, centralised explicit coordination, decision-making and planning of general-purpose

multi-robot systems and self-organised coordination of many simple robots. In detail,

the analysis indicates that the existing work in the research directions is missing a com-

prehensive concept that enables to combine the different advantages in one consistent

manner. In particular, the specific existing solutions have shown various limitations:

They are either not goal-oriented, too abstract and are missing relevant support for an

implementation in practice, or are too application-specific, which complicates reuse and

portability, or limited in their expressiveness, due to strict formalisations.

The developed abstract component-oriented architecture of the framework is built

around a core component for task-level decision-making and planning. This RHBP core

combines the advantages of a reactive and adaptive behaviour-based decision-making

with a symbolic planner that enables appropriate goal pursuance. In particular, we ex-

1Source code available online: https://github.com/ros-hybrid-behaviour-planner
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tended and combined existing concepts of reactive and hybrid behaviour-based decision-

making in a ROS-integrated solution. The developed solution automatically generates

the required plan descriptions (domain and problem) for the PDDL-based planner and

supports multiple robots alongside all features that have only been available in single

behaviour-network, symbolic planning, and hybrid planning approaches but have never

been combined.

Furthermore, the general underlying concept of hybrid behaviour networks is extended

with capabilities that allow for the creation of hierarchical abstraction layers for the

decision-making through the encapsulation of additional decision-making and planning

instances within one behaviour. Additionally, accompanying knowledge base components

simplify the exchange and persistence of knowledge amongst the agents in the system,

which also enables the realisation of MAPE-K feedback architectures.

Aside from the available encapsulation of complete behaviour models within a be-

haviour, which enables structuring and decomposition based on an a priori defined be-

haviour model, the task decomposition and delegation extension fosters a more decou-

pled and decentralised solution. This extension supports the dynamic and decentralised

creation of sub-goals for individual robots in a goal-oriented top-down fashion. The

combination of this extension for explicit coordination together with implicit coordina-

tion though in a single robotics framework is inherently unique and provides maximum

flexibility and adaptation capabilities to the particular application scenario.

Moreover, the RHBP framework contains a general-purpose self-organisation library

for the multi-robot domain. The self-organisation library (so data) provides a wide

range of mechanisms and allows for additional extensions due to its modular and generic

architecture. The further introduced integration of the self-organisation library into

the RHBP core closes a gap between the research fields of decision-making, planning,

and self-organisation. It enables the development of autonomous robots resolving tasks

with complex dependencies while allowing for self-organised coordination and problem

resolving within one framework. Both worlds can directly interact with each other

by making use of the same domain model, information sources and abstract system

capabilities. The integration into the popular ROS framework does also support a fast

adoption and integration into existing solutions and software ecosystems.

Furthermore, we have extended the self-organisation library with the concept and
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implementation of SO Coordinator components that help to abstract the actual self-

organisation mechanisms from the intentions of a system designer. Moreover, this ap-

proach provides the necessary infrastructure to collect abstract self-organisation mecha-

nisms and their configuration in a common database. While the current determination

of the mechanism scores is relying on expert experience, it already includes infrastruc-

ture to enable more sophisticated approaches in the near future, like online and offline

machine learning or applying evolutionary strategies.

In addition, the incorporation of reinforcement learning further enhances the self-

adaptation capabilities of the RHBP core component by automatically learning beneficial

behaviours for different goal-sets independent of the behaviour model and its a priori

defined relationships.

The realised RHBP framework is also tested in various experiments, which underlines

that the approach works in general as intended. Aside from such proof-of-concepts, the

evaluation in several research projects highlights that RHBP is applicable in complex

robot and multi-agent use-cases in practice.

Especially, achieving the shared top spot in the international MAPC 2018 shows that

RHBP is not only fostering the adaptation capabilities, it is also competitive for the

implementation of application scenarios that are more concerned about clear quantitative

measures.

Last but not least, the realised framework has been extensively applied in teaching

for the realisation of different implementations related to the MAPC in several project

courses of the TUB. Here, RHBP has been used by all in all 54 students in the courses

Application System Project and Applied Artificial Intelligence Project from summer

term 2017 until the summer term 2019, which again underlines the maturity of the

approach.
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26. Revisiting Research Questions,

Objectives, and Requirements

The goal of this thesis is to close the discovered research gap between the different

research directions of individual decision-making and planning for single systems, cen-

tralised explicit coordination, decision-making and planning of general-purpose multi-

robot systems as well as self-organised coordination of many simple robots.

As a guideline of the research conducted in this dissertation, following research ques-

tions have been proposed in Chapter 3.

Research Questions:

Q1 How does the integration of self-adaptive decision-making and task-level planning

allow robotic systems to cope with dynamic environments?

Q2 In what way can the combination of task-level decision-making and planning with

self-organisation improve the robustness of coordination for multi-robot systems?

Next, we get back to each of the research questions and discuss how far they can be

answered.

Q1: The successful application of the RHBP framework in the EffFeu project demon-

strates that self-adaptive decision-making and planning is facilitating the operation of

robots in dynamic environments. Here, especially the declarative creation of a behaviour

model that avoids static state transitions and the continuously repeated decision-making

and planning cycle enables the system to automatically respond to uncertainty and

dynamic changes in the environment. Moreover, the shown facilitation of adaptation

capabilities is twofold. First, the system is able to dynamically adjust to changed en-

vironmental conditions by selecting the most appropriate behaviours from several alter-

natives depending on the currently enabled goals, which even works if no direct path to

the goals is known to the planner due to the opportunistic property of the behaviour

network. Secondly, the demonstrations substantiate how the system is coping appropri-

ately with dynamically added, removed, and updated goals throughout a mission. This
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26. Revisiting Research Questions, Objectives, and Requirements

also underlines the reusability because an existing behaviour model for a robot system

can just be applied to a new application scenario by formulating new goals. Undoubt-

edly, this has limitations because the behaviour model needs to contain behaviours that

allow for approaching the given goals in general, but the particular way on how the

behaviours are combined is decided dynamically and does not have to be modelled in

advance. Moreover, the RL extension is also fostering long-term adaptation to unfore-

seen changes in the model as well as in the environment but it requires a decent amount

of learning episodes, as shown in the experiments in Section 22.4.

Q2: The successful participation in the MAPC, especially in the year 2018 with the

shared top spot in the competition has proven that a combination of self-organisation,

explicit coordination, and individual task-level decision-making and planning is bene-

ficial, especially if a complex problem has to be addressed with multiple robots in a

coordinated fashion. In this use-case, the application of self-organisation mechanisms

enables a robust, distributed, and implicitly coordinated exploration of the environment,

while the team of simulated autonomous robots uses explicit coordination in parallel to

handle mutually dependent tasks for assembly and delivery of items. Furthermore, this is

combined with individual decision-making and planning to dynamically handle failures,

deal with uncertainty, manage resources and plan the trajectories. All these aspects

are coherently expressed in one behaviour model containing several abstraction levels

of decisions. In this particular use-case, the taken approach has also proven with the

last-minute changed well-building strategy that the strict separation of concerns induced

by splitting robot capabilities into several behaviour networks, behaviours, conditions,

and goals fosters a fast adaptation from the development point of view. The experience

of the robust and successful combination of implicit and decentralised, explicit coordina-

tion within the MAPC led to the implementation of the specific delegation component

of the RHBP framework afterwards. This component covers decomposition, allocation,

and delegation of tasks. Whereby the delegation component is a further developed gen-

eralisation of the scenario-specific approach used in the MAPC. Here, we consequently

considered decentralisation and robustness in the concept. This component could also

show its functionality for realising the coordination of externally provided user goals in

the EffFeu project.
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Furthermore, the formulated research questions led to a number of objectives and

requirements that provided the foundation for the further developed approach. The ob-

jectives and requirements repeated below are discussed in detail in Chapter 15.

Objectives:

O1 Developing a new reusable task-level decision-making and planning framework for

mobile robots in dynamic and uncertain environments.

O2 Supporting self-adaptation through algorithms and conceptual integration.

O3 Supporting self-organisation with an automatic selection of suitable mechanisms.

O4 Enabling the realisation of multi-robot applications including means for task parti-

tioning and distribution.

O5 Providing capabilities for describing the system goals and boundaries wherein the

system is supposed to operate autonomously and adaptively.

O6 Aiming for coherent, integrated design and implementation of adaptation capabili-

ties within general decision-making and planning.

Requirements:

R1 Integrate various behaviour network concepts into one extended solution.

R2 Extending the hybrid behaviour network concept with more advanced learning ca-

pabilities.

R3 Allowing for multiple hierarchy, respectively abstraction levels in the decision-making.

R4 Integrating implicit coordination through self-organisation in a goal-oriented man-

ner.

R5 Enabling an automated selection of self-organisation mechanism based on expert

knowledge.

R6 Explicitly addressing automated task decomposition, allocation and delegation.

R7 Using the standardised planning interface PDDL.
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R8 Implementing one coherent object-oriented domain model.

R9 Applying the ROS middleware and Python programming language for the realisa-

tion.

These objectives and requirements are achieved with the realisation of the modular

framework RHBP that is seamlessly integrated into the popular robotics ecosystem ROS

(R9 ). The implemented framework is supporting reuse through its component-driven

architecture and it can independently be used for decentralised single as well as multi-

agent or multi-robot systems (O1 and R3 ). In particular, the approach enables in

practice a coherent and integrated design and implementation of the decision-making

and planning as well as coordination application logic within one software ecosystem

that features a common domain model (O6 and R8 ). This becomes visible through

the reuse of the RHBP core component for various aspects of the framework, such as

supporting the goal-oriented usage of self-organisation mechanisms as well as using the

same components for the particular implementation.

The presented core implementation of RHBP, consisting of a hybrid reactive decision-

making and a PDDL-based symbolic planning layer (R1 and R7 ), enables a declarative,

flexible, and capability-oriented implementation of robot systems, while the coherently

integrated extensions for implicit coordination based on self-organisation (O3, R4, and

R5 ) fosters the adaptation capabilities for multi-robot systems. Likewise, the non-

mandatory integration of reinforcement learning (O2 and R2 ) allows to further increase

the adaptation capabilities of single robot systems in many situations. Furthermore, the

extension for a simplified and automated explicit task decomposition and delegation (O4

and R6 ) gives more control for the multi-robot coordination if this is required, e.g. for

complex tasks with mutual dependencies and the necessity of decomposition. Even more,

as all features can be seamlessly combined in one behaviour model, which describes the

multi-robot system with its capabilities and goals, it is possible to tailor the autonomy in

an application-specific manner. In this spirit, the declaratively modelled preconditions

guarantee the outer boundary of the autonomy (O5 ).

The answered questions and achieved objectives underline that the problem addressed

in this thesis has been successfully approached. Nevertheless, there is always room for

improvement; hence, the next chapter discusses some limitations as well as possible

solutions.
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27. Discussion

Despite the fact that the developed RHBP framework can be applied for general-purpose

task-level decision-making and planning in a modular and reusable fashion, the evalu-

ation in practice has also revealed some limitations. The encountered limitations are

examined in the remainder of this chapter.

First, the implemented RHBP framework does not have an explicit notion of time.

The frequency of the main decision-making feedback loop can be used as a rough time

reference but behaviour executions are not limited to the duration of a step, and the

system developer would have to manually ensure that the effects of behaviours corre-

spond with the average execution time per step. In consequence, if the consideration of

time is crucial for the decision-making, the system developer is responsible for creating

a consistent behaviour model that reflects a time reference on the level of decision steps.

Secondly, while the application of RHBP is certainly improving the adaptation capa-

bilities of a multi-robot system, developing a behaviour model requires careful empirical

tests to make sure that the system works as intended. Here, it is especially useful to

evaluate an implementation first in a simulated environment. Although an extensive

usage of preconditions for all behaviours allows to create certain guarantees about the

expectable runtime behaviour, this is also automatically limiting the degree of freedom

for future adaptations. Alternative approaches that are able to rely on model checking

have a clear advantage in this respect but are lacking the necessary degree of freedom

for adaptation on the other hand. A further in-depth study on how aspects of model

checking could be incorporated into the presented behaviour-network-based approach is

an exciting direction for future research.

Thirdly, it is imaginable that several robots in a multi-robot system adapt at the same

time to changed environmental conditions or that the individual adaptations influence

each other. In the worst case, the entire system might reach an oscillating state. Avoid-

ing such situations requires a coordination of the individual adaptations amongst the

agents. A possible solution is presented in (Weißbach et al., 2017), here the authors
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27. Discussion

developed a transaction protocol to ensure a consistent adaptation even in the presence

of communication problems or failing agents. The approach of Weißbach et al. (2017)

could also be adapted and integrated into the presented RHBP framework in the future.

Next, RHBP is making use of a standardised planning interface, although the taken

approach of reusing existing PDDL-based planners through a PDDL-interface enables ex-

changeability of the symbolic planning component, it is also limiting possible extensions

and avoids a more enclosing integration. This is especially restricting the monitoring

capabilities. Here, it could be interesting to explore opportunities of a planner that is

specifically developed for and integrated into RHBP. Such kind of specialised planner

could allow for additional features like plan-reuse, online plan altering, and the iden-

tification of missing behaviours for a further extended automated task decomposition.

Plan-reuse and online plan altering means that the planner avoids to replan and search

through the entire state space every time again from scratch to improve the performance

over continuous decision-making steps. Instead, it tries to identify intelligently which

sub-branches of the created search graph have been already analysed in the past and

can be reused or modified in the current situation. The usefulness of an automated

identification of missing behaviours respectively edges in the planner search space has

been already discussed in Chapter 21. Conducting research in this challenging direction

would allow to further improve the automated decomposition capabilities of the system

in the future.

As far as known, the RHBP framework has been the first approach that combines

decision-making and planning as well as coordination through self-organisation in a co-

herent way. Nevertheless, it marks a starting point that can be further improved. A

possible improvement could be a more sophisticated selection of self-organisation pat-

terns in the coordination mechanism selector component. Here, it seems promising to

have an in-depth investigation on possible applications of machine learning as an exten-

sion of the current expert knowledge database approach.

Furthermore, the application in practice within projects involving an end-user such as

EffFeu yields to the insight that a backtracking and recoding of why certain decision have

been taken are sometimes desired by users to understand why the system is behaving

as it is. Realising such insights within the RHBP seems feasible in general but it would

require additional considerations on how the recorded information can be post-processed
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in a human understandable fashion. These considerations are in line with the current

trend towards research in the direction of human-understandable and explainable AI in

general (Hagras, 2018; Wachter, Mittelstadt, and Floridi, 2017).

Finally, the currently realised reinforcement learning capabilities of RHBP show a lot

of potentials but it could also be further improved in the future. In this case, it would be

especially useful to reduce the number of necessary learning episodes until the solution

converges, which is also a general research challenge in the robotics RL domain (Kober,

Bagnell, and Peters, 2013). Moreover, the current RL implementation is not explicitly

addressing learning in a cooperative multi-agent setup. Thus, a consideration of Multi-

Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) would allow to take advantage of distributed

learning in the future.

28. Future Work

The presented framework RHBP for adaptive decision-making and planning in the multi-

robot domain was developed with a focus on modular expandability. For this reason,

there are many connecting factors that simplify future extensions. Some possible di-

rections for future research have already been identified in the previous chapter, which

discussed the current limitations of the presented approach. The ideas presented in the

remainder of this chapter are not driven by current shortcomings. Instead, they describe

possibilities that would allow to further evaluate and broaden the applicability of the

RHBP approach.

First, intuitive extensions are the development of additional application-specific sen-

sors, behaviours, and activators. Such reusable extensions could potentially foster the

dissemination because they would simplify the application in other use cases by other

researchers. Additionally, the implementation could be optimised more comprehensively

in terms of runtime performance, e.g. increasing concurrent executions.

In the previous chapter, we already discussed that developing a behaviour model with

the framework requires careful empirical testing but also the design and implementation

phase could be assisted by additional tool support to improve the usability. Ideas that
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28. Future Work

could foster such software engineering aspects could be, for instance, an automated gen-

eration of (dynamic) behaviour diagrams from code or runtime environment. Likewise,

the automated generation of code stubs from a visual editing tool could facilitate the

usage, especially for beginners.

The so far targeted multi-robot applications have considered the multi-robot system

as a tool that is autonomously operating based on the goals provided by a human.

However, more investigation could be done towards scenarios that are relying on a closer

interaction between humans and robots. Possible applications areas could be robots

as human co-workers in automation or large heterogeneous swarm system consisting of

humans as well as robots, e.g. in search and rescue operations.

Finally, all the different tested application and evaluation scenarios led to additional

insights, useful improvements, and new ideas for supplementary features. For this rea-

son, it is certainly encouraged to further apply RHBP in new application scenarios to

broaden the applicability of the solution. Moreover, it would be especially interesting

to analyse the results of a permanently deployed RHBP-based industrial multi-robot

solution, which operates outside of the extent of research projects with an only limited

scope of demonstrators.
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